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undreds of people -both new 
and familiar faces-visited the college on 
the weekend of October 19, 2001, for the 
launch of The Campaign for Bryant and 
for Homecoming/Reunion weekend. Kati 
and I were overwhelmed by the outpour-
ing of support we experienced that weekend. Never 
have we felt more keenly the impact Bryant College 
has had on the lives of so many wonderful people. 
E verything about the weekend was inspirational, 
beginning with an elegant candlelight dinnel~ at which I 
had the privilege of publicly thanking the 30 generous 
men and women who kicked off The Campaign for 
Bryant with contributions of $100,000 or more. The 
appreciation in the faces ofthose in attendance renewed 
our enthusiasm for raising an additional $12 million and 
achieving our $35-million campaign goal. 
The most visible signs of the Campaign's progress 
are the new buildings on campus and the Hassenfeld 
Common. Their roots actually date back to the strate-
gic planning process that was set in motion when I 
joined the Bryant community in 1996. Since then, I 
have been gratified by the hard work, ingenuity, and 
generosity-both of pocket and of spirit-that so many 
people have put into the effort of making our vision of 
Bryant's future a reality. We can all share in the satis-
faction of knowing we are part of a historic proj ect that 
will transform the lives of countless young people now 
and for generations to come. 
Although the new buildings are the most tangible 
component of the Campaign, they are only one facet of 
an effort that truly is about changing lives. The George 
E. Bello Center for Information and Technology will 
help Bryant students excel in the workplace by provid-
ing them the best technological resources that the 21st 
century has to offer. The new programs and activities 
funded through the Campaign will attract a more 
diverse student body and provide students more 
opportunities to cultivate teamwork and leadership 
skills. New support for our accademic programs will 
allow Bryant to compete for the best faculty, and new 
scholarships will help the best and brightest attend our 
college r egardless of t heir economic circumstances. 
Ultimately there will be a more vibrant campus life 
offering more competitive athlet ic programs and more 
exposure to the arts and humanities. 
F or those of you who were unable to attend the 
events of that marvelous weekend in October, the 
follovving pages will convey some of the excitement we 
experienced. We hope that these images will inspire you 
to visit the new Bryant College and see for yourself the 
remarkable transformation underway. There's never 
been a better time to reconnect with your alma mater. 
Sincerely, 
A2/C:~~ 
Ronald K. Machtley 
President 




CELEBRATING BRYAl'lT'S FUTURE 
'TRULY AMAZING' 
Those who had not visited campus in more than a year 
were amazed by the transformations brought about by 
The Campaign for Bryant. The Wellness Center and the 
George E. Bello Center for Information and Technology 
were nearing completion - their clean, geometric forms 
displayed to full advantage against a colorful autumn 
backdrop. Landscapers had just put the finishing touches 
on Hassenfeld Common, a lush grassy area covering 
the former Unistructure parking lot. "I remember 
when they were cutting down trees here to build a 
college-now they're planting them," observed Profes-
sor Mike Lynch, who has taught accounting at Bryant 
College for 25 years. 
Visitors predicted that the changes now underway 
would have as great an impact on the College as its relo-
cation 30 years ago from downtown Providence to 
Smithfield. "There are no words to describe this-it's 
truly amazing," said Jennifer Proud Mearns '82, gazing 
at the Wellness Center's new six-lane, 25-yard swim-
ming pool during·the October 19 pre-gala cocktail recep-
tion. The pool, completed just days before, was 
decorated with floating wreaths and candles. 
As a member of the College's Board of Trustees since 
1993 and its current vice chair, Mearns has known about 
B1yant Boa1'd ChaiT Jack 
Callahan '56, Campaign 
Chai'l' Gem'ge E. Bello '58, '96H 
and PTesident Ron Machtley 
greet gnests. 
the Campaign "from the 
very first vision," as she 
put it. But nothing could 
have prepared her for 
seeing the difference it's 
made, she said, adding, 
"It's putting the school in 
a different league." 
CHANGING LIVES 
Mearns and the other guests were seeing the inside of 
the 31,000-square-foot Wellness Center for the first 
time. Palm trees and tuxedoed servers added elegance 
to the contemporary lobby, which is dominated by glass, 
natural wood, and tile. The scene set the stage for a 
formal dinner in the building's multipurpose activity 
center. President Emeritus William T. O'Hara described 
the evening as "the most beautifully executed social 
event in Bryant's history." 
During the dinner President Ron Machtley for-
mally announced the three-year, $35-million campaign 
to about 250 guests. The event included recognition 
for the 30 donors who have contributed $100,000 or 
more to the Campaign, as well as an appeal to others to 
become involved. "We are here for a great purpose," 
Donglas Krupp '69, '89H CI.t the gala 




George and Carol 
Bello jump-started 
The Campaign for 
Bryant with their gift 
of $5 million, which 
helped build the 
$ 17-million George 
E. Bello Center for 
Information and 
Technology. The 
extraordinary n e w 
facility offers stu-




Beno. who is 
executive vice presi-
dent and controller 
of Reliance Group 
Holdings. says it is 
a privilege to start 
young people on the 
path of opportunity 
that he has traveled 
as a result of his 
Bryant education. 
He is serving as 
Chairman of the 
Campaign. 
CELEBRATING BRYANT' S FUTURE 
Machtley said. "The money to be raised will ensure 
Bryant's future and the future of our students through 
a great education." 
Jack Callahan '56, Chairman of the Bryant College 
Board of Trustees and Vice Chair of the Campaign, 
told gala attendees that while the new facilities on 
NathcLn Allison,father of Omari 
Allison '02,f01'1ner Trustee 
Lloyd Granoff, Jack R enza '70, 
and his father l'etired Pl'Ofessol' 
John Renza, Sr. '43 
campus were impressive, the Campaign is focused on 
students, not buildings. "It's so easy to get caught up 
in talking about the dollars being invested and the new 
facilities going up around us," Callahan said. "But in 
reality, we are here for one thing and one thing only. 
We are here as partners with Ron and the Bryant team 
to educate young people-the wonderful young 
men and women you see on campus tonight and here 
among us at this dinner. Let's keep the right goal in 
front of us. After all, what we are doing is all about 
changing lives." 
"It's About Changing Lives" is the Campaign's 
theme, and it was emphasized throughout the gala and 
the other events held during the weekend. 
HOLDING FAST TO WHAT'S GOOD 
Students played a major role in all the events, beginning 
with junior Kerry Beach's rousing gala-opening 
rendition of America the Beautiful. Beach, a women's 
volleyball champion who was wooed by several colleges, 
said it was the focus on students that led her to choose 
Bryant. "One thing that really left an impression 
was that when I visited campus, President Machtley sat 
next to me for 40 minutes and talked to me. The fact 
that the president of a college would take the time to get 
President Ron Machtley toasts 
the Campaign's S1.lpp01'ters. 
Robin Romeo, Dana Bradley '92, 
"Buzz" Waltman '76, of the Naval 
Ww' College, and his wife Jane. 
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to know the students was wonderful. I didn't want to go 
to a school where I'd be just another shadow passing 
in the hallway," Beach said. 
Bryant has exceeded Beach's expectations. "It's 
like a family," she said of the Bryant College commu-
nity, "The girls on my volleyball team are like sisters, I 
can just stop by my professors' offices for a chat. These 
are people I'm always going to remember. They're the 
people I'm going to invite to my wedding." 
Other students who were involved in the gala echoed 
Beach's sentiments. Kyle Cehanowicz '03, president of 
the Finance Association, said Bryant is so responsive to 
students that when the finance department was recruit-
ing a new professor, representatives of the association 
were invited to lunch with the candidates. The candidate 
the students favored was selected for the position. 
Cehanowicz, who addressed the gala, said Bryant's 
small classes and accessible professors have added 
immeasurably to his education. "It's like a roundtable 
atmosphere- you're in conversation with the pro-
fessors and with the other students," he said. "At 
another school, my Introduction to Business course 
would have been held in an auditorium with hundreds 
of students. That wasn't my style, and it's not the best 
way to learn." 
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Omari Allison '02 said 
Bryant's small size and 
its responsive adminis-
tration have given him 
invaluable opportunities 
to cultivate leadership and 
teamwork skills. "Bryant 
College is trying to get 
you adjusted to what's 
in the real world, where 
networking and knowing 
how to work cooperatively 
I 1 
"\Nc havc the oppor-
tunity tog'cthcl' to not 
only ch,lllge the 
~'e ~OI:;V fol' 
Bl'ya Ilt College. 
but. to change the 
lives ot' future gener-
atioIls to corne. 
Let us seize this 
oppol'tullity." 
with others is the formula for success," he said. "Bryant 
is a place that challenges you but also provides you with 
the resources to meet the challenge." 
Machtley and the Trustees said they would continue 
to put students first during this period of unprecedented 
change at the College. "We are interested in developing 
the whole person, so that our students can rise to the 
top," said Tom Marotta '67, chairman and CEO of 
Marotta Scientific Controls, Inc., who became a Trustee 
in 1997, He said the College would always take extra 
measures to ensure its students have exceptional 
opportunities to learn and grow. As an example of 
such a measure, Marotta cited the First Year Success 
G'uests enjoy an elegnnt 
dinne?' of ginger beef tenderloin 
and sesame sh1'i'l1'Vp, 
A bonfire following the 




One of the IllOst visible 
cOIllponents of The 
Call1paign for Bryant 
is The Hassenfeld 
COIllIllon, the green 
space at the heart of 
the eIllerging new CaIll-
pus. It was naIlled for 
Alan G. Hassenfeld, 
who donated $1.5 Illil-
lion to The Call1paign 
for Bryant through The 
Hassenfeld Foundation. 
Hassenfeld and 
his brother, the late 
Stephen Hassenfeld, 
were both awarded 
honorary doctorates 
by Bryant in 1985 for 
their strong support 
of the College, which 
Alan considers an 
iIllportant resource 
for business people in 
the region. Hassenfeld 
is chairman and CEO 
of Hasbro, the world's 
second largest toy 
manufacturer, and is 
a meIllber of Bryant's 




The Douglas and 
Judith Krupp Library, 
located in the George 
E. Bello Center 
for Information and 
Technology, was 
created in part with 
the Krupps' generous 
$l-million gift to The 
Campaign for Bryant. 
A longtime Bryant 
benefactor, Douglas 
Krupp has also served 
on the College's Board 
of Trustees. 
Through the Judith 
and Douglas Krupp 
Family Charitable 
Foundation, Douglas 
and Judith Krupp sup-
port a variety of phil-
anthropic interests, 
ranging from the Anti-
Defamation League 
and Dana Farber 
Cancer Institute to 
the Lenny Fund, 
which supports grass 
roots social justice 
initiatives throughout 
greater Boston. 
Douglas Krupp is 
chairperson of The 
Berkshire Group. 
CELEBRAT ING BRYANT'S FUT URE 
Program, which he learned about from his son 
Michael Marotta '05. The program links freshmen with 
faculty mentors to guide them through the transition 
to college life. 
OLD ACQUAINTANCES 
Marotta was one of more t han 4,500 alumni who 
par ticipated in this year's Homecoming and Reunion 
festivities, which were combined for the first time dur-
ing the weekend of October 19. The busy schedule 
included a pep rally and bonfire, the Loyal Guard 
Brunch (which honored members of the Class of 1951), 
a classic car show, a concert, campus tours, and several 
athletic contests-among them an alumni volleyball 
match, women's tennis, men's soccer, and the big 
football game, in which the Bulldogs defeated UMass 
Lowell 31-16. 
Visitors ranged from graduates who have been 
active members of the Bryant community for many 
years to alumni who have not attended a College event 
in more than 30 years. They included people involved in 
all facets of American life, from law enforcement 
to medicine, from information technology to insurance. 
What they all shared is gratitude for the institution they 
credit with launching them on their paths in life. 
Michele Sczerbinski, David 
Gold '71, and Jack Reza '70 
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"\Vhat \ve do ovel' the next fc\\' \veeks 
anel Inonths in th!s earnpaign " ' ill 
detel'lnine ho\v ,veil Bryant. College \vill be 
prepared to lHeet future needs. So far 
\,'e've becn successful. But there is Inlleh 
n10re to bc donc anel thcl'c's n I'olc 1'01' 
each of us in this rOOlll." 
L STL"IGBONDS 
Seeing the campus for the first time since she gradu-
ated, Judy Carlson '92 recalled how her years at 
Bryant enriched her personally as well as academi-
cally. She said her Bryant education prepared her for 
a fulfilling career in software support, where she found 
an unanticipated and r ewarding way of applying her 
accounting degree. 
Francis, Becky Franc is, and 
Dave (} I'eenan '73 
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canlpnign is going to 
open lip so rnany 
Inore opportunities 
('or studcnts 
by hI'i nging new 
reSOlll'ces and 
advanced technology 
to Call1])US. \Ne'll 
have the (oollS at Ollr 
ringcl'tips to PI'CPHPC 
rot' success." 
"Thanks to the skills I 
learned at Bryant, I was 
able to take my knowledge 
of accounting into another 
arena that I really enjoy," 
Carlson said. "I wouldn't 
have taken the ri k that 
have paid off for me if it 
hadn't been for Bryant. 
Bryant taught me how to 
research things-how to 
look at things from differ-
ent angles. I even learned 
how to market m) ,elf." 
Michael Shapiro '67 convinced about 20 of hL Beta 
Iota Beta (now Theta Kappa Epsilon) fraternity brothel. 
to join him for "a reunion within a reunion" durin he 
weekend. Those classmates now live in Atlanta. Dall~. 
Ft. Lauderdale, and other cities, and some had ne\'er n 
the Smithfield campus. "This is ovelwhelmin for m-
one who remembers the downtown PrO\idenc campu'-
Shapiro said. "It's unbelievable to see what an incr i I 
institution Bryant has evolved into." 
Shapiro and his friends said that witne ~ 'in 
progress at Bryant College ga\'e them a renew d 
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President Ron Machtley greets 
Bulldogfans. 
of pride in t heil' alma mater. They reminisced about the 
old da on the downtown campus, recalling a time of 
dre codes-no jeans for men and no slacks for women 
-and as igned seating. "Three class cuts and you were 
out." hapiro said. 
hapiro said that although the years have changed 
him ancI hi college pals in many ways, "the most amaz-
ing thing i~ that after two minutes together, it was like 
nothing had changed. It was as if 30 years were gone in 
the blink of an eye." 
Edw'ard Schroeder' 40 said bonds formed during his 
college years have lasted a lifetime. He remains in touch, 
mo~tly \-ia the Internet, with about 10 members of his 
graduating class. Like Shapiro, he said the developments 
at Bryant College are a source of renewed pride. 
\\ L -G BACK 
John Renza '43, who taught accounting at Bryant for 22 
yeru ~ and married his Bryant classmate Marie Renza '43, 
has many ties to the College. An impmtant one is his son 
John Renza, Jr. '70, an Active Honorary Trustee and a mem-
ber of the Accounting Advisory Council. "This campaign is a 
(h am that has become a reality," Renza Sr. said. "I don't 
think that I could find words to describe how I feel about all 




Marge and Nick 
Janikies' cOITnnit-
ment of $1 million to 
The Campaign for 
Bryant is the latest 
gesture in their 
history of giving to the 
college where they 
n1.et and began their 
lives together. The 
Janilties Auditorium 
was named for Marge 
Janikies '57 and Nick 
Janikies '57, who 
was also awarded an 
honorary doctorate 
in 1986. A successful 
entrepreneur, Nick 
Janikies founded the 
Jan Cos., which is one 
of the largest develop-
ers of Burger King 






lished by the late 
George S. Champlin. 
(pictured here) and 
his sisters. contributed 
almost $2 million 
to The Campaign. 
for Bryant. The 
second-largest 
private philanthropy 
in. New England. 
The Foundations 
have awarded a total 
of 8278 million in 
capital grants as of 
December 2001. most 
of them in the State 
of Rhode Island. 
A Warwick indus-
trialist. George S. 
Champlin enjoyed 
making his gifts 
anonymously. usually 
as Christmas presents 
to the recipients. He 
died without heirs in 
1980 at the age of 97. 
CELEBRATI:"iG BRYANT'S FUTURE 
Bryant College has had an enormous impact on 
Renza Sr,'s life, and it's also been a vehicle by which he's 
affected the lives of others, One whose life was touched 
by Renza is George E. Bello '58 '96H, whose $5-million 
gift launched the construction of the information and 
technology center, 
"I have been fortunate in my life and career," Bello 
told guests at the Campaign gala, "I owe a large portion 
of my good fortune to my Bryant experience and, in par-
Jnnio1's (left to right) Matt 
Taylm; Eric Floyd, Dan O'Brien, 
Keith Anderson, Ian Resle1; 
cmd Alexe Lopes spell md their 
BnllrIng spirit, 
ticular, to one of my professors who is with us tonight-
Professor Jack Renza," 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE 
Bello, who is Campaign Chairman, was one ofthe donors 
honored during the dinner, He said philanthropy is a 
two-way street that has enriched him by providing the 
opportunity to have a positive influence on future gener-
ations. One of the direct beneficiaries of Bryant support 
is Maria Cuartas '04, who received the Lucy 1. Callahan 
Peachtree Place Scholarship, which covers tuition and 
all the other costs associated with college. Attending 
the gala with her daughter, Maria's mother Blanca 
Cuartas thanked Callahan in person: "This is a present 
from God," she said. 
Maria said t hat without the scholarship she would 
have attended a community college and worked full time, 
just as she did in high school. Thanks to Callahan's estab-
lishment of the scholarship for minority women, Cuartas 
is now a full-time sophomore majoring in communica-
tions and getting involved in campus life, making friends, 
and learning lessons that will last a lifetime. 
"It makes such a big difference when people give," 
Cuartas said. "You can see it in people. You can see it 
in me." ~ 
Fans gathe1' with Bulldog mascot 
before the garne, 
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CREATING A TvVEKTY FIRST-CENTURY COLLEGE 
THE GEORGE E . BELLO CENTER FOR 
INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
A stunning architectural addition to the campus, the $17-
million George E. Bello Center is the largest single item 
on the Campaign's agenda. It was named for Campaign 
Chairman George E. Bello '58, '96H whose extraordinary 
$5-million gift jump-started the entire fundraising drive. 
The 71,000-square-foot George E. Bello Center, set 
to open in late spring, will feature cutting-edge infor-
mation and communications technology, along with 
spacious accommodations for seminars, conferences, and 
large group meetings. The building will house the 
Douglas and Judith Krupp Library, a trading r oom 
where students can simulate real-life financial market 
transactions, and a cyber cafe. 
The George E. Bello Center will give Bryant gradu-
ates a competitive edge in the workplace. "In today's 
business world, it's imperative to know how to effec-
tively find, evaluate, manage, and retrieve information," 
says assistant librarian Colleen Anderson. "The Center 
will equip students to excel in a technologically sophisti-
cated environment." 
Stanley Baran, Chair of the Communication Depart-
ment, agrees. "You cannot do communications in any 
meaningful sense anymore without technology inter-
vening," he says. "My students must be prepared to func-
tion in a technology-dominated environment." 
THE WELLNESS CENTER 
Opened early in December, the 31,000-square-foot 
Wellness Center houses a state-of-the-art fitness center 
with a range of exercise equipment to rival the best private 
health clubs; a six-lane, 25-yard swimming pool; and a 
soundproof aerobics/martial arts studio with specialized 
flooring, mirrors, sound system, and video equipment. 
"I've waited 25 years for that pool," says Accounting 
Professor Mike Lynch, who believes that "a healthy 
mind needs a healthy body." In addition to being a 
Bryant faculty member, a CPA, and a lawyer, Lynch is 
a committed athlete who plans to be a frequent visitor 
to the Center. 
The Wellness Center is fast becoming a focal point 
for students involved in the growing number of athletic 
teams and sports clubs on campus. Kerry Beach '03, a 
member of Bryant's \vomen's volleyball team, says the 
Center provides much-needed facilities for training in 
new programs, such as Bryant Karate and the Rhythm 
and Pride Dance Team. 
The Wellness Center will help in recruiting and 
training better athletes, says head women's volleyball 
coach Theresa Garlacy. "We'll be able to do specialized 
lifting and training programs together as a team," she 
says. "Coaches will be able to direct team workouts 
without interrupting individuals' workouts." 
In addition to helping students keep physically fit, 
the Wellness Center contributes to the spirit of commu-
nity on campus. "It's really bringing students out of 
their dorm rooms more to mingle and socialize," Garlacy 
says. "It's also getting the faculty and staff more 
involved with each other on a daily basis." 
HASSENFELD COMMON AND UNISTRUCTURE 
RENOVATIONS 
Named for Alan G. Hassenfeld and The Hassenfeld 
Foundation, which gave $1.5 million to the Campaign, 
Hassenfeld Common is a grassy quadrangle covering 
the site that was once the Unistructure's parking 
lot. Surrounded by the U nistructure and the new 
buildings, the Common stands at the center of the 
new campus. 
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CREATING A TWENTY FIRST-CE="TlJRY COLLEGE 
"Bryant College is an important resource for this 
state and for businesses and organizations across the 
country," says Hassenfeld, a Bryant Trustee and chair-
man and CEO of Hasbro, Inc. "I am proud to help this col-
lege build for the future and make this campus even more 
attractive to those students who will call Bryant 'home.'" 
The multipurpose Unistructure, whose 309,000 
square feet have functioned as the physical heart of 
Bryant College for more than 30 years, has been reno-
vated to make it more attractive and functional. The 
College's original swimming pool was transformed into 
the building's atrium, a beautiful modern gathering 
place that serves as an impressive entrance to the 
Offices of Admission and Financial Aid and the new 
Career Services Center. 
THEENDO~NTFUND 
The majority of Campaign dollars are earmarked to 
build a new campus infrastructure. But some of the 
money raised will increase the College's endowment 
fund, which supports student scholarships, faculty, and 
programs, including new degree majors. A greater 
endowment brings financial security for the future as 
well as the ability to compete for top students and 
professors by providing new and enhanced resources. 
That translates into a higher quality of education for 
all students. 
A strong endowment fund also permits the College 
administration to create new programs, ranging from 
athletic clubs to performing arts groups to academic 
associations. The greater variety of activities makes for 
a more vibrant campus life, and the activities offer 
opportunities for students to explore their special inter-
ests while participating in groups in which they can 
learn about teamwork and leadership. 
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Lynch believes another benefit of offering more 
programs and activities is that it allows the College to 
draw from a larger pool of prospective students. "It's 
important that the College has the ability to attract 
people from outside the region and from different 
demographic groups," Lynch says. "A more diverse 
student population is going to bring new perspectives 
into the classroom that will enhance the learning expe-
rience for everyone." 
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS 
Capital campaigns offer a number of intangible but 
important benefits, according to members of the Bryant 
community who are experienced in fundraising for insti-
tutions. "A capital campaign provides an opportunity for 
an institution not just to raise additional financial 
resources, but also to build a network of supporters," 
says Marketing Department Chair Keith Murray. "You 
don't write a check to an institution and leave it at that. 
We'll have many more people becoming an integral part 
of Bryant College." 
In addition to helping keep the College on the busi-
ness world's radar screen, alumni can provide invaluable 
career networking and mentoring opportunities for stu-
dents. "You can't have enough alumni coming back on 
campus and getting involved-giving of their time and 
their professional expertise," Garlacy says. 
The Campaign's launch helped bring a record num-
ber of alumni back to campus during the weekend of 
October 19. With more than 10,000 supporters already 
involved in the Campaign, its officials hope to capitalize 
on the groundswell of support to energize Bryant's 
already vital alumni network and make it more produc-
tive than ever, leading the College into a future that 
would have been unimaginable just a few years ago . • 
HONORING THOSE LOST 
he SepteIllber 11 attacks took a heavy toll on the 
Bryant College cOIllIllunity. Four aluIllni lost their 
lives, as did the daughter of two other grad-
uates. In addition, the father of Jason Coffey '98 
died with his son in the World Trade Center. 
Like so many of the nation's bereaved, the 
Bryant College community has channeled its 
grief into positive action. Today, everyone who 
visits campus can enjoy the handsome grove of 
trees on the new Hassenfeld Common that 
serves as a living memorial to those we lost. 
The family, friends and colleagues of Shawn 
Nassaney '98 moved into action almost immedi-
ately to establish an endowed scholarship in his 
name, and a Bryant Trustee anonymously pledged 
$300,000 to fund scholarships in the name of each of 
the other alumni who died that day: Jason Coffey '98, 
Lynn Goodchild '98, and William Lum Jr. '78. These 
scholarships will make it possible for future generations 
of students to benefit from a Bryant education. 
THE SHAWN M. NASSANEY MEMORIAL 
CROSS COUNTRY RACE 
The friends and families of N assaney and Goodchild, 
both of whom were noted athletes during their years 
at Bryant, have organized sporting events to raise 
money for the scholarships in their names. In addition 
to generating dollars, the events serve as tributes 
to the bereaved and rallying points for the 
College community. 
Shawn Nassaney served as captain of 
Bryant's track and field team, earning two 
Bulldog Awards for his outstanqing a1Jlletic 
ability and commitment. After his deatn, his. 
friends and family agreed that establishing a 
race in his name would be a fitting tribute. 
Held at Bryant on Sunday, October 21, the 
first annual Shawn N assaney Memorial Cross 
Country Race was the final event of Homecoming and 
Reunion weekend. F ive hundred runners and walkers 
from throughout the College community and beyond 
part icipated-including Nassaney's grandmother and 
members of Goodchild's family. 
The event raised $10,000 for the Nassaney Scholarship 
Fund. "It was as if Shawn was looking over us, saying, 'I'm 
going to give you a good day to run,''' says Bryant Trustee 
Tov Birke-Haueisen '00, who helped organize the race. "It 
was an unusually beautiful October day, 70 degrees 
and sunny-we had a great turnout." In 
addition to the race proceeds, $65,000 has 
been contributed by Shawn's colleagues 
and business associates at Rhode 
Island-based American Power 
Conversion (APC) and by personal 
friends and family members. 
"The idea for the race started 
the day after Shawn's death," says 
Marc Lamson, who worked closely with N assaney for 
three and a half years at APC. He says the scholarship 
fund is growing continually through payroll deductions 
made by Nassaney's friends at APC. The scholarship is 
designated for prospective students who, like N assaney, 
have strong leadership potential as well as an interest 
in running. Nassaney's parents worked with College 
officials to identify the selection criteria for recipients. 
"Shawn was a true mentor-someone who was 
always helping other people develop t hemselves," 
Lamson says. "He was always positive, and he pa ed 
his enthusiasm on to everyone he came into contact 
with. When he was involved in something, he had a 
major impact on it. Through the scholarship, he 11 con-
tinue to have a big impact." 
The race's organizers expect next year·s eyent to be 
much larger, raising even more money. "Next year. 
we're really joining forces with Bryant and APe to gen-
erate a lot of publicity for the race," Lamson says. 
NORTHERN RHODE ISLAND KARATE 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
Karate enthusiasts throughout New England will honor 
Goodchild March 23, when the annual Northern Rhode 
Island Karate Championship at Bryant College will be 
dedicated in her memory. The event will also raise 
money for the scholarship fund bearing her name. 
As a student, Goodchild -a second-degree blue belt-
served as president of the Karate Club, which includes 
current students and alumni. An award in her name will 
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be presented in March to the Bryant karate student who 
best exemplifies Goodchild's leadership, dedication, and 
passion for the sport. 
"At the tournament, we will have a special tribute to 
Lynn," says Ron Renaud '81, who has led the Bryant 
Karate Club ince its founding in 1978 and is spearheading 
thi<: year' tournament. "Lynn was full of energy-very 
po itive and upbeat," recalls Renaud. "If she had known 
that someone was going to make her plane [Flight 175] 
crash, there's no doubt in my mind that she would have 
been in the aisle trying to stop the hijackers. That's the 
kind of person she was." 
The tournament program book will feature a dedica-
tion in Goodchild's honor, and T-shirts worn during the 
event will bear a picture of her draped in the American 
flag-an image designed by Goodchild's mother. A raffle 
during the event will raise money for the scholarship. 
Interested friends and classmates of Shawn, Lynn, 
Jason, and Bill can make additional gifts to the scholar-
ship funds established in their names. Visitors to cam-
pus are encouraged to spend a few moments at the 
Memorial Grove to reflect on the lives of these alumni 
and others lost on September II. 
To learn more about the scholarships, please call 
the Development Office at 1-877-353-5667 or e-mail 
campaign@bryant.edu. @ 
THE MOST FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
ABOUT 
THE CAMPAIGN FOR BRYANT 
1. What is The Campaignfor Bryant? 
The first comprehensive campaign in Bryant's 138-year 
history, The Campaign for Bryant aims to raise a mini-
mum of $35 million by December 2004 to improve cam-
pus facilities and enhance student programming and 
faculty support through both endowed and annual gifts. 
To date, more than 10,000 people have contributed 
almost $24 million to the Campaign. 
2. Why are we having this Campaign now? 
• New England is a particularly competitive educa-
tional marketplace with more than 175 colleges and uni-
versities within 100 miles of the Bryant campus. And 
our advantage of being an AACSB-accredited business 
college has begun to erode, as such institutions as 
Quinnipiac and Stonehill take steps to earn the same 
accreditation. With so many choices available to 
prospective students, we must provide an environment 
that reflects contemporary teaching and learning oppor-
tunities if we-and, most importantly, our students-
are to remain competitive. 
• Between 1996 and 1999, the College's long-time com-
petitors-Babson and Bentley colleges-invested $84 
and $63 million, respectively, in their physical plants, 
compared with Bryant's investment of $12 million. Their 
investments were made possible by the contributions of 
their alumni and friends through campaigns similar to 
the one Bryant is launching. 
• Demographics make this an optimal time for launch-
ing a capital campaign. An increasing number of stu-
dents in our traditional recruiting areas are reaching 
college age. However, this trend is expected to change in 
2008, and we will face an ever more competitive environ-
ment in the later part of the decade. We must improve 
our competitive position before that occurs. 
3 . What are the objectives of The Campaignfor Bryant? 
The main goal of The Campaign for Bryant is to seek 
enhanced levels of private support to build financial 
strength in several institutional arenas, induding: 
• $20 million for our Campus Facilities Initiative, which 
is helping build The George E. Bello Center for Infor-
mation and Technology, a state-of-the-art Wellness 
Center, and Hassenfeld Common 
• $5 million for the Annual Fund 
• $10 million to enhance our program, faculty, and schol-
arship support 
4. What will this Campaign do for the College? 
With the infusion of significant new funds earmarked 
for facilities, we will literally transform our campus in 
order to serve our current students better and make 
Bryant even more attractive to prospective students. 
By creating a 21st-century library and learning center, 
we will ensure that our students are learning in the 
most technologically advanced environment; through 
the expansion and enhancement of our recreational 
and athletic facilities, we will create a more student-
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centered college with a better 
residential experience. 
With the private funds ear-
marked for program and faculty 
support, we will continue to 
search the world for faculty who 
are up to the new challenges of 
teaching in this fast-past, high-tech world. And we will 
continue in our quest to lead our peers in the application 
of technology in the post dot-com era. 
Greater private scholarship support will allow us to 
recruit the very best and brightest minds, regardless of 
their ability to pay for an education, and will enhance our 
capacity to recruit international, minority, and female 
students-the highest priority for our institution. 
A growing annual fund will allow the College the 
greatest flexibility to respond to the needs of our stu-
dents-needs that cannot always be anticipated in the 
ever-evolving world of business. Innovation must be 
continuous, not episodic. The on-going, increased 
private support of our alumni, parents, and friends is 
fundamental if we are to keep our edge and offer our 
students an exceptional education. 
s . How do I participate? 
• There ar e numerous ways you, as an alumna/alumnus, 
parent, or friend ofthe College can help: 
• Return to campus for Homecoming/Reunion Septem-
ber 27 to 28. See first-hand the physical changes to the 
campus and get to know some of our current students. 
• Become an advocate for the College in your business 
and community and speak to others about Bryant. 
• Give to Bryant's Annual Fund each year. Alumni 
participation is a critical consideration when US News & 
World Report determines their national college rank-
ings. Participation in the annual fund is considered a 
measure of alumni satisfaction. 
• Consider a pledge over and above your annual fund 
gift to support one of the capital projects identified in 
the Campaign. 
6 . How much should I give 
to the Campaign? 
Noone can tell you how much 
you should give-that's a 
decision that must take into 
consideration your personal 
objectives and obligations. 
However, the extraordinary nature of this effort 
suggests that each friend of the College consider 
making an extraordinary gift based on their particular 
set of circumstances. 
We do suggest that you consider the role your 
Bryant education has played in your life. You might also 
consider how you would like your gift to impact Bryant. 
Do you wish to support the library collection? Provide 
financial assistance to a student? Recognize the work of 
a faculty member? 
The Development Office at the College also has 
material available that describes various programs you 
can support, along with a suggested schedule of gifts. 
Finally, keep in mind that pledges made to the 
Campaign can be fulfilled over a period of up to five 
years from the date of the pledge. 
7. How do I make a gift to the Campaign? 
It's easy~ All gifts and pledges made to Bryant College 
by December 2004 will count as part of this unprece-
dented effort. 
Gifts can be made by check, credit card, or securities 
and for your added convenience, we offer EFT 
(Electronic Funds Transfer). With your written permis-
sion, we will automatically bill your credit card 
(MasterCard, VISA, or American Express) or debit 
your checking account monthly in an amount of your 
choosing. Checks should be made payable to Bryant 
College and mailed to Box 40, 1150 Douglas Pike, 
Smithfield, RI 02917. You may also call 1-877-353-5667 to 
make a gift via your credit card. 
Many types of deferred and planned gifts may also 
be counted in our Campaign. The impact of these gifts 
on the College has grown tremendously over the past 
several years, and we now have two Planned Giving 
experts on staff to assist donors with this type of 
giving vehicle. ~ 
THREE BUSINESS 
LEADERS JOIN BOARD 
OF TRUSTEES 
Bryant welcomed three new 
members to its Board of 
Trustees in January: William J. 
Conaty '67, Alan G. Hasssenfeld 
'85H, and Walter Stepan 'OlH. 
Each was elected to a three-
year term in October. 
"These three individuals 
bring impressive business 
backgrounds and a passion for 
Bryant-that's a winning 
combination," said President 
Ronald Machtley. "Our board 
continues to grow in new 
and exciting ways." 
VVILLIAM CONATY '67 
is senior vice president of 
human resources at General 
Electric Company and chair 
ofthe GE Fund. He joined 
GE's Corporate Manufacturing 
Management Program upon 
graduating from Bryant in 
1967. Except for a tour of 
military duty, he has been 
employed there ever since. In 
N o\'ember 1990 he was elected 
GRANT ENABLES 
BRYANT COLLEGE TO 
SERVE AS LINKAGE 
VElllCLE FOR RHODE 
ISLAND BUSINESSES 
The Rhode Island Export 
Assistant Center (RIEAC) and 
the Rhode Island Small Business 
Development Center (RISBDC), 
both programs of the John H. 
Chafee Center for International 
Business at Bryant College, have 
received a $250,000 grant from 
the U.S. Small Business Admin-
istration-the money has been 
used to create Rhode Island 
BusinessLINC, a mentor-
protege business relationship 
opportunity between large and 
small companies. 
"This is exciting for Rhode 
Island businesses to receive 
SPOTLIGHT ON BRYANT: 
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a GE Company officer and vice 
president of human resources 
for GE's Aircraft Engines. 
He was elected to his current 
position in October 1993. 
The recipient of Bryant's 
1999 Distinguished Alumnus 
Award, Conaty is a member 
of the President's Leadership 
Council and the Partners-
in-Scholarship Program. In 
addition to his involvement 
with Bryant College, Conaty 
serves on several other boards, 
including those of the Labor 
Policy Association and the 
National Academy of Human 
Resources. 
Conaty and his wife, Sue, 
live in Fairfield, Connecticut, 
and have two daughters, 
Kimberly and Kelly. 
ALAN HASSENFELD 
'85H is chairman and CEO 
of Hasbro, which, with sales of 
$3.78 billion in 2000, is ranked 
the second-largest toy company 
behind MatteI. Hassenfeld 
joined the company, his family'S 
business, in 1970 and is the 
and provide assistance to other 
businesses within the state, so 
that their collective knowledge 
can be used to increase produc-
tivity and sales," notes RIEAC 
director Ray Fogarty. 
The BusinessLINC database 
collects information on mentors 
and proteges, provides matching 
capabilities, and serves as the pri-
mary som'ce for meeting activity 
reporting requirements of this 
grant. In addition to the database 
itself, Web statistics on participat-
ing companies will be available. 
Rhode Island businesses 
interested in being linked with 
other in-state businesses by serv-
ing as mentors or proteges are 
encouraged to contact Mary-Ruth 
Foley at (401) 232-6566 or via 
e-mail at mrfoleY@bryant.edu. 
third generation of Hassenfelds 
to run Hasbro. He rose through 
the company's ranks - from 
assistant to the president to 
vice president of internal 
operations, to vice president of 
marketing and sales, to execu-
tive vice president-to become 
president in 1984. He took over 
as chair and CEO in 1989. 
A returning Bryant Trustee, 
Hassenfeld serves on many 
boards, including that of 
Brown U ni versity, the Jewish 
Community Center, and Foster 
Parents Plan. He was honorary 
chair of the World Scholar 
Athlete Games in 1993 and a 
member of the Dean's Council 
of Harvard University in 1995. 
Hassenfeld and his wife, 
Vivien, live in Boston and 
Bristol, Rhode Island. 
WALTER STEPAN 'OIH 
is retired co-chairman of the 
former Bacou USA, Inc., now 
known as Bacou-Dalloz. The 
company designs, manu-
factures, and sells personal 
protection equipment for the 
SENIOR CLASS REGIS-
TERS FOR SPRING IN 
UNDER ONE HOUR 
November 1 represented a 
milestone in Bryant's history as 
undergraduate and graduate 
students registered for spring 
courses online for the first 
time ever. 
SCT Banner, the new admin-
istrative software systems, 
enabled students to access the 
workplace and, under Stepan's 
direction, has grown to be a 
leader in the American safety 
industry. 
Stepan's career spanned 
22 years with Uvex Germany 
before he was named president 
and CEO ofUvex USAin 1988. 
When Bacou acquired Uvex 
in 1993, he remained as presi-
dent and CEO of the American 
subsidiaries. 
Stepan was awarded an 
honorary Doctor of Humane 
Letters from Bryant at 
Commencement 2001. He 
was a member of the board of 
trustees from 1998-2000. 
A returning Trustee, 
Stepan and his wife, Heidi, 
served as chairs of the Bryant 
Parents Fund when their son, 
Axel '94, was a student. Stepan 
has offered internships to 
Bryant students through his 
company and has served on 
the board of Bryant's World 
Trade Center. The Stepans live 
in West Palm Beach, Fla., and 
have two children, Axel '94, 
and Bettina. 
course registration process from 
their residence halls, homes, 
offices, the Koffler Center, and 
virtually from around the world. 
More than 350 undergradu-
ate students completed the reg-
istration process in the first five 
minutes, and 97 percent of eligi-
ble seniors registered in the 
first 20 minutes-a task that 
would have taken at least two 
days employing the old regis-
tration process. It was noted 
that Professor Patrick Keeley's 
class, ENG355 The Novel, 
closed in 30 seconds. 
The entire undergraduate 
student population had the 
opportunity to register via the 
Web by November 17. Regis-
tration remained opened until 
classes began on January 18. 
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CHINA TRIP LEADS TO 
SEMESTER ABROAD 
A trip to China last May 
with Professor Hong Yang's 
China Explorers left Adam 
Francis '03 eager to learn more 
about that nation and its peo-
ple. So eager, in fact, that he 
decided to spend the spring 
2002 semester studying at 
Beiwai in Beijing. 
"I've always had an interest 
in outside cultures in general," 
Francis says. "I have lots of 
international friends on campus, 
and I find that very rewarding." 
In high school, Francis 
learned about other cultures 
through religion - visiting 
temples, mosques, and other 
places of worship. During his 
freshman year at Bryant, his 
interest shifted toward the 
function oflanguage in learning 
about cultures. He had done a 
lot of reading about China, and 
when the opportunity arose to 
go there, he says, "I couldn't 
pass it up." 
The China Explorers 
involved taking a preparatory 
course and then traveling 
to China with Yang and other 
Bryant students for three 
weeks. (For further informa-
tion on the China Explorers, 
go to web.bryant.edul-china.) 
Prior to the trip, Francis took 
an independent study on 
Chinese culture and language 
with Professor Bill Graves, who 
used to teach Chinese on cam-
pus and whose wife is Chinese. 
The study gave Francis a 
context in which to help him 
understand and appreciate the 
things he saw during the trip. It 
also increased his fascination 
with China, a nation he found 
less diverse than the United 
States, but more accepting. 
Francis made several friends 
during his visit, including a 
Chinese national his age who 
worked with the group. When 
he returns to Beijing in the 
spring, Francis will live with 
friends of Professor Yang whom 
he met during his first trip. 
Francis has remained in e-mail 
contact with them and other 
friends in China since his return. 
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Francis has also continued 
to improve his Chinese by 
trying to confine himself to 
speaking in that language in 
conversations with Yang. The 
two practice Tai Chi in the gym 
every Friday morning. 
Yang is impressed by his 
pupil's perseverance. "He's curi-
ous about international issues 
and willing to spend time 
and energy to look into those 
issues," Yang says. "Intellec-
tually he's a smart kid and 
enthusiastic to learn. He always 
asked sophisticated and inter-
esting questions in class." 
Adam Francis t l'ies out a sword from a street vendor. 
Francis was excited when 
China entered the World 1i-ade 
Organization in December. 
Mandarin, Francis believes that 
event. coup]ed with his knowl-
ed e of China, could influence 
his future career. 
up in China," Francis says. He's 
considering living and working 
in China following graduation, 
or possibly working with 
A finance major with a minor 
in a language equivalency in 
"I expect to ee lots oflarge 
American corporations opening 
the U.S. State Department on 
Chinese issues. 
BRY T C OLLEGE 
The ome's S mmit 2002: 
Gateway to Opportunity 
Make time to join nationall ' recognIZed business leaders, professional women, 
and Bryant College fa cul ty at the fifth Women's 
Summit at Bryant College. This exating con-
feren ce will provide ou with a "Gateway to 
Opportunity." 
KEYNOTE SP AKE S 
A well-respected investment indu try \·eteran, 
opening ke _ note speaker Paula E. Groves is 
founding parmer of the venture 
capital firm Axxon Capital. 
lanaging over ~o million of 
capital, Axxon IS one of the 
largest women- and minority-
led venture capital firms 
targeting women and minorities in the coun try. 
She was previously a partner with Triu mph 
Capital Group, investing more than Su o million 
for a variety of companies. 
l..uncheon keynote speaker Suze Orman, personal 
fina nce editor for CNBC, a financial contributor 
to NBC's Today, and contribut-
ing editor to 0: The Oprah 
Magazine, lectures widely 
nationwide and in South Africa, 
helping people change the way 
they think about money. Her 
th ree New York Times bestsellers include: 
Th e Road to Wealth; Th e 9 Step s to Financial 
Freedom, and The Courage to Be Rich. 
Peggy Simonsen, a recognized leader in the field 
of career development, will be the Summit's 
closing keynote speaker. Peggy founded Career 
Direction, Inc., in 1979. She is 
now managing vice president 
of the International Talent 
Management Practice of Right 
Management Consultants of 
Chicago, and the author of two 
books including Career Compass, Navigating 
Your Career Strategically in the New Century. 







Thanks to the enterprising 
work of some creative Bryant 
MBA students, a Rhode Island 
nonprofit group recently got 
a savvy new marketing plan-
free of charge. Graduate stu-
dents Sherry Hall, Cathy Coia, 
and Michelle Manoch, who will 
graduate in May, consulted 
with Initiatives for Human 
Development (IHD) to finalize 
a development plan initiated 
last spring by fellow students 
Diane Graovac, Carlos 
DaCunha, and David Braun. 
All told, IHD received 
$60,000 worth of consulting 
services. Of course, the 
MBA students involved in 
the project got something for 
their work-the chance to 
participate in a real-world 
business experience to learn 
skills they will use in their 
post-college careers. 
"JUST GO FOR IT": 
USA TODAY FOUNDING 
EDITOR OFFERS 
CAREER ADVICE TO 
BRYANT STUDENTS 
USA Today founder John 
Quinn shared his wisdom and 
humor with an audience at 
Bryant College November 5 as 
he delivered the Rhode Island 
Historical Society's 8th Annual 
Newell D. Goff Lecture. A 
Providence native who began 
his 50-year career in journalism 
as a copy boy with the 
Providence Journal, Quinn is a 
Bryant honorary degree recipi-
ent and a former College 
Trustee. 
Quinn offered listeners an 
anecdote-laced review of his 
illustrious career. He recalled 
early feedback on his writing 
from Father McGregor, one of 
his favorite teachers at 
Providence College: "Quinn, 
this is the worst piece of writ-
ing I have ever had to suffer 
through," McGregor wrote on 
one of Quinn's assignments. " I 
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lED serves as coordinator 
for "PROJECT REACH" 
(Relating, Educating, Advo-
cating and Collaborating for HIV 
Prevention), which is sponsored 
primarily by a U.S. Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention 
grant from the Rhode Island 
Department of Health. Based in 
Rhode Island, IHD is reaching 
out to clients outside the state, 
many of whom have received 
training services from IHD 
during regional and national pub-
lic health conferences. The group 
needs to develop more revenue 
sources to fund its work. 
The first group of Bryant 
College MBAs generated a 
comprehensive marketing plan 
and a taped presentation 
addressing how the commu-
nity-based organization could 
attract both grants and cus-
tomers. IHD executives were 
so impressed with the Bryant 
SAVE THE DATE 
WORLD TRADE DAY 
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hope your livelihood never 
relies on the written word." 
Fortunately for the world of 
journalism, Quinn ignored 
McGregor and instead followed 
the advice that he gives to stu-
dents considering a career in 
the newspaper industry: 
"N ever let anyone intimidate 
you or discourage you - just go 
for it!" After half a century, 
Quinn remains enamored of his 
profession. He described 
"reporting, editing, and pub-
lishing a newspaper" as "the 
most fun you can have with 
your clothes on." 
When it first hit the streets 
on September 15, 1982, the now 
hugely successful USA Today 
was received with "abundant 
feelings that ran from very 
warm to very cold," Quinn 
noted. His critics referred to 
the paper as "the near beer of 
newspapers," "the flashdance of 
editing," and "bringing new 
depth to the definition of shal-
low." Today, the paper has 33 
print sites, six ofthem over-
seas, and a circulation of 2.2 mil-
lion. Quinn estimated the paper 
has a readership of about six 
million people, taking into 
account the "pass-along" factor. 
Quinn began his career at 
the PTovidence JouTnal, pro-
gressing through the ranks 
during his 23 years there to 
eventually become day manag-
ing editor. He joined Gannett 
Co., Inc., in 1966 and held key 
news executive roles. He was 
the lead planning editor for the 
launch of USA Today and 
served as its editor and then 
editor-in-chiefthrough 1989. 
His keen journalistic skills and 
strong entrepreneurial spirit 
were the driving force behind 
the success of the nation's most 
widely read newspaper. When 
he retired in 1990, he had been 
the top news executive of 
Gannett for more than two 
decades. 
Quinn's mother, a graduate 
of Bryant & Stratton, played a 
major role in her son's success. 
He recalled her advice to him at 
plan that they asked the 
College for help in implement-
ing it. Coia, Manoch, and Hall 
took on that assignment last 
summer and early fall in an 
independent study under the 
direction of Professor Frank 
Bingham. The three presented 
their "client" with a final taped 
presentation along with every-
thing the group needed to carry 
out the plan, including software 
and a new Web page. 
IHD executive director 
Sandra DelSesto was enthusi-
astic about the help she received 
from Bryant College. "We are 
a community-based nonprofit 
organization with limited funds 
and expertise in marketing," she 
said. "We needed a marketing 
plan for our program that was 
both feasible and creative. What 
we gained from this experience 
was a very innovative marketing 
strategy which we have already 
begun to implement. This will not 
only be helpful to us but also to 
the community-based agencies 
that we serve." 
John Quinn 
his college graduation: "Think 
well of yourself - if you don't, 
who will?" 
The lecture was sponsored 
by the John H. Chafee Center 
for International Business at 
Bryant and the Goff Institute 
for Ingenuity and Enterprise 
Studies at the Rhode Island 
Historical Society, in conjunc-
tion with the college's depart-
ments of history and social 
sciences, and communication. 
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NEW INITIATIVE 
AIMS TO BUILD ON 
FIRST-YEAR SUCCESS 
PROGRAM 
Hoping to build on the achieve-
ments of the First-Year Success 
Program, which teams fresh-
men with faculty mentors who 
help them make the transition 
from high school to college life, 
Bryant launched the Faculty 
Advising Program last fall. In 
effect, the new program extends 
the older one by assigning 60 
faculty volunteers 12 to 14 
incoming students each, to begin 
supportive relationships that 
are expected to last throughout 
the students' college years -
and even beyond. 
Earl Briden, Dean of 
Undergraduate Studies, 
compares the student/faculty 
advisor relationship to that 
of a primary care physician and 
medical patient. The advisor 
learns about the student's 
academic history and interests, 
then tracks the student's 
progress, providing assistance 
along the way in everything 
from course selections to 
career choices. The faculty 
advisor's role is also to act as 
a mentor and academic confi-
dant who helps to troubleshoot 
and resolve problems. 
To prepare for their roles, 
faculty advisors are encouraged 
to participate in weekly group 
presentations of the First-Year 
Success Program. They are also 
expected to hold one-on-one 
meetings with their advisees 
each semester prior to registr'a-
tion. In addition, faculty advi-
sors are asked to participate 
in the First-Year Success 
Program Community Service 
Project and to attend the pro-
gram dinner in J anuary- or to 
arrange an alternative social 
activity that offers freshmen 
the opportunity to make con-
nections outside the classroom 
or office. 
"We're expelimenting with 
something new, with the goal 
of changing the Bryant culture," 
Briden says. "Ninety percent 
of our students are now resi-
dents, so we have the basis for 
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More than 500 rodents, facu lty, staff rnernbers, a nd frie n ds g a there d in 
the Rotunda for the 25th a n n ual Fes tiva l o f Lights o n December 5. 
Presented b th tudent Alurnni Associ a tion a nd the O ffice of S tude n t 
Activi ties, the t ti al included a perforrnance of "Carols of the Bells" by the 
B rya n t Singers. The holiday traditio n s o f Chris tmas , H anukkah, Kwanzaa. 
and Diwali were r presented. Kati Mach tley beg a n the candle -lighting 
c erernony by lighting her candle frorn a rnenorah. She then li t the candle s of 
Preside n t Ronald lachtley, settin g o ff a chain reaction until e a ch individ-
ual's candle was glowing, creating rnor e than 500 pOints of lig h t . The 
M achtle ys then led the gathering outd oors for tl'le lig h ting of the h o liday tree 
and singin g o f carols. The therne o f this year ' s Festival of Lights was 
"Lighting the Way to a Better Tornorrow." 
making the College a tlUe 
learning community. That will 
help students succeed, and that 
is our ultimate goal." 
Serving on the planning 
committee with Briden were 
Vice President for Student 
Affairs and Dean of Students 
Tom Eakin, Professor Judith 
McDonnell, Faculty Develop-
ment Center Director Ron Pitt, 
and Assistant Dean of U nder-
graduate Studies Elizabeth 
Powers. Although McDonnell 
says there were some sched-
uling difficulties and other 
struggles in getting the pro-
gram offthe ground, it is now 
going strong. 
"Our most important general 
tasks currently are to check in 
with students about their qual-
ity of life at Bryant and to assist 
them in making decisions about 
course selection, areas of con-
centrations, academic interests, 
etc.," McDonnell says. "The spe-
cific task now is helping first-
year students through the Web 
registration process, which is 
new to everyone. As for stu-
dents, well, mine seem quite 
happy with the connection." 
Briden has high hopes for 
the program. "The faculty has 
responded very affirmatively to 
this," he says, "which is as much 
a key to its success as anything 
I can think of." 
FROM POETRY TO 




AND JEFF TAYLOR 
Pulitzer Prize-winning poet 
Galway Kinnell charmed an 
enthusiastic audience in 
Bryant's J anikies Auditorium 
October 10 ""ith readings of his 
poetry. The event was part of 
the Trustee Speaker Series and 
was offered in conjunction with 
the Department of English and 
Humanities. 
No stranger to Rhode 
Island, Kinnell grew up in 
Pawtucket and is now director 
of the creative writing program 
at City College in New York. 
He has taught at the Univer-
sities of Grenoble and Nice, 
France, and is a former 
MacArthur Fellow and State 
Poet of Vermont. 
Kinnell included selections 
from his latest book, A N ew 
Selected Poems, which was 
recently described by the San 
Diego ['ilion-Tl'ib~me as "40 
years of his most shimmering 
work." In addition to the read-
ing, Kinnell answered questions 
ARTS ASSOCIATION 
PROVIDES CREATIVE 
OUTLET FOR BRYANT 
STUDENTS 
When the Arts Association 
began several years ago, it pri-
marily involved working on the 
old campus literary magazine, 
S~lrge. But the focus gradually 
expanded to include a variety of 
arts, including poetry, painting, 
and fiction. Today the Associa-
tion has about 15 to 20 active 
members engaged in an array 
of artistic endeavors. The 
Association provides members 
both an outlet for their creativ-
ity and a way to connect with 
like-minded classmates. 
"The Arts Association is 
designed to offer opportunities 
for students to use their cre-
ative side," says Professor 
Terri Hasseler, the organiza-
tion's advisor. "Many come to 
SPOTLIGHT 01\" BRYANT 
Jeff Taylor 
from the audience and signed 
books during a reception in 
the Rotunda. 
The Trustee Speakers 
continued November 12 ""ith 
an 8 p.m. lecture by Jeff 
Taylor, CEO of Monster.com 
and TMP Interactive. In 
his lecture, "Starting and 
Running a Business in the 
New Economy," Taylor shared 
the success story behind 
one of the world's strongest 
Bryant ""ith experience in 
drama, music, art, or poetry 
and find they don't have an out-
let here for that side of them-
selves. The Arts Af'sociation is 
the vehicle for them to apply 
that artistic dri\'e." 
The Association, headed by 
president Christen Robelts and 
vice president Alina Kominsky, 
sponsors a range of activities 
and events. On October 30, the 
Association sponsored "The 
Colors of Fall," a poetry/music/ 
art exhibit. Students and 
faculty presented their work, 
and donations collected at the 
door went to the American 
Red Cross to help victims of 
the September 11 attacks. 
Other Arts Association 
events have included a trip 
to the Wadsworth Museum 
in Hartford to see the Picasso 
exhibit, sponsorship of a 
Galway Kinnell 
and best-known Internet 
brands. 
In his introductory remarks, 
President Machtley referred to 
Monster.com as being in "the 
lexicon of every college stu-
dent." It has more than 9 million 
members and 100,000 employ-
ees in 12 countries. Machtley 
lauded Taylor as "visionary and 
monstrously successful." 
Taylor opened by saying 
he has dedicated his life to 
poetry slam contest, and co-
sponsorship of "The Writers 
Harvest," to raise funds for 
Rhode Island Helping Hands. 
In December, the Association 
designed and sold Christmas 
helping people love their jobs. 
"We agonize and we dream, 
we fantasize and we worry 
about our careers," he said. 
He talked about the current 
challenging economic times 
and expressed optimism for 
recovery. Then, circulating 
throughout the audience, he 
involved the crowd by having 
them chant refrains such as 
"We rock" and "I believe" in 
response to his cues. 
cards and worked with Student 
Activities to create a winter 
wonderland scene for the 
December 1 Christmas event 
for children in the Multipurpose 
Activities Center. 
S Ublllissions for the third issue of the Bryant Literary R e view (BLR.) , a national 
journa l of fiction and poetry. were accepted 
through Decelllber 31. 2001. More than 400 
entries were SubIllitted frolll around the 
world and across the country for the 2001 
e dition. An e ditorial board of facult;y. staff. 
and stude nts selected seve n short stories a nd 
21 poeIlls for inclusion. 
F or a pre"i e w of the journ al or subIllis-
s ion guide lines. log o n to the BLR Web site at 
h t tp://w e b.bryant.edu/ - biro 
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SPOTLIGHT ON BHYANT 
BRYANT STUDENTS 
PROVIDE COMPUTER 
TRAlNJNG TO Rl 
SENATORS 
Last year state Sen. John 
Celona (D-North Providence) 
came to the Bryant campus and 
spoke with Verizon-Bryant 
College Telecommunications 
Center director Stacie Brigido 
about a pressing need among 
his peers. Many senators, he 
said, had no idea how to access 
the Internet to take advantage 
of research opportunities-or 
even how to use e-mail. 
The Verizon Center prides 
itself on customizing its 
programs to meet customers' 
needs, and Brigido saw the 
situation in the Senate as a 
great opportunity for creating 
a tailored program. She pre-
pared a survey and distributed 
it to senators in September. 
The results reinforced the 
need for basic instruction in 





KICKS OFF A HUGE 
SUCCESS 
Websters New World College 
Dictionary defines an entre-
preneur as "a person who orga-
nizes and manages a business 
undertaking, assuming the 
risk for the sake of the profit." 
Many Bryant students are risk-
takers and visionaries, and a 
Brigido worked with John 
Kent '79MBA, Verizon's direc-
tor of government affairs, to 
develop an instructional pro-
gram. Bryant students and 
Verizon Center staff members 
Nola Gillham, Amy Fiasconaro, 
and Dustin Maines presented 
two one-hour sessions on the 
Senate floor. 1\vo detailed 
training booklets-one for 
each session - were provided 
to participants. Brigido, her 
assistant Debbie Lopes, and 
Bryant students Kyuho Kim, 
Josh Grab, and Rashad Jones 
provided technical assistance. 
Unfortunately, Brigido says, 
"Only two senators came, but 
we had about 30 State House 
staff members. We were able 
to tweak our presentation and 
shift gears a bit, since the staff 
had more experience with 
technology. We discussed their 
needs and provided them with 
useful information." 
The first session included an 
overview of the operations of a 
new organization on campus 
has been established to encour-
age the entrepreneurial spirit. 
Troy Byrd '01, Bryant 
College Global Entrepreneur-
ship Program Manager, recently 
established a chapter of the 
Collegiate Entrepreneurs 
Organization (CEO) on campus. 
The group is part of a national 
association dedicated to educat-
ing, supporting, and inspiring 
college students to become 
Troy Byrd '01, Jessica Nam, David Meskhi 01, Pa1,1 Brisson '02, and 
Thomas Fischetti '03 
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Rhode Island State Senate chamber-
laptop computer and the basics 
of Microsoft Word. The second 
session involved an overview 
of Microsoft Power Point and 
Access, e-mail, and the Internet. 
Participants gave the train-
ing high marks. Nineteen said 
they could now successfully use 
e-mail with attachments and 
create a Power Point presenta-
tion from scratch. 
"I think having the Bryant 
students involved as teachers 
entrepreneurs. 
CEO held its kick-off event 
November 14, featuring Jessica 
N am as the keynote speaker. 
N am is the 23-year-old founder 
and CEO/president of the 
Warwick, Rhode Island-based 
"Jessica's Wonders," a unique 
baked-goods company that she 
started from her dorm room at 
Brown University. Nam's 
scrumptious desserts, flashy 
ads, and lively personality have 
made her company a household 
name throughout New England. 
Bryant College alumni 
Anthony Portanova '61, 
department commissioner 
of the State of Connecticut 
Department of Motor Vehicles 
and formerly head of his family 
business, Portanova, Inc., 
and Alan Wardyga '77, founder 
and president of Wealth 
Management Resources, Inc., 
also spoke of their experiences 
as entrepreneurs. 
The presenters focused on 
the essence of what it means to 
be an entrepreneur and geared 
is awesome," noted Sen. Daniel 
DaPonte (D-East Providence). 
"I t was terrific for them, as 
it allowed them to teach us 
what they know and gave 
them practical experience, 
and it also made the senators 
realize that the computer 
isn't something you need to 
be afraid of." 
For further information 
on Verizon Center programs, 
call 232-0220. 
students up for this year's 
Global Business Plan 
Competition. N am shared her 
experience as winner of the 
first annual Brown University 
Entrepreneurship Program 
Competition and told of catching 
the attention of the Business 
Incubation Group (BIG), which 
invited her to join its program. 
Guests were invited to ask 
questions and sample some of 
"Jessica's Wonders" at a net-
working reception following the 
presentations. 
For more information about 
CEO, which is striving to build 
a strong Bryant network, con-
tact Troy Byrd at (401) 232-
6407 or visit the CEO Web site 
at www.C-E-O.org. 
CORRECTION 
In the fall issue of Bryant 
Business, Hui Du, assistant 
professor of accounting, was 
wrongly identified as assistant 
professor of marketing. We 
regret the error. 






GrantsfromGE Fund and 
Balfcmr Fo'undation encourage 
women and min01'ity students 
While record numbers of high 
school students are entering 
college, the number offemale 
and minority students 
enrolling in business, infor-
mation technology, engineer-
ing, and other math-oriented 
college programs remains 
dispropOltionately low. Bryant 
College intends to address the 
disparity with the help of a 
$300,000 grant from the GE 
Fund and a $250,000 grant 
from Fleet Asset Management, 
tmstee of the Lloyd G. Balfour 
Foundation. 
The two three-year grants 
are designed to strengthen and 
expand diversity in math-
related careers by supporting 
the Math Accelerating 
Professionals (MAP) program. 
In a joint effort at Bryant, the 
Rhode Island Department of 
Education, and the Rhode 
Island School to Career 
Regional Councils, MAP pro-
vides hands-on educational and 
career awareness activities 
for young women and minori-
ties enrolled in Rhode Island's 
middle and high schools. 
Operating under the 
auspices of the College, the 
program targets students in 
Woonsocket, Central Falls, 
Pawtucket, and West Warwick. 
"The GE Fund recognizes 
that students need to be ade-
quately prepared and comfort-
able with math from middle 
school through high school if 
they are to consider college 
programs that are math depen-
dent," says William J. Conaty, 
GE's senior vice president for 
human resources, chairman 
ofthe GE Fund board of direc-
tors, and 1967 Bryant College 
alumnus. "This grant to Bryant 
will enhance the educational 
process at a point where we 
can have the greatest impact 
on students and their career 
options." 
MAP program activities 
include Bryant's Linking 
International Trade in 
Education Program, a year-
round educational initiative 
that provides high school and 
middle school students with 
exposure to international busi-
ness and marketing by having 
them work on projects involv-
ing real businesses. 
Participating students from 
SAVE THE DATE 
Third Annual 
1863 Society Brunch 
Saturday, April 27, 2002 
10:30 AM - Noon 
The Heritage Room, Bryant Center 
Bryant College 
For further details call (401) 232-6173 
or e-maiI1863society@bryant.edu 
WHERE IN THE 
WORLD? 
The "Where in t h e World" contest 
f r om the fall 2001 issue of Bryant 
B usiness was a true brain teaser-
no cor rect entries were received! 
The photo was of the interior of the 
"Comfort" or current "Cor nerstone 
Pub," located in the big barn o n the 
Bryant Camp us. The contest res u mes 
in the spring issue. 
four area high schools also 
receive career awareness and 
college planning information, 
and each is paired with a 
Bryant student mentor and a 
business mentor. 
The Balfour grant will sup-
port program costs, particu-
larly those associated with 
Bryant's Summer Leadership 
Institu·te. During the upcoming 
summer session, 30 to 60 stu-
dents will have the opportunity 
to participate in college-level 
classes, engage in leadership 
development activities, and 
benefit from business simula-
tion exercises. 
"Fleet Asset Management is 
pleased to support a program 
that not only provides educa-
tional and career awareness 
activities to young women and 
minorities but to math educa-
tors as well," says Kerry 
Sullivan, director of Fleet's 
Foundation & Philanthropic 
Services. "The MAP program at 
Bryant College will help these 
students develop math and crit-
ical-thinking skills and provide 
them with the information they 
need to make informed deci-
sions about their future educa-
tion and career choices." 
"These grants provide an 
opportunity to have a signifi-
cant impact on the educational 
system and to attract greater 
numbers of women and minor-
ity students to math-related 
careers," says Bryant College 
President Ron Machtley. "The 
MAP program will help to 
increase the numbers of stu-
dents from underrepresented 
populations who graduate from 
these programs. Bryant gradu-
ates in actuarial math, finance, 
and information technology are 
in high demand in a time when 
global competition puts a pre-
mium on a well-educated, math-
literate workforce." 
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Shenvin T. Haskell" * 1941 Doris A. (Appleby) Caster 
M. T. (Conway) Laverty' * 1929 Grace M. (McDonalcl) Hindle' Philip A. Bessette ' Pauline R. (Antonuccio) 
Robelt A. LeBlanc" Claire Ernstof" E. Katherine (Clllistie) Elizabeth B. (Budlong) Briggs" Catanese ° 
Lafayette" James M. Collier" Mary S. Cheever' 
Jose.ph S. Mandato " 
1930 Mary E. (Ryan) McKenna" Jane (Gants) Drinkwater Gloria F. (Fralick) Dymling' M. M. (Blain) Y[urphy Edith (Kusinitz) Levin Catheline Picerelli Sylvia (Goodman) Erlin Phyllis A. (Spettigue) Joseph L. Pannone ° Ethel M. (Sowden) Robinson Elza E. Saletnik' Maurice Fitzgerald FarnsworthO Ralph R. Pal'itto 'S7H 
1931 Evelyn C. (Cichy) Whitcomb" Mmy K. (FIorini) Gennanowski Janet N. (Newell) Fisk" Roland E. Paris 
Anna Bozaroo Grace E. (Cleasby) White Edna P. (Proulx) Gingras Helen A. (Ikola) Fiske ' JosephJ. HieBao 
Ann (Sm·good) Donegan F. Elva (Buffinton) Wilth" Mary B. (Hayes) Greer Mmy (Wong) Gee Susan (Cumming~) Rif'lla 
Elizabeth A. Reynolds ' PLC Elsie H. Hil"t" * 
Toby J. (Jacobson) Grossman Helen R. (Ray) Rowson 
1938 Leslie K. (Kirker) Hel'shkowitzO Beverley (Fulle!') Seaman 
1932 Evelyn M. Bigda Roslyn (Gittelman) KurIan Betsy B. (Baker) Jewell E leanorJ. (Jankma) Skuby " 
Fredelick P. Haddad June W. (Morse) Bruce' Mary C. Mancini Alice K. (Killerjian) Norberg ' Joseph F. Sorbo " 
Margaret (Shearer) Morley Joseph E. Doran Michelena Mancini 0 Elaine (Male) Springsted" LouisJ. Stack ' 
Louise P. (Penney) Morse' Margaret R. (Rhodes) Engel' William R. Meyer ' pl.e Stella B. (Zacharia) Testa' EdwardJ. Stlybuc" 
Hany Priluck John F. Euart Olive 1. (Hoxsie) Pysz Nanna L. (Berry) Wallace' Margaret P. (Pivarnik) Sullivan 
E. Muriel ('Il.rrner) Thayer Mary A . (Wilson) Gibbs Dina B. Riani + Peggy C. (Chytilo) Whalen" George L. Sutcliffe' 
Jane Woods PLC Barbette D. (Davis) Hanger' V. E. (Gelineau) Theroux Howm"dJ. Swanson° 
Viola (Hulbert) Hopkins' G. R. Westall' 1945 Edward M. Tokarz' 1933 Phebe B. (Briggs) Houghton Robert A. Wolfe Margery F. (Fox) Babbitt Antonio Velaso') Ethel (Singer) Altschuler' Joseph A. Levasseuro 1942 Diana G. (Frankian) Beauchemin Betty M. (Munro) Welch' Ellen P. (Bjorklund) Vera S. (Smith) Lord' Edward Ameen Helen S. (Suhinski) Benner" Chm·lesJ. Wielgus" '77H ' pu· Bm·nhardtson Charles W. Connors 0 
Miriam D. (Broadbent) Johnson' Shirley E. (Noyes) Lougee' Lois C. (Clarkson) Boyd Irene (Graham) Wielg11s ' * PLC 
Rita F. (Fox) McDonnell Lucy D. (Dean) Burke Sofia C. (Crespu) Danesi ' Helen L. (Forward) Menifield Louise M. (Wilkinson) Drisco 1948 Harold S. Rethorn + Roger B. Gaioni 
1934 Eleanor K. Rice + Norman A. Garrigus 0 George P. Fogarty Albert L. Acker 
Stanley R. Bamforth Alice W. Roe-Grenier' Vittorio Giglio ' 
Carolyn A. (Howard) Goodell Katherine B. (Ballard) Alexander 
Virginia M. (Ham) Chappell Mary H. (Hadlock) Smallman Dorothy A. (Griffin) Haclfleld 0 Dorothy (Rosen) Kahan George A. Andrewso * 
Mm'garet H. (Helferty) Amy H. (Hall) Stiles Vera P. (Peterson) Hix ' Ann (Walsh) Laferricl·e ' Luigi G. AlITecchia Field Q PLC 
Mm'jOlie E. (Rietzel) Stilson Mildred G. (Gutbrodt) Marshall Ernest P. Backofen° Mary J. Humphries' Annette K. (Kettlety) William S. Sullivan' Gloria Y. (LaPlante) Lamarre ' James E. McElroy * Robert J. Bevilacqua ' Gardiner c PLC Rose M. (Kwochka) Moskwa' David E. Borthwick * 
Evelyn B. (Burr) Long' Agnes G. (Goralski) Vincent" * Olive (De Robbio) Lanni 
Eudora W. (Menimn) Williams Thomas J. Peil'ce * Kenneth K. Brown" Antonette M. (Montecalvo) Leonard M. Levin Ruth W. (Wallace) Rheaume' * Lucy C. (M,rrkowski) Canis' Mahon Dorothy (Francis) Monbleau ' 1939 Geltrude K. (Karl) Schneider ' Normand Cantin" Carmella A. Pecorm'o CarmineJ. Bonitati Russell N . Monbleau ' Dorothy J. Chirnside Gloria M. (Costa) Shea Florence B. (Bucci) Spaziano 0 Francis.}. Butler" Arleen S. (Sloane) Munroe Ethel M. (Karklin) Sperling ' Irene E. (Pitkin) Cochrane 
1935 Sara C. (Whiteley) Carline' Evelyn L. (MCCalty) Nolan' Rachel D. (Donahue) Wyche Joseph E. Cotta + 
Rudolph A. Bigda' Avis P. (Welch) Dickerson' Virginia P. (poyas) Perry 0 A. M. Devineo 
Mercedes (Rush) Clifford Kil'ke B."Everson 0 PLC Genevieve (Moody) Reney o 1946 John B. Di Biasi 
Doris L. (Varley) Dick ' Paul Filipowicho Josephine Renola' Alice N. (Buonacorsi) Alfano' Robert E. Evans 
Loretta (Mannolini) Medeiros Mm'garet M. (Moore) Foster Dorothy ('I\veedale) Shermml' Mmie A. (Chilli) Bankelt Warren Fish 
Howe B. (Lavalle) Phelps Mm·jmie B. (Bliss) Gore Maurice E. Talbot + Evelyn L. (Loomis) Brady Richard A. Freed' PLC 
Walter A. Quilitzseh' * Hilda V. (Veroff) Rosenthal ' Ronald H. Wright Jean S. (Stanley) Cochrane Arthur R. Gale ' 
Margaret M. Roessler c Willm'd F. Seaton' 1943 Colette Dickey ' Elvinio A. Giacomini 
Angela R. (Campanella) Verdi Beatlice H. (Hanison) Spm·ks' Avis T. (Gardiner) Boatwright Clm'a B. (Banowman) Goldberg Barbara (Niemiec) Hurley 
Beatlice Z. (Zeiner) Widger ' Dorcas E. (Fredericks) Tbney ' Winifred W. (Wildenhain) Pem'l R. (Ricci) Grathwohl' Hm'ry J. Jenkins ' 
Jacquelin M. (Martin) Wright Bourgoin° Sheila (Ross) Hutton Florence (N oall) Krieg ' 1936 Miriam S. (Cook) Brayton Lucille G. (Gotsell) Killiany' PLC 
Pauline M. (Morse) Astin 1940 Jeannette B. (Belanger) McElroy Joseph N. Kuzew ' Alice A. Brickach' Edwm'd H. Lipson Wesley C. Crawley 0 Olga (Novetsky) Bates Mmy B. (Gajdowski) McGowan' Ruth N. (Nelson) Campbell 0 Victor P. Mariani " Helen W. (Welch) Ewald Elisabeth (Kurdeka) Bazin N e\\rton B. Cohn ° PLC Natalie P. (Pino) Minelli ' * 
Hilda T. Hirst Mary A. (Coffey) Brown Elena H. Pilloni Charles McCoy' 
Rob€lt V. Comstock ' Pauline R. (Rockett) Colerick Herve F. Morisseau James B. HowarthO Elsie G. (Gray) Comstock' Shirley S. (Smith) Poynter 
DOlis (Gay) Hutchinson' Elvira A. (Agostino) Conti Betty (Skin'ow) Shipley' Thomas J. Murphy Kathleen H. (McCrudden) Coyle' Miquelina A. (Amaral) Neves Muriel L. (Pickett) Kent G1enah H. (Hathaway) Cooke MyerJarcho G. Irene M. (Matta) Souza 
Flora H. (Hall) Knowles B. Ralph Dian' Alfred N. Nunes Elizabeth F. Lemos 0 
Florence C. (Lester) Monroe John F. Doherty '83MST ' Gilbert A. Olson 
David P. Etzel 
Malian E. (Lovely) Mandeville Harlow L. Paul 
Amelia C. (Sartini) Nlannolini Joseph Peschel 
I 
I 
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-
Anthony A. Pompei Mills C. Perry' Ira Silv€nnan° Sally (Schwartz) Tiller ' Richard H. Collemer ' 
Raymond A. Raiche Nicholas N. Perry ' Joseph E. Simiele Gail S. (Smith) Walker ' Patricia (Reynolds) Duffy 
Joan T. (Richer) Robichaud c John A. Pimental Naomi G. (Grabow) Singer C Donald F. Walsh ' PLe Frederick H. Eaton' PLe 
Nina M. Ryder Victor Primavera,.Jr. 0 PLC Anthony S. Stasio '7"H James A. Ward Amy E. (Umbs) Grundy 
Ernest C. Shaghalian Anthony Y Radavich' James E. Sullivan° Audrey M. (Lima) Watts William F. Harty 
Se:ymour A. Shennan H. F. Richards Luke E. Thorpe 1952 JohnH.Joyce
PLC 
Wallace E. St. Angelo' Norman E. Rogers Benjamin L. Thw"Ston° 
Benjamin A lJanoO Jerome Kaplan° 
Arnold C. Stansfield' Olin G. Sawyer ' Rudolph T. Venditti' Fred C. Kenney ' 
Eugene N. Ste,·ens John L . Shelburn * Robelt D. Wales () * PLC Cecile L. (Levesque) Allen Raymond R. La Brecque 
Eileen M. (Kingsley) Stocking Adolph Sidoruk * PLe Leo F. Walsh' Mary M. (Magill) Altomare Margaret S. (Wallaee) 
Charlotte L. (Lowney) Tomas 0 PaulJ. Silvia' Charles Weiss Francis A. AmbroseO Lawson0 * PLC 
Gerard O. Trahan W. W. Sowyrda George W. B. Whiting 
Harry Anderson Janet M. (Mabey) Lund 
Patricia A. (Allain) Vaillancourt Margaret G. (Fallon) Turnbull Ronald D. Wilbur Ralph D. Barry Robert L. MacDonald 
Jack Wilkes Thomas P. Wallace ' Reno L. Zammarchi [) Joan R. (Rapp) Bothast Bernard F. McDonald 
Osbelt F. Wordell Frank Walsh 
Gerald P. Chernoff ' Edward L. Medick 
George W. Weller " 
1951 SteveJ. Costas Bessie (Carambelas) 
1949 Francis T. Yuknao * Robert A. Amiconeo Ed ward Cunha Mountzoures 
John A. Adamowicz C Anthony M. Amore Anthony G. D' Adamo' Angelo N ardolillo 
Victoria Agsanian-Ovian 1950 Mary K. (Knight) Andrews ' Josephine A. Del Vecchio ' Lucy J. (Skoneski) Normand 
LOlTaine R. Atkin Edward A. Adameewicz Pat (Macdonald) Benero Anthony F. Di Giovanni Otto w. Olson 
Alan Atkinson' * Alfred G. Almeida T. G. Buckless ' Willard D. Fenn Robel1 H. Petrarca, Sr. ° PLC 
Joseph Bacchieri Calvin A. Archard Sl€phen A. Canestrari ' GladysJ. (Jaworski) Gaj C Jane:\1. (Dziubinski) Ring O 
Donald L. Beales' Philip L. Atsatt Joan G. (Greywacz) Carrington' Thomas E. Gannon Walter C. Tillinghast '88H ' PLe 
William L. Benson' Michael W. Bannan James A. Celone o Joseph J. Gimlewicz Daniel Weiss 0 PLC 
Richard F. Bergeron Victor A. Beland Frank J. Centazzo John A. Groff Norman (Salus) Wildfeuer 
Annand C. Bonneau'" PLC Edmund J. Bro\vn° Anthony D. Chakoian Oscar Gross [) Earl R. Willis' 
Betty D. (Dexter) Browning' Nicholas L. Cannat..1 Robert W. Chambers Albert L. Gustafson ' Lucy B. (Bottone) Zodda' 
Donald A. Buckingham Winthrop Carlson RobertJ. Chase Janetl€ H. (Brown) Hopkins 1954 
Gerald Carlin Robert E. Chandler o Gerald Cherniack Fedelma Hurd 
Marlene C. (Carden) Adkins 
Kenneth E. Carlson Victor Chausseo Phyllis (Zammiello) Cicchelli Robert A. Iannotti ' 
Wendell H. Cheney" Peter Clarke Edward H. Clarke + Barbara K. (Koglin) JagnowO Gail (Ross) Arnold 
Frances L. (LaFerriere) Baboun 
George S. Clarke Jeanne (Battista) Clout ier Francis W. Como Spencer W. Kingsland' * 
Leon H. Balboni 
MlU;el Cleveland Beryl W. (Wilcox) Cole ' Gennaro Companatico Harold A. LaValley' PLe 
Nancy G. (Grandinetta) Balboni 
Mortimer Cohen' John N. Costa John W. Conley Alan E. Lang 0 * PLC 
Florence L. (Edwards) Baston 
Robert L. Danesi 0 Albert S. Cl'aven° Herbelt E . Cushing' Doris A. (Bombard) Lang 0 * PLC 
Jean M. Belhumeul',Jr. PLC Roy B. Davis 0 PLC Howard L. Curtis * Alfred W. Dark ' Richard A. Larl€r 
Barbara (Gilardi) Benavides' 
Elizabeth N. (Newby) DeNoia Anthony J. DiBiasioo * Irma (Elman) Dembroff Robed F. Leonard ' 
Vincent J. Bottoni' 
Elizabeth E. (Gaisford) Donnelly ErnestJ. Enos Andree J. Fanning 0 N orrna A. (Slocum) Mac Leod ' 
Sandra C. (Castleman) Brown 
John H. Donovan' Robert A. Flynn' M. E. Fenton Raymond F. MacKowski 0 
MUl;el C. (Carmody) BoTIles ' 
WilliamJ. Doyle Philip H. Fm;e George T. Finley H. E. Marshall + 
Jean M. (Marso) Canham 
Bertrand J. Fayo Vincent P. Gallogly' Maurice Goodman 0 Marshall P. Mm1in Catherine H. (Hickson) 
Arnold I. Friedman Nancy E. (Ledoux) Hawkins' Stewart M. Grant P LC Guy W. Melcher ' Champagne* 
Robert P. Gaffney' Robert P. Heaton' William E. Hidler o Joseph W. Merclli;o Wanda P. (Perkowski) Coderreo 
Adrian E. Geoffroy ' Nancy S. (Stooks) Heffner BarbaraE. (Enos)James ' Carolyn (Morrison) Moors 
.Joan M. Coleman 
Fred B. Gifford' Alvin Herman Frank Kanazawicho .Joan B. (Hoyle) Murphy ' Shirley (Atamian) Derderian 
Robert H. Graham ' * Edvl-'il1 Hiller ° George W. Rass 0 Robert Normand Patricia (Welch) Dicomitis 
Ed .. nu'd D. Greel' ° Harold Johndrow Margaret R. Kenny Gardner H. Palmer Robert C. Dobbins 0 * 
William B. Ha,,·ke ' Charles Johnston' Faith W. (Wilson) Lawton' Irene M. (Wadsworth) Pickering Robert A. Duffy 
Leo V. Heaney' Wall€rJ. Kane Alphonse A. Leblanc Margaret M. (Tansey) Nellie E. (Burdick) Eddy o 
Albert W. Herman Melvin P. Klasky Robert L. MacKay ° Pietraszek 0 Michael D. Fusellao 
John W. Hewitt Louise C. (Ciccone) Lachapelle ' HerbeltJ. :l1cLaughlin Eleanor }~ (Finnegan) Reado Paul Gazzerro 
Richard L. Holbrook, Jr. PLC M.A. Lamb A. D. Mercier John Recupero Natalie H. (Hotchkiss) Hall 
Alfred B. Horowitz Robel1 M. Larmett ' Michael V. Miozza Thomas Rhodes 0 William H. Harrop 
David A. Kenahan Katherine E. (Lombardi) Solomon :Mouradjian Charles E. Roberts Leon ,Jacy , 
Elmer H. Kiontke ' LeonardO J ahn R. Moynihan 0 * PLC Teresa R. (Robbins) Samuels Shan delle S. (Newman) Kenler 
Perry A. Kiritsy 0 PLI' Alfreda (Widmann) Liese ' Kenneth !vI. Nash PLC Daniel B. Santos ( ,;, PLC Arthur A. Kukla' 
Raymond L. Kozlauoki Richmond G. Littlefield ° FrederickJ. Palmer ' Arland D. Schonhe .. ' * PLe Vivian E. (Langlois) Langlaois 
George Leaska Kenneth W. Malcolm ' Donald O. Parry Fayne G. Seney 0 * Edward A. Leckie' 
Edward M. Levine 0 .John M. Mancini ° RogerPelli Theodore Sherman David H. Leigh 0 PLC 
Alexander P. Lisy FrankJ. Marasco' Eugene N. Perry Earl T. Stanton Janice C. (Conrad) Littlefield 
Elsie A. Lombard Edward T. Morenzoni 0 Thomas H. Pezzullo Sven B. Svensen Harry B. Manningo 
Dominic A. Manduca 0 Angelina (PolTeca) N ascenzi + Hemy J. Picagli Robert L. Tripp C Joan A. (Tomlinson) 
Helene S. Markoff '74H ' Domenic Nascenzi Sally (Shaffner) Reed 0 Albelic C. Whil€ McDonald 0 PLC 
Robert Milici G. Alden Nettleton ' PLC Donald A. Richard' Margaret W. (Willig) Wilson Eleanor T. (Tyler) Menzies ° 
James J. Mlli"]lhy Elaine M. (Cal1nody) Palmer' Gloria (Michela) Roberts James F. Woolley Mary D. (Donnelly) Mergener ' 
Alex I. Nemeth Gregory T. Parkoo '88H ° PLe Paul E . Roper 1953 Milton W. Nachbar ' 
Ralph L. NortemanC Harold N . Patch 0 Charles D. Sander s Marguerite L. (Richard) William R. O'Brien 0 PLC 
Francis X. O'Connell 0 ,) ulian T. Pietraszka Robert H. Sandner' " Anderson Beverly E . (Wade) Ogden 
Ralph C. O'Connell ' Stanley F. Rak Vincent E. Santacroce CharleoJ. BelTY ' Gretchen K. (Kelly) Pelletier ' 
John B. O'~eil .James K. Richardso David A. Shaker' , Robert N. Boulanger Francis A. Pettengill ' 
Alice H. (Kra\<;ec) Pataky Patricia (De Young) Robbins Robe11 W. Shennan' Herbelt P. Browne Janet (Walker) Rutl€r' 
Lloyd I. Pearson' WilliamJ. Scanlon' Raymond P. Spurgas 0 Richard A. Capobianco' rLe Dorothy E. (Guenther) Scott 0 
William O. Pelletier Edmund B. Silveria Milton T. Stone 0 Carolyn (Sippen) Clausen 
Regina (Duda) Pelli Samuel.J. Thompson Garry R. Coleman° 
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Ann B. (Grivers) Smith Richard H. Looney' Barbara D. (Chiaramonte) Rudolph K. Matland 1960 
Jacqueline R. (Brown) Spaight Raymond E. Manchester' Kennedyo * Donald H. McCarthy' Ivar D. Anderson 
JohnJ. Stanton Edward F. McCann° * Eileen (Salvadore) Lancia' John D. McNeill' William J. Bauman° * 
Ann L. (Blackwell) Wells ' Rosemary (O'Neil) McDermott' Mary C. (Can'oll) Lapeyrouse PLG S,mford Miller' J. R. Bedard 
Nancy Wells William P. McQuinn 0 PLC Joseph H. Lemieux '94H 0 * PLC Robert B. Moorehead James T. Beesmero 
Dorothy M. Wilding O Fl'ancisJ. Mecca Priscilla S. (Shardlow) Liptrot' Joyce E. (Etchells) Murphy Mmie (Nuzzo) Beesmer' 
Richard S. Miller Cheste r P. Lis ' William D. NagleO Cm·ol B. (Fen'Y) Bisagni 1955 Charles D. Miner William C. Machabeeo Thomas J. Nichols Marie (Roberts) Brennan' 
Howard Abel 
Patricia A. (Martineau) James Mahon° Louis A. Perrotta George C. Brotherton° 
Robert W. Alvord Monti PLC Mary G. (Giomo) Mitchell' Alexandra (Cary) Petersen Raymond T. Bush 
Louise M. (Pelissier) Beirne Robert K. MOl'avec o Alfred T. MOl1is,Jr. PLe '87MBA' Ernest Campos R. D. Blackburn William G. Morgan Sinval J. Oliveil'ao Rita H. (Harte) Reagan' Richard J. Casciano 
Francis J. Boucher Maynard D. Myers George 1. Olson° Frank R. Rogers Sheryl E. (Exley) Crowley I'Ll' 
James H. Bry:mn PLC Russell H. Paling ' Matthew Park ' Joan D. (Rosenstein) Sandman' John B. Currie '74MBA' 
Alfred S. Buckley' PLe Mmion A. (Streich) Prescott Richard A. Parmenter Lois M. (Walsh) Schillinger' Nancy A. (Niskanen) Davis 
COlinne Campanella JohnF. Rahill ' Joseph J. Panilla Bernard C. Scott 0 * Paul V. DeLombao * PLC 
Edward G. CodelTe 0 Shiras P. Reeves John A. Pompei ' Donald Shore Ruth L. (Hettinger) 
Richard Connor Thelma U. (Puzzo) Reeves Mm'Sha (Glickman) Reiser Carol (Anderson) Stamp DeLombao *' I'Ll' 
Michael P. Daley' Joseph Rose Real P. Remillard' J ahn F. Ten), Paul N.Dion 
Anty C. Daniels Irving Scott 0 Robert R. Heynolds 0 Donna (Foster) Veneri' John Falocco 
Hugh A. Dunlap, Jr. 0 * PLC Shirley (Bolli'beau) Shehan' Lillian G. (Mercier) Ridgewell 0 John A. Viola Alfred L. Felici 
Andrew E. Gaborcik Solomon A. Solomon '64 ' Peter F. Russo' Robert E. West 0 Howard W. Gorham o 
Thomas R. Graham 0 * Beverly V. (Vezina) Spannut hO • J o,,",ph V. Salzillo Joseph H. Zalucki' Mary D. (Denelle) Grady' 
Arlene U. Wsielski) Griffin' Robert J. StangeO Angel)'Il C. (ClUTeli) Scala' Richard K. Gunther 
Ralph Gustamachio 0 Carolyn M. (Girelli) Skeffington' 1959 Rayrllond B. 'Thiesen° Carl T. Hardt' 
Lois (Fen'mi) Hebner Joseph V. Trepani Raymond Stannal'cl° Eleanor (Gmdin) Andrews * Alton C. Holmes'· 
Edgar S. Lambert' * Dante ,I. Ursini Barbara L. (Young) Richard H. Baylis Donna K. (Gardner) Howell 0 
Nicholas S. Leone Clyde E. Wade Tillinghast 0 J'LC 
Mona (O'Connell) Belcher 
Rosemary (Scittarelli) Hunlock' 
George Leylegian Mmilyn W. (Walters) Wehrle PeterJ. Velitas Robed B. Booth' Claire M. (Larrivee) Lizak ' 
Gerard N. Martel' * William J. YOUl'With' Edward A. Washburn 
Paul E. Bourgault 0 
Elaine D. (Warakomsky) Lusk' 
Winifred P. (McGough) McMahon Betty H, (Hopkins) Wattendorf Mmtha L. (Petrarca) Breit Robert B. Mac Vicar ' 
Robelt A. Mitchell 1957 Winslow C. WentwOlth James R. Bl'ennan° Pasco L. Marroo * 
DonaldG.O'Neil ' Matie E. (Tutalo) Acciardo Roger P. Wordell ' Rosemary E. (Wolfinger) CalT ' Henry C. Marsella' 
Eva K. (Klee) Posener PatIicia (Newman) Alpelin Virginia L . (Furtado) Currie' James McPhillips 
Sandra M. (Karouz) Barilla 1958 Linda R. DeCm'Ia-Mangine' * Jane A. (Allan) Potter Robert E. Metivier 
Gerald A. Robelt 0 Beverly B. Barna MaI1lyn L. (Jenkins) Alexander ' Cynthia J. (Peckham) Dewey Ronald K. Morrill 
Earl H. Robinson° L. L. Berard 
Paul Alexander o Teresa M. (Leonard) Donahue 
Patricia A. (Young) Peltier 
RobertJ. Roecklein' Keith W. Blakeo 
Anthony T. Allegretti '91 CAGS Robert L. Donaldson 
Mary (Pease) Brilliant Carol (McComb) Anderson' Grace (Pettinicchi) Ducharmeo James T. Pickering? Marilyn (Horowitz) Rubin Lynne A. (Ochieano) Rehbein 
Edward H. Schmitz Robert G. Chandler' 
L. E. Aubrey' Venita A. (N eforos) Fotopulos 0 
Frances D. (Almonte) Ciancaglini William R. Baestlein * Aimee M. (Melillo) Gannon Joseph Homano' Raphael C. Seney Muriel A. (Rioux) Rose 
Henry L. Simard William C. Coffin' 
Peter G. Barilla Timothy J. Gillis 0 
Joan A. (Zemaitis) Schafer' 
Daniel A. Spaight A1thur T. Connor' 
John N. Beckley Frances I. (Waters) Gregos 
George E . Bello '96H' PLC Ronald G. Schaller 
Nancy N. (Newkirk) Tedder ' I'Le Joseph A. Correia' Robert E. Hallock' 
Joseph N. Cugini Richard B. Benson + Peter O. Johnson 
James L. Sheedy ° 
Maurice P. Thomas Sue (Phetteplace) Sheppard ' 
Stanley P. Cybulski' * Nicholas L. Berdos' Anthony G. Mardo Phillina A. (Ashby) Trepani Anthony J. Silva 
Siro T. DeGasperis 0 PLC Edward G. Bimler' Kenneth H. Mason° Marie I. (Penino) Ursini Janice P. (Matinati) Souza 
Louise A. (Pacia) Delvecchio Robert D. Blinn * PLC Lucia L. (Curreri) Monti ' 
1956 Marcia M. (Kapinos) Ducharme Paul P. Brennan° Jacqueline B. (Bowen) Morrill Thomas A. Steinson 
Paul A. Biadaszo Jacqueline (Ruest) Ericson° * FLC Thomas A. Charpentie.r' Raymond E. O'Neill Kenneth F. Thomas 
John C. Bulley ' John A. Fazzina Barbara (Cranson) Chellel GIOlia (Beel'S) Otley' Janice (Krieger) Weavill 
Yolanda L. CalitIi 0 Allan Fellman Deanna O. (Leiss) Clark Russell P. Paonessa* PLe Darelle L. White 
.T ohn D. Callahan' PLe Bradford D. Fenton William A. Collins 0 Robert E. Paulhus' 1961 
Ruth R. (Roach) Cannon Philip A. FelTaguto " James CostaO William H . Peckham Lewis A. Alderman 
J ean F. (Wyka) Chl1lpcala Fredrick H. Fiedler ' Earle P. Cross Paul D. Picard David E. Allardice·' PLe 
Joseph A. Ciacciarelli John J. Fitta° Charles H, Davis Rose Marie (Maculan) Powell' PLe Evelyn M. (Mansolillo) Almonte' 
Adelheide A. (Schlaepfer) Colwell William J. Franks PLe ClardJ. (Tobiasz) Domnm"Ski Carol A. (Sorensen) Randall CatherineJ. (Luca) An·uda ' 
Charles T. Connery Eugene F. Gadai ' Alfred J. Donais Charles J. Regan * James D. Baird 
Ralph O. Cote * PLC Joseph M. Garofalo Karl F. Elicson* '91H 0 l'LC Rupert RetamalO Francis L. Basile 
Mary E. (Carpenter) Crockett Angelo A. Gatta* Edwm'd A. Erskine Ronald J. Sader John E. Bezak 
Martin S. DeSomma Robert A. Gilarde Raymond J. Fallon' 'fhomas E. Santoro Marjorie E. Bibby 
Pauline M. (Barthelet) Denault' Ralph A. Glassey 0 * Robert T. Fuller Janet C. (Cote) Sheedy' Frank G. Bingham '72MBA' PLe 
Albert J. Di Fonzo Barbara N. (Nye) Gorhamo Donatantonio Gerardio P.G. Small MattJ. Boland 
Richm'd H. Fastenau Barbar·a F. (Foley) GIiesemer Paul E. Godbout Jacqueline S. (Shenuski) MmjoIie E. (Clough) Bope 
Janet M. (Pm'kinson) Fiedler' William B. Grinold George K. Hagopian' Stromberg' Lawrence J .. Braidso 
EdwardJ. Fitzgerald' Joseph Guiot* '81MST' TinaA. (Grzyb) Jackman" * Edwin T, Taylor William L. Buchanen 
Edward R. Gagnon Adrien D. Hebert' Gerald W. Jarvis Anne R. (Johnson) Thomas James W. Buckley 
Maria E. (Burger) Gagnon Werner C. Herdecker Donald L. Kobs' Richard G. Vangermeerschc Gwen O. (Tomkins) Cardarelli' 
Lowell D. Hanson' Walter D. Hope' * Edward C. Labrecque Edmund Viele Lawrence C. Cm'gill 
Marcel G. Hebert '75MBA' DonaldJ.Jacqucs Robert K. Legare O.J. Wikse William J. Cm'!"' 
Suzanne (Bibeault) Hebert Mm·garet R. (Giroux) Janikies PLC Ina G. (Gold) London' Burton Zitkin LynnJ. (Jenney) Case' 
John E. Hening' Nicholas W. Janikies '86H PLe Autino O. Maraia 0 PLC Kathleen T. (Tomlinson) Clark' 
Aaron Hirsh William G. Jerome * Donald M. Marchetti John A. Cummings 
Alvin J. Ktitzman Diana M. (Policastril Marro'"' 
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HO],;OR ROLL OF DO"lORS 
John H. E llis Pt C Bewrl>· .J. (Rego) Kel ly Ronald A. Caplan Lloyd J. Menard 1967 
lIlary E. Goodwin Gloria H. (Hnluh) Koni5h Leo CascQ Patricia A. (Maxwell) Neal Paulette L. (Lussier) Allaire' 
Donald 1\1. Gordon' Pt C Dominick R. LaBella Robert F. Cen1to° Kevin A. O'Brien" Bruce C. Anderson * PLC 
Richard M. Greifcr Joseph !VIae Iariello Wanda (Pl-Lybyla) Chenot Ronald L. Parnigoni Chester W. Banows 
Linda Hare Rawlings Stuart A. }lurtin" Joanna G. (Guglie~netti) Dianne P. (Palacz) Picccrclli 0 Donald W. Bishop 
F rank S. Honey * Enid G. (Ri,·kin) Meyers * CiciUineo Ralph K. Pitcher' * Robert H. Blake' 
Edward K. Hutton° William L. Miner Robert D. Clout ierO Suzanne (Taveira) Rigley Stephen P. Boxer 
Diane K. Impellitteri Barbara C. (KovarO\ic) Noble Marcia F. (Frey) Dacey Frederick E. Robinson Frances V. (Valati) Brew 
Walter A. Jachem Robelt Oliveira * David I. Dorsey Salvatore A. Saccoccio Joseph.J. Bustin 
Irene K. (Nagao) Kaneshiki· Pat11cia L. (Carbone) Ott' Lynne C. (Haber) F ogel Marolyn F. (Fascio) Senay William Camacho 
Gel'aldJ. Kirkwood " PLC Paul A. Pannoni William J. Fox PL e Harold M. Shennan" Ronald J. Cioe l'LC 
C. Richard Koster Gordon B. Parsonso R B. Griffith Patricia (DeMaio) Shennan" Carole E. (O'Brien) Cook" 
HatTY W. Larson° RObelt J. Pye Hamilt on R. Hanson° Maureen K. (KelT) Shook' Michael E. Fisher" PL(' 
Ellen L. (Lidman) Levitl;ky James M. Reynolds J erry A. Houghton° Gloria.J. (Bassett) Silva Barbara (Fiore) Flanagan 
Paul O. Lewis Alfred Santos Judith R (Perlman) Kosloff John A. Skoglund * SusanJ. Fowler* 
Julio C. l\!aggiacomo Robert P. Saxon Joseph L. Lagarto Nancy K. (Kelly) Spaulding" Ronald H. Girard 
Richard J. Mahar Bruce N. SchatzO PLC TheresaA. (Skype) Barry H. Steinfink Jane L. (Mahoney) 
Orville G. Sheldon' 
Lewandowskio * pte Grayhurst':' PLC Antoinette S. (Servidone) Maney Brenda B. (Billings) Thoma 
Rosemary:VI. (Martin) SmithC Dennis R. Lima 0 Joseph D. Vigliotti Judith (Kipp) Heath VincentJ. Marcantonio 
Virginia M. (Senft) May Joseph Spinelli" Paul G. Lindquist '76YlBA' Robert C. Washburn Bernard A. J ackvony PLC 
BernardJ. McNulty Edward B. St. John 
Marcia (Feuerstein) Lovinger? 
Mary Zainyeh Robert S. Kratz' * 
William S. Taylor 
Paul A. Lussier Susan H. (Holley) Maguire Jo-Anne (Lawson) Miner 
Richard J. Torrcnti 
Wendy R (Merrick) McVey 1966 Robert H. Maney' Donald C. )1itchell 
Dorothy F. iFeeley) MOlin Roslyn P. (Pompilio) Warlike Judith C. (Car·lson) Meisel Arnold M. Alkes Merle L. (Timins) Marmelstein 
Richm·<J D. Marrocco ' Geol'ge E. Weayill 
Raymond A. Melillo PLC John A. Baldinelli Thomas S. MarottaO FLC 
E. Ronald MORca' Edward W. Weinstein 
Shirley (Cohen) Mogan Elaine (Carpenter) Bettencourt 
",resley v.l. MaynardO 
Carlton L. WishartO 
Janice K. (Kyle) Mulhern" Julio Blancoo Constance S. (Sullivan) McGrath RuthJ. (Bushnell) Olsen 
Brent E. Out\'vatel' Lola (Gamba) Wright' Jean C. (Colwell) Pers onette Eileen:ll. (Mulligan) Browchuk Theodore V. McGrath 
Carol A. Padula Michael D. Wynn 
James S. Ragsdale Judith A. (Rymell) Cabral Neil ,J. Murawski 
Matthe\\- C. Perr:,-c ' Pat l1cia L. (Payet te) Young Ge11 M. (Lanifero) Rapson Judith (Almeida) Clare' PLC Starr R (Rosenzweig) Nass 
CarlosJ. Zuniga PLC James R. Rapson Mamice W. Clare 'O PLC Elizabeth A. Na\Hocki' Richm·d J. Petmcci 
Anthony D. Portano\,ac PLC Russell R Ridge 
Dermi, J. Cunningham' Joseph A. O'Hara '81MST C 
Thoma~ E. Powell cpU' 1963 Henry M. Saccoccia PLC Sheila L. (McCabe) Curran Sandra D. (Cohen) Osattin 
GeorgemID (Van Note) Pye Roy W. Anc1ersono Joseph J. Scarpellio Brian D. Drought '73MBA G. David Parent 
Susan L. (Bolter) Richardson Harry T. Attianese Louis R. Simeone Karen D. (Deyennond) Drought Eileen M. (Deet1ng) Rafferty 0 
Mary A. (Fitzner) Banaszewski Arnold Stairman Edward F. Duffy Maureen S. (Sullivan) Ramirez Marcella L. (Lenky ) Shykula 0 
Theresa (Homa) Simko· Robert J. Bernier James P. Summa Anthony E. Fassell Roger W. Reeves 
Vivian L. (Potter) Simonelli" Patricia (Rezendes) Berthiaume Claire TheriaultO Walter V. Gordon John A. Ringold PLC 
John IVI. Springob 
Barbara G. (Gerard) Bofinger' June W. (Walker) Thomas' Linda I. (Klein) Gray' Linda R (Renaud) Robichaud' * 
Antonio TeixeiraQ 
Robert L. Cabral Paul Tumer Ralph C. Gray' Marlene (Gorab) Samra 
Archie W. Chambers Janet E. (Eaton) Walker Elizabeth (Landgren) Hills William F. Siemon David R. Thompson 
Alvin S. Topham 
Thomas G. Cleland Richard Warren Carolyn L. (Conway) Hoye' George A. Spencer 
Donald Truchon° 
Catherine A. (!talia) Coleman Ruth B. (Brandley) Winiarski' Ellen P. (Pease) Hubbard" Mary (Brooks) Squatrito 
Howard P. Coleman Milton J. Wrobleski Wallace T. Javelle Edward M. Steiner Louis S. Verdile ' 
Alma G. (Gagnon) Wall Joyce P. (Peters) Demsharo 1965 RudolphJ. Klick Wayne A. Stickles" 
Emest A. Duck 
Rohert D. Bancroft 
KennethJ. LaSalle' Anthony J. Strianese James J. Warburton 
Haymond F: Wilhelm 
Joseph S. Dwyel'-' 
Diane E. Bara 
AJphonse S. Lucarelli * FLC Paul A. Swanson° 
Lynn 1. Frehsee"" Richard V. Batti~ta ~ PLC Thomas W. Markarian '89MST Michael V. Thoma 
1962 Suzanne S. (Schwartz) 
Neil A. Baumelt 
Richard 1. Martin ,. Dale A. Ursin 
Joanne P. (B11er) Baker Glucksman Raymond A. Massotti 0 Richard R. Lshero of Lawrence T. Beirne 
Joseph Benevideso Gerald W. Green Eileen A. (Graemiger) O'Hara" Marie A. Viens David L. Bixler 
Robert V. Bianchini Richard A. Hargreaves PeterJ. Panuthos Irene G. (Grant) Ziskin 
Barbara A. (Russo) Bmnner" William O. Hoffman" Mary A. Blackmore" Arthur R Pendleton nc 
John L. Huppec Robert F. Calef Roger G. Pineault 1968 John R Butler 
Kenneth A. Cavoli 0 Ronald G. Lagasse 
Paula H. (Hurd) Cassidy 
Herbert E. Robbins Lynda (Sjoblad) Allen 
E verett Chadwick Jerome M. Langtan° 
Edward A. Danetz 
Edward R. Samuels * RK.Bcaton 
James J. Cimino '87MST Bernard L. Lesson 
Donald F. Davenport 
Malcolm C. Selver * PLC Rosemary (Harootunian) 
Martha E. (Wolf) Lindquist Janet (Rex) English Bedrosian° Jerome R. COIllors Barbara A. (Angiolillo) Slovak 
SalvatoreJ. Criscioneo Arthur J. Myers"·· 
Carolyn M. (.'vIantel) Exelby 
Richard A. Sorel" 
Philip C. Botana 
Rhonda S. (Saulino) Myers"··· William R Favro Margaret A. Sp:tin Richard A. Boulds ·73MBA Richm·d S. Daniele" 
Charles N. Davis Richard Parfitt" 
Patricia M. (R U8S0) Fessler D 
David W. Sutton 
Kathleen 1. (Iacoi) Celona 
Richard E. Dorey Rachel I. (Hebert) Reilly Patricia M. (Mosley) Foxo E. R Talbot Barbara D. (Markie'Wicz) Sharon (McDonald) Gainey" Cherubin° 
Marcella (Zacca) Elias Le'Nis R. Sherman SandraJ. (Morris) Tarsi 0 
James M. Geary Richard G. Clark" 
Constance (Tousignant) Carol J. (Marsh) Taylor* PLC \Villiam N. Turner" 
Fonoimoana Thoma'; A. Taylor '9SH* FLC Gerald I. Greifer 
David E. Corbishley '77MBA' 
Barbara A. Westgate Joseph A. Cordeiro 
Janice (Tillson) Fraser" Everett S. Walker Barbara A. Gmtov Maurice A. Wine Kenneth F. Crystal 0 
Webster Goodwin Menelaos Yankopoulos Nonnan R. Hansen° Joyce A. (Sandler) Wall Raymond G. Daigle' 
Penelope (Davol!) Gosling' Stanley G. Yenkin ,Joan C. Hatch PLe Thomas E . York Nancy A. (Perrone) Degnan 
Thomas D. Harrison° Barbara R E. (Egan) Hodge' 1964 Michael Jasper Linda M. (Poole) Zampa William Degnan Marilyn M. (Main),Jerbert MarioJ. Zangari PT,C Jeffrey A. Berman Margaret (Murphy) Klick Mary L. Dupont-Decelleso * PLC Lucia M. (Barbieri) Jewell' Patricia A. (Dimuzio) Zangari PL(: 
David R. Jonson + 
Stephen F. Blllnnero Edward V. Lcvirandowski 0 * PLr: Eileen (Vasconcellos) Emery' 
Linda R Bull Neilan' Alan R. Lovingero 
Janet M. (Page) Zurro' WilliamJ. Fagan 
John D. Burwell' Barry E. Martin Mary A. (Leite) Garozzo' 
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George Goodman Benjamin M. Meyer' Gail (Brust) Ross ' 1972 BarTY E. Vinik 
Andrew Gl-ay 0 J osephine A. (Abatuno) Murgo Doris (Ouelette) Santoro' PLe Christine M. (Maloney) Auderson Paul G. Wclch' 
.J ohn K Harris '72MBA' Ted M. Sherman JohnJ. Archibald' Joseph S. Wesolowski 
Thomas :B~ Hewitt PLC Edward V. Murray '81MBA' Robelt A. Srnith* '88MB A RobertJ. Beaulieu Richard Wontka 
Donald G. Isles '74MBA John M. Ogni ' William J. Stand6ng Charleane P. (Pape) Boyles 
Jason A.Jaffe ' PLC Antonio 1. Oliveira John F. Templer' 
1973 
Robert E. Bradley 
JonathanJ. Kaplan' * PLC Fred WPalm Anthony L . Traversa" Kei th H. Caspersen 
Roger A. Almeida 
David G. Pierce PLC Albert K Autonio Teddy P. Kontaxis William F. Valentine Joseph W Cavallar'o' 
Wilfred J. Provost VincentJ. Vinci ° Richard A. Charnack 
Daniel Asadoorian 
Virginia A. (Richard) Lamothe 
John A. Aukema 
Doris T. (Thomson) Lindgren' Janet H. (Hemond) Robidoux 0 Philip C. Walker Joseph F. Clark 
John J. Lipa" FLC David R. Rosen Theodore A. Williams' EdwardJ. Desaulnier PLc 
Chllstine L. (Lighty) Ballard 
Carol A. (Howland) Luther' * Joseph:\.f. Salvadoreo Alan G. Wolfe RonaldJ. Desrochero Richard P. Begin 
Judith A. (Dawson) Mack Richard C. Sardella PLC Kathleen A. (Altharn) Zawasky John H. Doherty Robert Berk 
William E. Maguire Lezlee D. (Bishop) Shaffer Robert P Doyle Charles H. Boklan 
Lionel Souza 1971 Alessandra (Ciccarelli) Borges David E. Marmelstein Louis E. Duarte 
James J. MeN amara Douglas E. Stark* P LC 
Robert M. Armstrong 
Waltel' H. Edwards * 
Robert E. Brule 
Robelt F. Mitchell * PLC Andrew D. Sundberg" 
K oreen D. (Cotter) Bears ' 
Jay R. Einhorn 
Thomas J. Bryant 
Peter L. Newell PLC Daniel R. TartagliaU Korman L. Belgal'de * '78MBA Thomas L. Ford 
Claudia A. (Scalise) Chaffee 
George E. Partaledis Willis Vermilyea' 
James J. Bialek" 
Bernard Formal 
Charles G. Conklin' 
Caryl A. (Whitcher) G. E. Crane 
Samuel H. Pilcho *' PLC 1970 Bingham 0 PLC Jonathan H. Frede * Pasquale F. DeBernardo 
James S. Richal'dsonc PLC Jane L. Abbott Leonard Brisco '73MBA Robert H. Gentili Richard A. DeJoseph' 
Barry Ringelheim Marte E. (Mon-a) Aguiar Robel't E. Christie Bruce R. Germani Barbara A. (Witengier) DePaola 
Susan L. (Lutocka) Rochette Armand J. Almeidao Charleen Christy' Robert M. Goodn'au Jeffrey L. Doppelt * 
Jean L. Souza John E. Andcl'son Thomas J. Coronis' HerbeltJ. Gray * Robert K Duby * PLC 
James R. Squadrito Edward M. Andrews Eydie (Carreiro) Costa Hamid F. Greiner Donna (Gillespie) Ford 
JeromeJ. Squatrito '83MST 0 *' PLC Kathleen P (Perri) Daniele' Rosemary A. (Azzoli) Gro"i Herbed T. Gaboriau' 
Anthony J. Tutalo Karen E. (Kuhn) Antonio Janet M. DeLeo' Raynold R. Harnois Kpnneth R. Gendron 
John P Wilks Norma M. (Pelletier) Beaudry John W. Draper J. C. Heil' Stephen J. Gravitt 
Darlene E. Williams Harlan D. Benetti JosephJ. Duffy' JohnJ. Hendel'Son° David G. Greenan T~jllian \Vinokero Patricia A. (DeSenna) Bialek"' David A. Finkelstein David A. Henry 0 Rodney H. Grundman 
Richard A. Woolsey Mary E. Burdick" Charle, ,J. Garfinkel' ThomasJ. HollingwOl~thO Robert H. Hansono PLC 
1969 Louis D. Carano '79MB A ' Richard C. Gobrick Thomas R. Holt' J €l'emiah Harrington 
Andrew M. Arsenault 0 
Albert W. Chamillard David M. Gold PLC Gary B. Hopkins * Kenneth A. Hendrickson '76:VIBA 
Christy D. Bedgio" 
Ralph A. Clegg Lois A. (Tierney) Gottlieb Ben J. Ingcgllcri Judith P. (Pontifice) Higgins 
Deborah L. (Dey) Bell ' Linda M. (Larose) Costa" Norman L . Gottlieb Lawrence F. Jarvis I'LC John B. Hogan 
Gene A. Carlone * 
Karen L. (Wentworth) Douglas R. Hazlett Richa"l A. Kaplan Karen L. (Consolati) HoitO DavenpOlt O 
BarbaraJ. (Crouse) Henry' Alan J. Kl uger 1'1.(" Louis A. Carney Donald E. DeBolt John A. Kocon° Irene M. (Lombardi) Huntley 
Thomas Celona Ralph A. Dean" PLC 
Raymond W. Iannetta:> PL(, James V. Isher\\'ood" 
Judy L. (Slitt) Koellmer Mark E. Koellmer Gerald F. Cel'ceo PLC Vincent L. DelN ero J ames T. Kaull' 
Johanna M. (Zanella) Christina Elizabeth A. (Doyle) Kortright 0 Paul M. Law Richard J. Komita Patricia (Cmtis) Eason Robelt J. Leduc" 
Robert A. Cioe PLe Richard J. Fallon' 
Dana S. Lampert David P. Korona * 
Leslie B. (Barks) Contactini" Emmett Lance Michael T. Martin Salvatore Lawito Charles German PLC Patllei" A. (Merola) Mathews 
Howard D. Coshak' Diane E. Lang Janet (Tolman) Le B')euf Richard GrutL'ldaLITiao Brian N. McCoy J. Steven Cowen PLC David S. Lans Guyue A. Lombari 0 John A. Hatch George V. McKenna '93MST 
Anthony J. Dionisi James H. Lawrence ° David D. Low · Janice M. (Niznick) Hendrickson Charle, M. McMahon 
Joseph T. Duffy ' PLe Ina (Goldberg) Hoffman Pauline L. (Dumas) Leduc' Emico C. Maccarone 
Francis J-. Engert Alan 1.,oweO Christine T. (TI1pp) Miles Ronald L. Martel ° Richard K Hm'St 0 N onna M. Mousseau 
Lawrence :V!. Finkebtein John KJablonski ' 
RobertJ. Mahoney '92CAGS ' Robert C. McDonald 
Michael F. Foley 0 James S. Marszalek ° * 
Theresa G. (Gagnon) Murphy' Robe,t P Mead PLC Norman E.Jow'denais'" I'LC Joseph E. Picardo 
Robert E. Goudreau' Kenneth J. Kelly 
Carolyn (Marcello) McCoy' RobeltJ. Nunes 
Riehar'd D. Mercier ° * Peter Porter 'S9MBA ° Elizabeth E. (Bixler) Gurney' Jefti~ey A. Kesnero George H. Rc1ymond John M. Onysko 
David T. Hansen Bernard W Klimaj '79MBA Raymond V. Morel JillE. Owens 
Susan T. (Tessier) Pascale DennisJ. Read Elizabeth (Tokarz) Hemingway Richard G. Koestner ° ~ Stephen O. Paden 'S5CAGS 
Jeffrey B. Hodgdon Marld. Pechak' 
Edward M. Replenski E. Robert Panella Sanora C. (Blough) Leduc John S. Ribezzo 
Frances (Dandurand) Horsfield Lawrence B. Lipton Ruth J. (Johnson) Rauche' George L. Pelletier" 
Carol A. (Zannini) Raymond Gary S. Rickel' Chester A. Howard Deborah S. Lynch Barry M. POlt 'HiiMBA ° 
William G. Roessel 0 HO\vard B. Rivkin '" Kathleen L. (Lamb) Howard ' Paula J. (Charlonne) MacDonald Margaret C. (Chiaradio) Terry L. Richards ' 
Dennis F. Jacques PLC Clifford D. Maney '77MBA" 
Roger B. Ruotolo 
RockettoO BlUee R. Rinebolt 
John W Jennings Carol (Mancu~o) McNamara 
Joseph A. Saccocciao * 
Thomas L. Ross Mark E. Robbins 
David S. J eranian Gerald P. McNamara 
Ernest R. Santoro' PLe 
WPRyan William A. Rose 
Irwin H. Kabakoff Antonio H. Miguel ' 
Barnett E. Sapul'stein 
Elaine D. (Gordon) l:3apLU'stein Helen A. (McAuliffe) Rotella 
Gary A. Kazanjian !'LG David S. Mukamal Richal'd J. Savage Timothy R. Scanlon PLl' '77MBA
O 
Dennis B. Kent '82MBA' Kathleen M. (Morton) Muller Albert K Shaw Daniel F. Schmitt 0 * Pl.(· Stephen D. Shol'l'ock 
Douglas S. Krupp '89H" PLe Lloyd r=. Oliver Paul F. Shen'Y ' George H. Schohel ' 
Steven R. Silverberg O 
Steven E. Lander Harold E. Olson 
Russell R. Shippeeo I'LC 
Richar'd C. Singer ' 
Allen D. Smith ~ 
Barbara R. Maroney Barbara A. (Mushinski) Palm Lawr ence M. Spizman° Janet L. (Norbury) Skahill ' Joseph M. Smith 
William A. Martin Julius F. Papitto' 
Janet C. (Roy) Tetrault ' 
Margaret (McNamara) Skenyon Peter J. Stevens 
Edward W McManus + Donald J. Parker Lynne M. Tyner " Paul PSt. Onge PLC 
Samuel G. Stevens 0 
David J. Medeiros John S. Renza PLC Carl A. Winquist Mallon E. (McEaehrun) Tripp ' Randall C. Terk ' 
David N. Ricchiute" 
Patricia G. (Getty) Wright 
John E. Turpin * '76MBA' PI.( 
Susan A. (Rocha) Teser' 
Michael C. Tomasso 
Diane M. (Mislick) Rivkin '" 
Robelt L. Tromhley '791VIBA 0 '" 
Mary M. (Goldener) Rood 
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Edward Vasconcellos Richard Shanley Ronald J. Parker ' Michael W. Gendron Kathleen A. (Styslo) Cooper ' 
Richard L. Veilleux Jon W. Sikorski 0 Robert L. Paul o Robert D. Gouin ' Dennis L. Desmarais 
Craig F. Wilson George G. BladeD * Steven A. Read PLe William J. Grabert" Kay H. DuckwOlth 
John ZajchO\vski 0 Steven L. Smith Victor F. Rebello WayneA.Hall JohnG.Dunn 
Joseph C. Zogby '79lVIBA" Beverly A. Soriano 0 Joseph A. Rossi Dean R. Halper Dyan M. (Dacunto) Dupont' 
Heginald A. Spinello Roger A. Roy" ,john P. HiUO * Lori (Gerace) Finley" 1974 Peter A. Sullivan" PLC Stephen A. Rudloff Chri~topher H. Hoopiso George E. Foehr o * 
Carter G. Anderson' 
Richard M. Teolis Joseph D. Santangelo Raymond P. Hopkinso Alan S. Ford '82MB A " 
John M. Andrews 
Francis T. Vano Mark E. Shoham Heather A. Huebner" H. Kent Goetj en° * PLC 
Deanna D. (Jimenez) Beachen \VilliamJ. Vaf'af:. '" * Marcy G. (Galinsky) Slye Barbara M. (Koncki) Hummelt William V. Golas 
Magdi Bichay 0 
J ames T. Walsh' Scot t E. Slye Stanley F. Jarzombek '83MB A 0 Dwayne S. Goulding ° 
Robert C. Blanchette ' 
Carl W. Wikse Kevin C. Smith RitaE.Jensen° Brian N. Graveline '&'3MBA 0 * 
Stephen T. Boulter Susan (Burke) Wilson John L. Spremulli Robcrt S. Kashmanian '80MBA" Thomas E. Grega 
Brian A. Bouvier 
Clifford W. Yee John B. Stone Robert T. Kells KennethJ. Groh 
Gerard R. Cayer '82MST 
Richard P. Sullivan John W. Kolwicz" Paul A. Hassie 'SIMBA 0 
Philip R. Chase ' 1975 
Brenda M. (Nov.icki) Sylvia Joan T. (Milici) Kuzniar Anne T. Helmstetter 
Craig B. Cole Edward S. Abraham 
Frederick S. Tanner Hichard S. Lampack 0 Steven J. Issa '82MBA 
Edward R. Comstock '76MBAo James C. Angell 
Michael H. Tapper '86MB A Brian R. Le Blanc 0 Jeffrey T. Johnson 
Constance E . Conger-Billings' John T. Appleton' 
Francis M. Tarantino Paul F. Lefebvre '86lVIBA 0 Robin D. (Vincent) Jordan 
Michael G. DeBenedetto Robert G. Arcand '78MBA ° 
Luanne (Giles ) Topper Edward A. Lucente Kathy (Kuemer) Jorgensen 
Beverly E. (Kliger) Delauri Thomas C. Ballard 
William E. Travis Stanley J. Malachowski Roger S.Jorgensen 'SOMBA 
William F. DiMaio Robert A. Bernalewski Bernard L . Trinkle PIF Charles E. Marrao ,Joanne (Lipset) Kaye 
Michael Dionne PLC Paul B. Bono 
Emile G. Threnne Steven W. McLaughlin Thomas J. Kean 
WIlliam C. Donaldson Stephen M. Bot",i noffo 
Terrence M. '!Yrrell 'S01fBA Karen E . (Lewis) Medici " Michael T. Keane ' 
James C. Dorian '82MBA David Bradbury 
Amie .J. (Powell) Wallace JamesP. Meehan '85MBA' Edward A. Keating ' 
Nancy C. (Christensen) Dye' Joseph A. Brouillard 
Susan B. (Hicks) Wasserman David P. Miller Elise A. (Cornachini) Kelly 
TelTance W. Fan'ell Thomas Camsa 
Richard P. Watelet ' Michael J. Moon P LC Rexford A. Kirkman' 
Kenneth Favreau Thomas C. Catto 
JohnJ. Webber * PLC Alpxandet B. Petrides U Patricia R. (RochefOlt) Kowalski 
Paul Flaherty ° Carolyn A. (Aldrich) Chaharyn 
Robert C. Wood * David W. Pipe1' ° *' Edward 1. Kozin' 
Vincent R. Flerruning '7SlVIBA Theresa A. (Almeida) Charest 
Max J. Zaniewski 0 Michael E. Riley " DOl'anna M. (Watterson) 
Ronald M. Gagnon Patricia I. Clauss o 
Paul D. Roy 0 * La BonteO 
Alan T. Gorman Lawrence D. Cohen 1976 
Dona)d Ryle Oscar H. Lavallee '79MBA' 
William R. Graveline Gilbert A. Couto ' VincentJ. Arnold 
Doreen E. (Campbell) Salk Cindy L. (Belostock) LeYavor' 
Louis R. GU311"acino Donald F. Crist * LoriJ. ('I\lCker) Banning ' Ho\vard S. Schreiber Mark A. Lopes 
Eugene F. Hackett Timothy A. Davey Timothy J. Banning 0 + 
RulhJ. (Francis) Servant Carol R. (Rohrbach) Losee 
Daniel F. Harrington Paula (Silva) Devine Harold D. Barker Susan E. ("j eyerholz) Shaw AlbertJ. Marcella 
Pat ricia M. (Murphy) Hawksley Dermis A. Dionneo Margherita D. (De Quattro) 
James Silva David G. Marchetti 
Susan T. (Belhumeur) Hines ' MariaN. DosanjosO Barker ° Donna L.Marsella' * 
Claudia A. (McElroy) Hoffman' James Drost ' Carolyn R. Barone Gail K. (Kinkade) Southard' 
Philip D. StangO Deborah E. (Godfrey) Martell 
Douglas M. Hood Robelt N . Durand' Jody O. (Olsen) Baum J ohn A. Martin 
Williaro N . Isrin' Robert M. Fargo Roger N. Begin° * Pl,C 
Geraldine R. (Rodgers) Tappan'-
Paul Taubman Cl Harold J. Marzini 
Deborah A. (Grygalonis) Madcne K. (Klein) Farrell Raymond T. Bergantino' Paul D.Mat tera 
Johnson° Donna M. (Messore) Ferrara Joseph A. Bergeron ' Mi chael A. Topper 
Ernest J. Joly Laurel S. Bishow' * PLG Ronald E. Valente 
Scott B. Matty * 
Frank C. F letcher Frances V. (Blissert) McCutchin 
William M. Kahn Richard A. Blake" Arthur M. Victorino Victor P. Gagliardi 0 
Burton J. Waltman PLC Gary P. Mitchell Nancy J. Landry ' Robclt G. Gauvino Steven A. Blazer Laurie M. (Blair) Mockler 
John R. Lott ' Steven L. Bokoft" Donald G. Waltz Jimmy R. Hanis Denise C. (Caciagli) Moon PLe 
James F. McDonald ' Roland lVI. Boucher Charles E. Waters '77MBA Theresa iMcGo"'an) Hill ' * 
David B. Westby Michael J.Moon PLe Michael A. McGregor 
.Jay R.Johnson Kenneth G. Bo,,"man 
Laura R. (DeGennaro) VVhite* Harold A. Nelson° John E.McLaughlin Doreen G. (Greene) Kagan William H. Bracbtreet Thomas E. Nichols' 
Joaquim :Medeiros Joan C. Karpeles Linda-Jo B. (Babcock) Butler" Stephen C. Whitney ' 
WalterJ. Wiacek Ronald E. Pallisco Barry S. :l1ellor Karla Kelly * Robert K. Casayant () * 
Rita A. Williams-Bogar* Karen E. (Maxcy) Palmer Kevin M. Millea ],Iarcia L. (Maroni) Kielb' Robert K Charest Raymond F. Parker ' 
William F. X. Moody Deborah (Spratt) King * }leryl A. Clark 1977 Raymond E. Petrie 
Robert G. 1\-1oore Gerald W. Knowlton Deanna W. (Webb) Croucher Mary S. (Such) Allen Richard A. P ierson 
'I\iciaJ. (Sweeney) Mullen Lisa Lang O Barry Davidson Stephen E. Altimas Michael W. Pirolli 
Lawrence B. Norstrom Donald G. Lapolte Dennis De Cesare '79MBA 0 John E . Anderson PLe Joan E. (Marchetti) Rivelli 
Daniel A. N OUl'Y Ann E. (Siplo) Levy Ronald C. DeF10lio Thomas C. Baum '82MBA 
JamesJ. O'Halloran '" Janice N. (Nordin) Lewis " Carleen M. (Laboissonniere) Michael R. Bigda '8:3MBA Ann H. (Hubbard) Rotatori * 
Wao11e J. Pacheco DavidJ. Long 
DeSisto O * 
Louise N. (Chagron) Boulet J effrey J. Rotatori* 
Robel1 E Paolo" Gail G. (Gendron) Lopes Clifford ,J. Decko Charles J. Boulier Nancy L. Rumul 
ThomaB A. Pari <) Theodore F. Masse 
R aymond W. Depelteau 
Leslie A. (Mansolillo) Bucci 0 Douglas P. Sanders 
Gregg C. Pead Sandra A. (Abdelahad) Ma took Dennis C. Di BencdcttoO Bronson B. Bump John J. Sanford 
Annettc B. (Derry) Pearson' Douglas G. McClllrg '86MBA Dennis }I. Dooley Laurel C. (Crosby) Burrill ' Laval R. Sans 
Daniel B. Perkins Dolores B. (Bialack) McLaughlin William M. Drohan Timothy K. Bye Kathleen B. Savage 
Robelt lVI. Pezzullo Frank A. Melucci 
Jeffrey D. DuFour 
David W. Cameron Joanne E. Schencko * 
Bruce E. PbllzgTaf Raymond L. Meyers 
Thomas L. Dupont" 
Anthony J. Camilleri Karen A. (Coluci) Seward 
Donald H. Reimann '7~MBA' Stephen J . Moussas 
KevinM. Dmnin 
J ean M. (Chiodo) Campbell Donald L. Siebert ° PLC 
Diane M. (Pearson) Rossi Robelt Mullen John R. E6trella'~ '82MBA William J. Skinner 
Jean C. (Hawkins ) Rouleau Thomas J . Murphy Frank G. Ferri Ronald J. Caponera John K. Skumursld 0 
Anthony Rllscet ta Catherine A. (Le :I!oine) MichaelJ. Franklin '91MBA' Joanne (Grande) Choiniere Vincent L. Smith 
Pamela S. (Felter) Sanford Norstrom John L. Garceau '84MBAo Frank Spadanuta 
Bruce D. Schleifman Elaine M. N otarantonio C' PIP Fredrick S. Gaschen David J. Clark Bernard Spiri toO 
Edward A. Schultes Willard F. Oakes Steven E. Gendreauc * John W. Cooper * Debra M. (Labrecque) Sullivan 
o Five or more years of * Matching gift made by donor's • Matching gift company PLC President's Leadership Council + Dceeased 
continuous giving company 
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PatrickJ. Sullivan '81MBA Joan E. (Rogan) Marchessault' J acques P. Desjardins Robert H. Wischnowsky HLc John A. Roderick 
Bl1Jce H. Tashjian Susan A. Mattarocci '83MBA Dianne M. (Levesque) Devereaux Patricia L. Wood Michelle F. (Francis) Rosenberg' 
Normand Tousignant' Donna L. (Dubois) McConnell Kathleen M, (Paolozzi) Ditata William F. Yukna PaulA.Roy 
Paul F. Sangeloty Russell A. Treen° Patrick G. Meenan Richard F. Dugan 1980 Kevin M. Scarrozzoo * Sonja Valentine Linda A. (Amoriggi) Melis James M. Dunn :) * 
Steven D. Asher 
Steven K. Schlamp Alfred R. Vieira' Richard A. Moretti ' * John T. Dziedzic 
Laura L . (Andrews) Barry 
Richard R. Seelig Alan S. Wardyga '84MB A 0 PLe Maureen E. (Lyons) Murphy Lawrence H. Elman 
Julie L. (Larrabee) Bell' James B. SiegerC> Diane M. (Zordan) Wardyga' PLe J.J.Musor Ed\vard R. Eramian 
Victoria S. (Strudwick) 
Sharon L. (McGarry) Sinnott Robert M. WesteJl Christine M. O'Rourke KeithJ. Esmark Blackmore 
Kenneth P. Soloway David E. Oberg' Ann Marie (Pannone) Ferrero Paul C. Brodeur ° * 
Deborah L. (Lafleur) Tencza* 1978 Cheryl F. (Perethian) Olson* John H.Fish Dianne P. (West ) Burk 
Ronald J. Termale 
Ann C. Adessio 
Catherine M. (D' Acchioli) HatTis A. Fishman° lIlichael A. Cei' 
Sharon A. (Kucia) Turcotte * Terrence W. Allen° * Parente PLC Raymond W. Fogarty" Susan A. (Passardi) Charron 
Kenneth C. Vale 
Ann Pavoni Almeida Gerald M. Paulhus William G. Galane,' Jane L. Chin 
F rank D. Viscusi David C. Anthony Lorrie F. (Fain) Pead Sally A. (FatTell) Gervais S.B. Coates 
Joanne L. (Tattersall) Webber Meredith J . (Bainton) Artigas 0 PeterJ. Pelizza* Melinda V. (Viviano) Grega Jane F. (Ulmschneider) Correia 
Rudolf J. Weiss' Scott T. Avery * Steven I. Pincus Ellen M. (Austin) Hall Harold A. Cart 
Prescott Williams III' Nicholas A. Balog Jean E. Poisson * Kenneth 1. Hall Robert F. Croteau 
Caren C. Ziogas' 
David R. Barnes Dennis M. Poland Paul H. Harlow LindaA. Croteau-Brooks David L. Beane Richard A. Poulin J ayne M. (Morris) Harrington ThomasJ. Cummings Alan H. Zuckennan Robert E. Benson" '82MBA Sally M. (Monti) Proto Edward P. Hawkins Yanina Z. (Zielinski) Daigle' 1981 Dan E. Bergander Louis A. Rawden Beth H. (Harrison) Heard 0 William S. Darcy Michelle A. (Cote) Adams Charles L. Blanchette LynnE. Rea EdWard J. Hewitt StevenJ. Dennen James M. Alber Kristi (Mortensen) Borst Leonard G. Reichhard 0 Michael P. Hickey '!JOMBA Jean L. (Lofgren) Doherty Nancy ,1. (Mingrone) Alletto Claire A. (Laferriere) Boudreau Andrew F. Resnisky' Patricia P. (Pellitier) Jablonski ' CaroleJ. (D'Errico) Donnelly Gabriel T. Andrade' John B. Brennan Margaret E. (Jordan) Roberts Donald J.Jalbert ' Carolyn J. (Davis) Durland' Kathryn A. (D' Ambra) Aquilante Nancy J. (Johnson) Brennan Mark A. Robinson Teresa L. Johnston° Joseph Faenza Carol A. (Joyal) Arcand Rosalyn F. (F erreira) Brigham Mary L. (Fiocchctta) Rosadini Cindy R. (Rowan) Jones * Steven A. Feinberg Brenda S. (Spirito) Baginski J ohn R. Byrne* Michael J. Rosadini Gary R.Jordan '86MB A William Ferrigno Douglas F. Bauer Judith Cadigan-Parisi Mark A. Rossini Richard B. Lafleur ' Edward J. Flanagan Theresa M. (Mills) Becker ' Paulette E. Cartier' Mitchell G. Samuels James D. Lang Susan M. (Dube) F ournier * Gary F. Benoit' David L. Chastanet Joseph J. Sarno Steven R. Levasseur* Patrick P. Gauthier Alan D. Bergel' Gretchen E. (Thornbloom) Margaret A. (Poggioli) Schaum Armand J. Luzi 0 Mark D. Green Thomas D. Bergeron° Ciavaglia Elizabeth O. (Ovian) Smith' Marguerite A. (Beaulieu) Rosanne (Surmeian) Hamblin * Steven A. Bel'loreJli 0 CarolJ. Couto '83MBA William B. Smith PLe MacLean° 
Debra A. (Messina) Harrison" Denise A. (DiScipio) Bigler John L. Currier Michael H. Sullivan Gary D. Mackintosh' 
Scott F. Hart Gary P. Bigler Diane 1. Davis-Morianos 0 Charles M. Tencza * Denise A. (DeBlois) Maclachlan ' 
Elizabeth A. (Leg-ge) Hathaway' William Bouchard 0 William N. Dayton Robert B. Tillman' * DouglasJ. Maclachlan' 
Cynthia A. (Pelletier) Healy Ann L. (Lowden) Brandt ' Susan S. (Savitt) Delehanty' RobertJ. Ventrone Dean Marchessault 0 
John V. Healy Katherine A. Buckley' Marc R. Deshaies Roger S. Williams' * Dominick Moliterno 
Richard J. Hennessey Robelt R. Calo' Colleen M. (McGuinness) Dickson Charles G. Winters' Robert S. Myers ' 
Kenneth R. Hilton' Bmee R. Campbell 
'85MBA 
Robert J. Oldman ' * 
Alexander J. Houston Brian E. Carpenter 
James '11. Dolan 1979 
Larry B. Parness '83MST 
Mano B. Hm.vard PLC Christopher Cerrato 
Linda K. (Kosowski) Dolan Alan S. Adams '90~1ST PLe 
Frank S. Pate '83MBA' 
William D. Hughes Jenny R. (Nielson) Chlistensen RobeltJ. Donnelly Patricia R. Ainsley-Baker Gary W. Peloquin' 
JosephJ. IovannaO * Steven T. Clark 
William R. Duquette 0 * JamesJ. Allaire' 
Eric C. Peterson 
James M. Kelly Kenneth D. Collins' 
Stuart S. Durland Robert L. Allen' 
Kenneth F. Poyton 
Susan D. (Dubois) Kerins Lawrence J. Condon° William R. Eberle' * JohnJ. Angiolillo Reginald A. Redford 
David N. Lafleur Susan B. (Bitzer) Condon .James E. Farina Donna M. (Chenail) Arpin° James P. Reilly ' 
Carol L. (Magnoli) Lawlor Paul E. Connery 0 Thomas J . Farrington Philip J. Arsenault Gregory J. Reynolds ' 
DonnaJ. (Phillips) Leon Carol B. (Helme) Costello"' William A. Fielder Carol P. (Boss) Barbehenn Ernest C. Ricci 
P hilip Lesiuk Meredith A. Cote 
Kathleen M. Foley DeGrandis ' * David J. Beausejour '~5MST 
Laurie A. Roach-Gamble 
Corey E. Levine Mal;ssa A. (F aenza) Crean Paul W. Fournier * PLC David A. BelhumeW' '90MBA SU7""nne F. (Gerard) Saffi'on 
Deborah S. (S2czoczarz) Bruce H. Daigle Deborah A. (Russell) Gardner ' * Paul J. Blackman Jeanne C. Salvucci 0 Mallon PLe 
Manuel E . daRosa' 
John W. Gearhart Samuel D. Blackmore '83MBA 
Julie E. (Webster) Simons Cal'laJ. Marcinowski PLe 
Patricia E . (Canoll) de Scott M. Gelinas Joseph E, Borst Philip W. Sobel Nicholas J. Marshall ' Wegcl' * PLC Steven E. Ginsburg Laurie Z. (Zuk) Boyd' 
George M. Spino' Patricia L. (Hervey) Martin Karen R. (Vicha) DeAngelis" John L. Giorgi PLe Doreen A. (Rossi) Breault * 
Russell A. Steere Davi(l A. McHugh Elizabeth M. (Men-ell) Deedy R ichard G. Gollan Gerald L. Brodeur ' • 
Evelyn M. (Schweinfurth) Stephen P. McLaughlin' Marcia C. (Colelli) DelVecchio ' Gene A. Gouthier' Joseph D. Butler Tarnovsky 
Deborah A. (Andrews) Dorothy F. (Burns) Deragon Nancy S. (Anderson) Grasing George W. Casey' David L. Teixeira 0 Mercadante 
'88MBA Karen M. (Mazzacone) Green Andrew P. Catanzaroo Robert L. ThelTien° Denise (Cunningham) Merrill' CynthiaJ. (Gesner) Dufrane Steven D. Greenfeld ' Joan E. (Breen) Cei ' George M. Thibodeau Kathleen L. (Garrity) Minniti William J. Eastty Richard J. Houle ' Martin P. Chadwick' Douglas S. Tintle Steven M. Misasi 0 Susan R. (A.lberto) Faenza Deborah L. (Stevens) Hunyadi Susan (Medeiros) Chin° Robin A. (Pirolo) Tintle Paula M. (Vitale) Moliterno RobertJ. Fallone Barry H. Kaye Normand R. Choquette Edward J. Trafford Joyce M. (Reynolds) NalJen Marie C. (Cooper) Foley Celeste A. (Cloutier) Kaye Kim D. (Matrullo) Corsi' Robert E. Tucker Linda P. Nelson Mary-Elizabeth (Caccia) Gagnon John P. Keach John Costello * Arlene (Lentz) Vasquez Sharon K. Nicklas '87MBA Kathleen A. (Pechulis) Kmiotek' Robert E. Crellin ' Gino Vasquez William Oakland Teri (Upham) Gentile 0 Janice S. (Santos) Kopp KevinJ. Cyr O Michael T. Velys 0 NicholasJ. Puniello" Karen E . (Henry) Girczyc Susan Krupski Fisher ' Michael T. D' Andrea' Cynthia (Johnson) Vinhateiro" Linda Rainone-N astari 0 vVilliam A. Girimonte 0 Linda J. (Keeler) Lacelle Robert S. Dakers' Don T. Volino R obert J. Reeve' Gerald J. Godin Anthony J. Lamando Roy Damianoo David L. Ward * Michael J. Robbins ' Linda E . Grace Costellese Kevin M. Lavalla PLC Marlene D. Deneault Paul S. Weisman PLC 
o Five Qt' more years of * Matching gift made by donOl's • Matching gift company PLC President's Leadership Council + Deceased 
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I 
Han), Nt Greenfield ' William E. Warrin William K. Fenchel Edward S. r\ owak 0 Catherine M. (Connelly) Carey 
Donald G. Guilbert Paul C. Wayss Deborah A. (Mohl1nann) Robert :F. Oliveira Mary A. (Ouimette) Carpenter * 
Jameo Hackett Barbara (Widman) Winfield Fenlgno J Dim M. Olivier '88l1!BA Kevin D. Carter [) 
Diane Hargreaves Thomas A. Witham 0 Nichola.s J. Fiadino DavidJ. Olney PLG Steven R. Catrine * 
William T. Hargrea"e, '87l1!BA Pamela L. (Kebler) Yukna Judith M. (Dengenis) Fobergo Carolyn M. (Wanning) Palomba" David J. Champagne 
J. W. Hanington Louise H. Zachatie Thomas J. Foley Edward J. Palomba'" Richard A. Cheyne" 
Kathleen F. (Francis) Hildum ' Charles R. Ziegler Melody M. (Mann) Fox' David A. Paolantonio Andrew M. Corsini 
Becky S. (Seibert) Hood' Gregory P. Zullig Ralph L. Franco ' Donna L. (Lavarini) Park Rebecca S. (Stetson) Counsell ' 
KarenJ. Hoyt Elaine M. (Vogel) Frick ' * VictorJ. Pascarelli Philip E. Cummings 
James M.Jarboe 
1982 LindaS. (Cheney) Gale Audrey (Vanner) Pate ' George A. D'Auteuil '84MBA 
Scott D. Abrams ' Shawn M. Gale Dinis P. Pedroso Mary Beth (Early) D'Auteuil Kestutis J. Karalius 
Thomas F. Kavanagh 
Suzanne C. (Shea) Adamoli 0 Mal)' Ellen W. (Williams) Richard J. Pereira * Karen A. D'Iorio 
Ronald E. Albert 0 Gallagher * 
Michael A. Kearney * Dale R. Aldieri (> * Anne-Malie H. (Hebert) Gesualdi Richard A. Perreault ' FrankJ. D'Ostilio 
Olive H. Kennedy Santina M. (Musumeci) Aldieri" ,. '94MBA ,Judith P. (Valois) Pen'on Laura A. (Gilmore) Davis 
Sandra L. Kuller 
David L. Alfredson' George H. Goff James W. Persano Karen A. (lI!eyerhardt) DeMonte 
Mwiel C. Lacroix '89MBA 
Glenn L. Allen Richard D. Goldberg 
Mary F. (Legacy) Phillips Carolyn A. (Bruder) DeiDolori ' * 
PamelaJ. (Hutker) Lange"' J-am€s S. Aloisio Scott R. Goldstein Robert ~~ Pond Gm'y DeiDolori 0 * 
~ancy D. (Duncan) Lawler =<: 
Charles F. Ammennan' Susan L. (Williams) Gasper Shar on A. (Chiaretta) Pulc-ini * Susan T. (LaRosa) Domenikos 
;Vlichael C. Lennhoff * Ronald J. AueoinG Rosemary L. (Crook) Greeley Katherine A. Quinn" Diane DuVal 
Richard A. Le\\is 
Joseph A. Balducci 
'91MBA ' Noreen C. Reilly Roger E. Ducharme 
Virginia NI. (Wedekind) Lindgren 
Gary A. Barkman 
Mathew Greene John E. Robideau Alda E. (Est rella) Dufault 
RobertJ. Loehr 
Robin (Gallante) Beaupre Susan J. (Illuzzi) Guen-a Timothy Ross Christine L. (Collins) Duffy 
Robert P. Luwe 
Raymond G. Benoit 
Thomas F. Guerra Robert G. Schmidt Charles K. Dwyer' 
Lynn M. I MOliglioni) Lusardi 
James W. Billington Mal), M. Guglietti Jeffrey F. Scutt Pamela M. (Souza) Dziura' j:Iichael J. MacPhee 'SoMBA Patricia J. (Whitehead) MichaelJ. Sheridan \Villiam E. Dziurao 
Arthur I. Blackman Hagelman David S. Smith PLC lI!aureen M. (McGuinness) Dana R. Maker 
J aim A. Mangiante 
J effre)' S. Bodak '91MBA Robelt E. Halpin Esmeralda (Gonzalez) Sousa' Ennis* 
A. Peler BOl'aks' John L. Hamblin' Louis R. Sousa WilliamJ. Ennis"' Glen P. Maltin '87MBA * 
Mark B. llmtone ' 
David C. Borge Lisa R. Heywood-Drake" Ronald C. St. Martin Wallace J. Fabian 
Francis W 1\!Iazzatta 
PatliciaJ. (Armstrong) Borges' Richard S. Hilton Pauline T. (Coniveau) Starr * MichaelJ. Federici 
Deborah A. (Craveiro) McHale John J. Boudreau" StevenJ. Johnson John M. Sullivan' Catherine M. (Stevens) 
Linda (Addison) Boyer O Joann B. (Mannolini) Kane KimJ. Suvajian Fitzsimmons Raymond P. Miezin 
James S. Miller' 
Barry D. Bradley Thea Kazamias Dennis J. Tanona 
,John D. Flynn 
Scott A. MorganO 
Kenneth M. Bronson Shal·onJ. (Mimnaugh) Kearney ' David K. Thommen° David A. Fontaine '94MBA 
Michael L. M0l1arty 
Timothy A. Brownell Maceo P. Keller James J. Tormey '84MBA 
Rabeit A. Galvanin° 
Mal'k P. Morneault 
Stephen F. Bucci ' Joseph P. Keough " * Janet C. (Cook) 'Ihceski Donna G. Gay' * 
Donna G. (Grahn) O'Connor Karen S. (Zecher) Buckley Andrea M. (Pa.ssanisi) King * Debra J. (Dranit) lschinkel' Paula A. Gleicher 
Thomas P. Caito Patricia M. (Shields) King Nancy E. (James) Greene" Deborah L. (Parker) Oleksy' Thoma.s A. Tschinkel ' 
Judith W. (Watson) Olmstead' Barbara W. (Wogisch) Campbell ' Katheline W. (Wadsworth) Susan E. (Naismith) Uustal Claire J. (Girard) Guertin" 
Chel),1 A. (Masciarelli) Palmieri Joseph G. Caramiello" Kmietek June E. Verdon-Laprade '88l1!BA Malianne D. (D' Amalia) Hall 
Craig W. Carpenter ' Ellen B. (Ford) Knizeski ' Andrea L. Hantz * 
Michele (Hammond) Peters 
Lynn I. (Pike) Carpenter Ronald D. Kurtzman Robert E. Viens Lianne G. Hebblewaite" 
James H. Peterson 
JamesJ. Cama '~Si\!ST ' Gayle A. La Vance 0 
Gary J. Vierra '87l1!BA 
William J. Henry 
Benjamin A. Phillips '89MBA 
Richard G. Carriere '87MST Pl.C c E ileen M. (Tbzzi) Lacarnera Vickyann (Wignall) Viscusi Joseph F. Hooper 
Barbara A. (Conti) Placido Willialll J . Walsh 
Sonya (Marrazzo) Poplaski Edmund C. Catline Edward F. Landry Carol D. (John,ton) Ward * Lori E. (Nelson) Hopkins' 
James J. Pruell 
King Y. Chan PU DuaneJ. Lefevre 
John P. Wilson Philip B. Hopkins * 
Laura E. Chauvin Pauline Lemek 0 Timothy F. Horan 
Margaret E. (Green) Raba.sco 
Patricia E. (Ferguson ) Chmura PatJlcia (Elmer) Lessard' Ronald H. Winde III PLe Jeffrey M. Hull 0 
Douglas J. Reid 
Elaine M. (Jutras) Choiniere Steven E. Levy" Brenda A. (Grahn) Wurtz ' Aldrich Humphrey 
Alan K. Remillard '90MBA' Jeffrey M. Wurtz " 
Donna M. Ross Dunham ' 
James E. Clancy Linda L. (Lariviere) Liljeberg Gretchen S. (Ross) Hutton 
Donna M. (Bonvino) Roweo Olin D. Cook Carol B. (Wilson) Lizotte 1983 Kenneth S.Johnson 
David E. Cooley ' Wendy A. LoSchiavo' John P. Aiello '87MB A • Marjorie P.Johnson° 
Brad F. Sacco Michael A. Coons" Margaret A. (Jantz) Loehr Sandy (Alemian) Alemian- Judy A. (Czerwonka) Jonca.s" 
Mmie F. (Fratiello) Sammartino 
David R. Costa Andrew H. Lyall 0 Goldberg Stephen Kacerik 
'86MB A 
EdwinJ. Santos 0 * PLe Stephen E. Costello Gregory S. Lyden Richard J. Allen Melissa lI!. (Kaplan) Katz 
Thomas M. Schroll' * Antonette M. (Contrino) DanielJ. MacDonald,Jr. Anthony A. Arcand '91MST + Judith A. Keeley 
Jeffrey A. Scott 0 
Coughlin Suzanne M. (Pezzullo) MacKimrn Karen M. (Lane) Asennely * Laurie A. Kennedy 
MichaelJ. Sevigny 
David E. Courter ChristopherJ. Macina Patricia NI. (Dumas) Aucoin' Sharon E. (Labb) Klein 
Margaret A. (Boucher) Shapiro " * BrianJ. Cowley Pl.C Richard P. Massoo Mal'c R. Bacon IlsokKoh 
Todd D. Shepard 
Thomas A. Cl'anshaw c Walter J. Matisewski BarbaraJ. (Metcalfe) Baxter Patlicia M. (Farrand) Kordalski 
David Spencer '88MBA 
Brian F. Cristy Kevin E.McGillivray Paul A. Beaudoin Lawrence D. Rortick 
Lawrence K. St. Jahn° Leo A. Dmmen Robert P. McLellan* Nancy M. (Dupre) Belden' Shirley A. (Kelly) Laliberte 
Maryellen (Dimezza) St. J ohnc Paul C. De Biasio Jennifer P. (Proud) Meal'ns 0 PLG Jeffrey E. Besse Suzanne B. (Brodeur) Lanais ' 
Patrick J. Staffaroni' 
Barbara S. (Tripp) De Freitas Frederick Messier Lori-Ann (DeLuca) Bilodeau Jeffrey D. Lemkin 
Dennis M. De Santis Jennifer A. Michelson 'S9MBA Paul V. Black Julie E. (Edwards) Lesure Stanley H. Straube 
Emma G. Sullivan 
Nicholas A. DeCal'lo' Lori A. (Robertson) Miller Susan K. (Keith) Blake David P. Liese 
Susan C. (Caplio) DeCal'lo' John E. Morin Denise L. Boudreau Michael T. Lindgren David G. Tacelli ' 
Ernest M. DeWitt Robert V. Mutchler Jean M. (Weidman) Bradley Mark J. Loiselle :l'[ichael A. Tedone 
Walter A. Dias Rudolph A.Mutter Mun-ay L. Bradley Robelt J. Lucier * Denise A. (Deshaies) Trainor 
Frederick K. U Wey 0 
Raymond A. Dufresne Donna (Barber) Neary Beth A. (K1em) Breeney * Paul A. Magoula.s 0 
Katin (Seatter) Victor ' Diana G. (Gibbs) Ea.stty GardonA. Nelson° Kim R. (Rate) Burke * Michael R. lI!allozzi 
Candice M. (Labombal'd) Tracey B. (Bickley) Eck' George R. Niedzwicki Maureen A. (O'Brien) Burke Kathleen A. (Smith) Marco' 
Walczak ' Richard G. Edwards '87MBA Thomas E. Noonan 0", Thomas J. Burke' Anthony J.Ma.scaro 
James R. Ward Pamela J. Fales Anne Northup Burns ' Linda G. Byrnes Thomas D. Ma.selli 
a Five or more years of • Matching gift made by donor's • Matching gift company PLC President's Leadership Council + Deceased 
continuous giving company 
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HenryJ.May Frederick S. Blackall ' Judith E. (Monkell) Kehoeo David R. Ulkus Lorenzo Iadeluca 
Theresa M. McCarthy 0 * John T. Bonvinoo Richard H. Kennedy ' James D. Walsh J ames E. Ibsen 
Lisa A. Meomartino Patricia A. Boutin Donna F. Keougho* Mary-Bridget (Mladinich) Walsh' Howard J. J Dnas 
J effrey E. Meyer Arthur J. Braza J anet M. (Carroll) Kneisel' Eugene W. Walter Steven E. J uscen 
J ohn V. Miley Leonard J. Camara Stephen A. Kohut 0 , Charles J. Weber ' 
I 
Jeannie J. Kang 
Robelt C. Morgan '90MBA Janet A. (Vermette) Caramadre Steven T. Kostick Sally R. (Moskwa) Wilbour ' David A. Kelman' 
Peter T. Mowry John Caramadre Caroline M. (Vitale) Koziatek Linda Y sewyn Lynne H. (Higginson) Klosowski 
Rose C. Muradian° Catherine R. (Reale) Cassidy ' Jacqueline (Beesmer) Kreider" Joseph H. Zukowski' Pl.C Thomas J. Klucznik * 
William P. Murray '89MB A ' Stephen P. Castagliuolo John A. Kreider' 1985 I Gregory H. Kozich DavidJ. Nosseko P aul G. Catineault pl.e Laurie S. Lambert 0 Louise C. Laflamme 
Daniel P. O'Brien Michael J. Cintolo PLe Cristle A. (Corey) Leavitt Patricia P. (Peterson) Adams' Ronald R. Laliberte 
Mark T. O'Brien Cynthia (Paul) Cody Pamela J. (Simpson) Lemieux Joseph E. Akin J ean-Paul LeBlanc 
Tere,a M. (Cusack) O'Leary * Barbara Connolly C Amy .\1. (Clark) Lemkin Laura D. (DeRosier) Akin Diane M. Longabaugh 0 Jan E. (Gulick) Aldlich 
Michele A. Osborne' Gertrude D. Cooke-Keefe AnnaMarie B. (Barnhart) Lyall ' 
Thomas E. Archer 
Andrew W. Lougee C * 
David C. Osella' * MargaretJ. (perry) Coons' John W. Lyon 0 Nancy A. (Lavallee) Bacon Jennifer K (La Vallee) Loughran 
Valerie Pagl iaro * Michael R. Coniveault 0 Lesley E. (Chesler) Macomber ' Christine M. (Campbell) Barbour John F. Lynch 
Barbara A. Papitto '85MB A, '97H Lori A. (N unes) Cote" Robert T. Marcello Mario B. Macera 
Kimbedy M. Pestana Sheryl.J. (Turner) Crowley Paul E. Marro Maureen M. (Roche) Bartolomeo' Sofia C. (Pica) Macera 
Frank P. Belen 
Thomas G. Peter son Robert A. Cushman '91MRA LauI'a A. (Wyskiel) Mateja 0 William F. Mack 
Michelle M. (Mailloux) Pizzuti Joseph L. Czerwinski 0 .Tohn P. Matrone Robert M. Bibeault Sandra A. (Rakitt) Mahoney 
Dina S. (Stathatos) Platsidakis Denise D'Angelo John B. Maynard 'SSMST Jeremy S. Blum " 'R7MBA 
Gary J •. Povar Bruce S. Dawson J cffl'ey B. Meaney 
Nancy V. (McIntosh) Bordeleau' J ames P. Martin° 
Stephanie (Ragas) Ptak 0 Nancy A. De Bellis ' Kathy M. (Stroniewski) Mechnig O Pamela A. Boyes Mark R. Marutiak *, 
David A. Pulcini * Lynne M. (Wlight) Dean' '" Linda A. Modiste J ean (Bishop) Brooking' Douglas KlVIayhew 
John D. Riley Audrey J. (Fuller) Deavellar ' Eileen M. Mosero Diane M. (Tremblay) Brown * Kathleen L. (Nicholson) Maymon 
Leigh E. (Herdecker) Brown '89MBA 
J acquesJ. Robichaud 0 * Hichard L. Dennis Timothy J. Mueller' PLe 
Laura J. (Keelon) Burke R uesell R. Mayman 
Eric M. Rosenberg Deborah R. (Conboy) Dennison Edward F.l\1urphy 
Domenic Cannella Charles S. Mazmanian 
Nancy A. (Rulon) Roth' Edv,rard A. Dcnsmol'eO Loretta A. Murphy ' 
John B. Case Kathryn A. (Gould) McDonough* 
Philip R. Sargent Normand T. Deragon Michelle C. Murphy 
Laeie Castagnaro Susan M. (Mahtesian) McGurn 
Gerald D. Schmidt Scott R. Devens Denise P. Nault 
ChristopherJ. Cerbo * '92MBA 
Rod E. Simmons Elisa A. DiVito-Herpst * Joyee G. O'N ei11 G PLC 
Elin D. (Doherty) Champlin JoAnn (Piccil'illi) McQuillan' 
Kathleen A. Simons 0 Carol Dickinson Carlos M. Oliveira 0 
RobertB. Clark' * Lisa R. (MaC31'Uso) Medeil'os 
Edward F. Slomba Pat riciaJ. Dodd Colleen A. (Murphy) Oliver 
Lisette D. (Duguay) Clem Shawn A.Monty' 
Leonard C. Soled J ames P. Donovan Gregory F:. Otterbein 
Susan J. (Kenny) Cusack 0 Robert H. Mui '91MBA 
Sandra L. Spencer' Ann E. Doran William C. Perfetto' 
Joanne M. (Wilcox) Davignon John D. Murphy 
Gabriel Stephen' Pabicia M. (Jweid) Dorion' Louis A. Perillo 
Helen F:. (Donnelly) Davis Lori A. (Passarelli) Murphy * 
Joyce A. Stevenson Roger D. Dyer J eanne TVI. (Richard) Picklesimer 
DavidJ. Day Patrick T . .\1urray 
James E. Stratton Richard M. E lliott Ra~ymond D. Pierson ° * Jo-Ann T. (Menna) DeOrsey Diane H. (Hall) Nugent 
RobinJ. (Jones) Taillie' * Kathleen M. (Daly) Engel Sheila M, (Gill) Pollock 
Rnssell F. Deavellaro J ane M. (Cienava) O'Hare 
Linda A. (J ustynski) Tavar es Brenda A. Ericson Richard A. Pontbriand 
Paul F. Dench Michael T. O'Leary 
Charles G. Taylor William P. Ervin Theresa E. (KOlUkowski) Povar 
Kevin L. Densmore Melissa A. Ogg 
Richard P. Tet reault Leon F. Fairley' Thomas J. P Ul'tell ' Susan M. (Scott) Desrosiers ErnestJ. Oliver 
Anne (Quill) Timbrell Pamela M. Faustine Patl"icia E. (Falcone) Raggi 
Linda A. (DelConte) Dionne Ernest Orticel'io* 
David E. Timbrell John W. Ferriso Michael J. Ricci 0 
LindaJ. (Armour) Donahue Claude R. Parenteau 
Susan E. (Horne) Tobey '87MBA Edward M. Fish' Christopher Rich' 
Karen A. (Pilon) Downing Debra M. (Fagnant) Paul 
DennisJ. Verni o Douglas C. Fortin Peter R. Riefler 
Arthur J. Eldridge ' Michael B. Paul 
Therese V. (Provencher) Wilde Joan M. (Menna) Fowler' * Cecile M. (Solomon) Roberti ' 
Char lene M. FaseHe Jane M. (Dikdan) Pellecchia' 
'86MBA Keith R. F owlel" ° * James O. Roberts * 
Paul P. Wydra Barry A. Fischman 
Louis R. Petrucci 
Marc K. Ga wro118ki Pamela S. (Falkenburg) Rogers' 
David M. Flynn° Elizabeth L. (Letizia) Rainone Cheryl A. (Bisceglia) Yaylaian Vito W. Gesualdi J o-Ann Romano-Molinaro Juvenalio Rastei ro 
Thomas C. Zink Paul E. Gimlewicz* '89MRA 
Charles P. Fontaine 0 
Leslie M. Fortier Lionel A. Richard 
LumaJ. Green Kevin M. Rowles 0 1984 Brian J. Furtak F rank Rocchio 
Paula A. (YIattero) Aiello ' * Robert M. Halben' Patricia A. Ryan" Paula H. Rook, 
Lynne R. (Authelet) Sarik;]., c Robert A. Gallo 
Judith A. (Katzenberger) Diane F. (Freeman) Hammond Anthony J. Sam 
Lynda L. (Ariel) Sciog- Sharon M. (Guenther) Garavel Albrecht Robert E. Hanke '91MBA 
.T anet R. San tang-cia '87NIBA 
Frances (Harvey) Shipman Peni A. Garber pee Peter M. Albrecht WilliamJ. Hanley 
Carol L. (Bremilst) Gentile DOJU1a M. (Acciardo) Scanlon' 
Patricia L. (Baxter) Allen Thomas R. Hellard Philjp M. Silva Todd E. Shorts ' 
William S. Allison Joseph W. Helme Timothy J. Slattery PLe Joan M. Gorel
o * 
Betty Ann Green Thelma M. Sowell 0 
Lynn K Anderson' Dawn D. (Hunter) Henson Susan L . (Mylott) Smith Susan L. (Katz) Spellerberg o 
Judy L. Snow Christine F. Grocki ' Andrew G. Andrews' Eva D. Herolixo Gregory L. Steinero ,;: PLC 
Richard J. Socha' Charles A. Guerin Martin P. Andrews ' William P. Hoadley 
Lori A. (Matellian) Hall Terry G. Stewart" 
Gary G. Athaide" Janet E. Hoffman Andrea M. (Dunphy) Southland Cheryl A. (Daigle) Suits Glenn G. Hammond 
William B. Auerbach Albert E. Holden Robert T. Spellerbergo 
.Toyce C. Suleski ' * 
Joseph P. Spirko' * David J. Harland Terry L. Bachman * Frank A. Holmes ' P aul E. Surprenant 
Mary E. (Dailey) Springer ' Cathleen L. (McIntire) Nancy J. (Jara) Badolato· AJU1 M. (Szemreylo) Honigberg Harrington JeffreyT. Swan° * 
Susan M. (Graves) Barrett Sandra R. Hooper Cynthia A. (Dominici) Stevens' Gregory W. Hawes ' Marlene A. (Berry) Swan' , 
James P. Barronc Althur R. Hurley' Joseph P. Talamini John S. Haynes Pauline M. T homaso 
Ron J. Barstis Kenneth F. J albeIt Elizabeth E. (Parker) Tetreault Jean A. (Williams) Hervieux Elsa M. (Dutra) Tomas '90MRA 
Kyle C. Bast Deborah A. (Boone) Kane' Glenn S. Thompson" Patricia E. (CademartOli) Hrotko Nancy E. Tl'aver O 
Nancy L. Baudon Michael F. Kane 0 Brian G. TongueO Michael Hubert 'SSMBA Mark E. Trudell ' 
Sharon M. (Gallo) Beaney ° Lois B. Kaplan Mary-Margaret (Allen) Tormey James A. Hutton Ross R. Upton '891\!ST 
'89MBA 
Diane M. (N oreau) Belknap Michael A. Karolewski' 
Kathleen A. (Ireland) Tremblay Francis W. Vallier 
Karen L. (Labanar o) Besse 
Gregg S. Turner 
I 
I 
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J. (Kirby) Vittum Holly R. (Rodrigues) Garry John B. 'fumer Coripen P. (Pillshmy) Iannazzi 1988 
Nancy L. (Livingston) Vogt" Clu1stineJ. (Ullom) Gast Lynn M. (Vi"ciros) Vallee Jay A. Jablonski Arthw- S. Abraham 
James M. Wardick" Debra L. (Perry) Generali William R. Vangel Sharon A. (Petnu'ca) Francine A. (Tellier) Adamo 
Elizabeth E. (Powell) Weinberg " Guy A. Gial1tonio ~ Kevin P. Walsh Jackvony l'LC Sheila M. (Murphy) Adams' 
Diane S. (Stefanik) West " Robin L. (Amaral) Gibbons " David C. \\'f:'gTZ)'Tl 0 >;: AJan Jacobs ::' Paul S. Astphan 
Rainer W. Wolansky 0 Jeffrey R. Gibbs Paul S. Weiner :VIarg1e T. (Rapp) Kaplan Law'a A. (Coulson) Augusztin" 
Paul F. Woodmansee 0 Paula M. (Mona) Giol'gio O William J. \\~litfield Kelly M. (Murphy) Kemp Susan L. (Steere) Auricchio 
Edward L. Wrobel '91MBA" Ronald A. Girard Thomas C. Wight Kevin R. Kemp Marc L. Bacon° 
Lynn M. (Bernier) Wytas Erik M. Grotheer Dawn M. (Rogers) Wood 0 Edward J. Kinsella Richm'd A. Bm'bieri' 
Michael W. Wytas Karen M. (Passarelli) Hagan Donna M. (Esposito) Yong " Kimberly A. (Starrett) Knous Lynne M. (Aher) Barnes· 
Steven J. Zaroogian '94MST Sandra F. (Fitzgerald) Harper Josee C. (Cardinal) Young" Richard A. Kowal * John H. Bauer 
Donna A. (Hervieux) Karen (Anastasia) Haweso Patricia L. Zeller Janet L. (Simpson) Kumpu Michael J. BerardO 
Zukowski * PLC Virginia M. Hebert " Linda S. (lVIatoian) LaFazia Lorraine Beyel'-Bl'own 
Diana O. (Beaulieu) Highter 1987 Jane E. (Gesner) Labouliere " BarbaraB. Blaekburn° 1986 Bernadette :VI. (Benoit) Bain 
Thomas P. Hoisl Pamela M. Lane Rosalie :VI. Bolton LOl1ann M. Agag David N. Bal1'clt Kathy A. Llli1mor(" 
Marc E. Aldl1ch Debra L. (Mainville) Holland Lorraine E. Bello Blaise D. Boucher 
Jeffrey M. Aptt George H. Howe 
Raymond Lindeman James. R. Boutin 
Lawrence M. Hughes 
LuAnn Bennett " Richard :vI. Loffredo Patrick F. Brennan William A. Bailey Joan C. Bes~(·tte 
Karyn L. Baker Joanne C.Johnson 
William,). Lynch Teresa M. Bullett Conte 
Thoma~ Bezigian Mary P. Lyons " 
E stelle M. (Robillard) BeaudetteO Stuart W. Johnsono Elaine B. (Bonenfant) 
Paul S. Joseph 
Mary E. (DeRoy) Bimonte ' ~ Hazel S. (CoITcia) Macomber Eurkinshaw o 
Anne M. (Petersen) Bibeault Marcia E. Bliss 
Michelle M. Bliss Lora M. (Deyoe) Kennedy * Erica E. (Stockmann) Madeia
r * Kimberley A. (Bryant) Cady 
SLe ven L. Kennedy* 
Robelt A. Bossio Erin E . (Beatson) May' RobertJ. Calabro' * 
David A. Boisvert 0 Amy E. Brodeur' 
Joseph B. KelT Marilyn L. (Bramble) Mc Allister Darlene E. Callan David T. Bottone Marybeth S. (Stegan) Brown 
Cynthia E. (EI1ckson) La POlta' Mary Ann (Labossiere) }!cCoart 0 Jelli'oy W. Campbell William C. Bouchm'd Stanley R. Bryant 0 '" 
J effrey E. Brown Thomas A. LaFazia 
Michael R. McElroy 0 David A. Cannata 
Maria LaPostaO 
Sheila M. (Hoyt) Buono Martin T. McGee Lisa A. (Undenvood) Cantone 
Carolyn R. (Brown) Bmke Dina M. (Massm'o) Capparelli 0 MarkJ. McPhillips '98MST Chm-les L. Cal'anci 
John C. Bums Edgar J. Langlois 
Paul M. Leclerc 
Joseph M. CaIter Kenneth N. Metzger" Carollynn (Keeley) Carbon 
Wendy B. (Bullock) Bw"," Todd E. Catlow " Laurie A. (Flinn) Micoletti '94MBA 
David A. Buteau" Louise M. Lecours 0 
Leesa A. (Beaudry) Lewon" MindyJ. Cimmino James C. Moore Kathleen M. Carlson Kevin S. Butt Ralph M. Cilllci " CJu1stine L. (Nason) Clark " 
John E. Capobianco John A. Limauro 
Rochelle-Ann K. (Gravallese) 
J eannette G. Cloutier-Dailey Moore Jacqueline A. Clynes 
Andl'ew P. Capozzi Andrew G. Lizotte Kevin E. Cole Gerald L. Moreau '91MBA Elaine R. (Solbos) Cofrancesco 
Lynn A. Carlmal'k John L. Lockwood Linda A. (lI1mtin) Cook Robert L. Morin Keith M. Cohen" 
Michael ,). Caron Ellen Z. (Zikowitch) Lombard Andrew F. Corrado EricG.Mueller* Donna A. (Bottoni) Corcoran 
Beth A. (Leslie) Chague Paula A. (Pezzullo) Lucia Gregory F. Covino* Mark Mulhall Mmtin.T. Carmiel' D 
.Jacqueline M. Champagne pu' Carl N. Marchand James E. Cram Colleen A. O'Hara Alfred A. Corvcllo" 
Robin Chasseo Laura D. (Dooley) Mazzella Lori A. (DiPippo) Creamer Peter T. Pastore Joan K. (Kando) Costa 
CIu-istopher A. Chouinard 0 * Patricia A. McCormick 0 Dana R. Current * Murray R. Petrarca Patricia A. Costa 
Erik COl1s tantino * ]'LC H.S.McGuill George M. Curtis Faye Pilozzi 0 David E. CoteO 
Michael J. McKenna Todd L. Cook Paul R. Desrosiers '90MBA * Lisa A. Quinn * Jane W. (Wilson) Current * 
Su;an Nf. Cottrell Richard A. Merola Michelle S. (Gallivan) Di Milia Lyn-Anne (Johansen) Revay ' FrankJ. D'Ercole '9:lMBA' 
~fichael E. CI1'f'cioneo Li~a M. (Andreozzi) Mel'oliaC Lawrence A. Dionne * Michael B. Robinson Paul S. Davis 
)fnl',v E. (Iro11s) Crooks * Gregory A. Micoletti Jean-PielTe J. Dupuiso Joseph V. Rochira' Richard W. Davis 
Ylu1am A. Cwilla ' Robelt H. Mitchell Robert J. Egan David D. Rohde Kenneth M. DePalo o 
Brenda L. (Casey) C'ulTun '" Richard D. ~lorrocco Elie Y. EI Saddik Robert V. Russo David B. Dearborn 
Jooeph Cutuli ClnistineJ. Navarette'" James E. Ellis Doris A. (Mmtino) Saccoccio ,John A. DelBonis 
Robin (Collin) Cutuli Debl'3 V. OISulliYan Janice E. (Jaworski) Fagan Frank T. Sciuto .Joseph R. DiN anna 
Kathleen E. (Sapelly) Damish Susan G. (Gafm'r) Olivel':~ Linda P. (Patzelt) Fariao • Albert F. Scorza Jeffrey D. DuBois * 
Khristine V. (HUsman) DeSimone Michae].J. Pacifico Clifford P. Felag' Robert G. Seiple PLC BrianJ. Dw-kin 
'9SMST ' Su:-:an J. PalmerO '" 
Ann M. (Zopatti) Ferraro Angela G. Sibilia' Loren P. (O'Connell) E ttridge \Villiam S. Dean 0 >\: Da,id A. Pashayan 
Robin P. (Lajoie) DegTange Steven C. PasquaJ'elli" J ames F. Ferreira Anthony Sipala Deborah A. (Heath) Faria 
Ingl1d (Caliri I Dcllagrotta K11stin M. (Tomasso) Penta Carol M. (Del Conte) Flanagan° Thomas E. Skivington Lynn M. Fiore 
Clu'istopher De"cau Mark R. Piotrowicz 
CIu'istopher D. Fleming * Maureen T. (Laforge) Steams Mark D. Fleischer 
Keith R. DiCar lo Dennis M. Reilly 
Clu1stine Fonicello-Fish' Cm'ol L. (Perrine) Stewalt Joseph E . Fogarty 
Lawrence.J. DioIU1e Janine A. (Vitali) Reill)' Michael S. Frambach Joseph M. Sweet MarkJ. Force' 
Shm'on A. (Pelletti) Dufow-° James D. Riley 0 Ten1 L. Gigliot ti * Craig C. Tedeschi 0 Edward F. Fox 
Diane D. (DePalma) Gilman Jill A. (Osypuk) Tedeschi" Patricia A. Fox 
Richard A. Dunham Barry S. Rotenberg' 
Robelt S. Eaton * Joseph K. Sabetta' 
Jeffrey J. Gilman Joanne S. Tellier' Edward Gm'abedian" 
David A. Gilmore Robelt E. Tracy Scott M. G'"'pa1'ello Nl. M. (Quattrini) Ellis Michelle D. (Beauregard) Sauve' 
Melinda F. (Foss) Gilmore Lynn A. (Imondi) Tramonti ' Steven J. Gogolinski 
Kellie A. (MikulisJ Eykel James E. Scanlon° 
Valel~e A. (McLeod) Fagan John M. Shields Brian W. Greene Hazel B. 'furley Philip R. Graham 
111. Douglas Fay * Kelly A . (Maitland) Sikorski 0 Jane F. (Higgins) Greene David P. Van Zyl Sandra E. (Bowen) Graikoski 
Kathryn P. (Ptlomm) Fishel' " Steven A. Simonelli Lisa M. (Nelson) Grivers" John W. Vancura Stephen M. Greene 
Stanley J. Gl1vers ' Rodel~ck S. Vogel * Marc E. Grondahl 
Marcy (Brown) Fleming' Jennifer A. (Loudfoot) St. Michel 0 
Elaine M. (Sylvain) Glullemette° Denise M. (Vanasse) Warbwt on Donna L. (Broomhead) Hall * 
Richard C. Fontaine Gregory J. Stafstrom 
Patricia R. (Ryan) Halliday Sheryl A. Weise Joann III. (Forzley) Hefner ' * 
Robert S. Forster 0 KurtA.Swan 
Angelo A. Frattarelli Paul A. Tecca 
Edward J. Hanley Gregory A. Weiss Maria E. (Costolnick) Hendon 
Gary T. Hayward Paul G. Wielgus " David Eo Hobaica 
Wesley C. Gaffney Malcolm C. Tenglin 
Mary E. (Boraks) Hevner' ':' Christopher J. Willis Janice D. (Eaton) Hobaica 
Susan M. (DeFreitas) Toronto* 
Christopher H. Train 
Diane D. (Dyer) Hewitt Deborah Winde '91MBA 
Gregory A. de Groot * 
o Five or more years of '" Mat<:hing gift made by donor's • Matching gift company PLC President's Leadership Council + Deceased 
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Russell L. Houde" 
Linda A. (Edkin) Ingvertsen" 
Elaine M. (Pappas) Johnson° 
Arthur G. Karalexis 
Paul M. Keating 
James E. Kelley" 
PaulF. Kelly 
Rondall!. (ppcunioso) Kelman* 
Marie S. (Salinardi) Kilbride 
Charles O. Kingsbury 
Karen A. Kolodziej" 
William N. Kowal" 
Mary B. (Szymanski) Kozik 
Darren.r. LaCroix 
Jeffrey W. Lake 
Donna B. (Stein) Lane 
Glenda G. (Godfrey) Lapierre 
lvIaria (Palombo) Lawler 
Margaret M. LaVirton () 
Monica B. (Belval) Lee o 
David C. Levine" 
H.J.MageeO 
John F. Malone' 
Carl L. Mattson' 
Alison L. (Davis) Maxell" 
Diane (Gendron) Maynard 0 
Kimberly L. Mazzo 
Karen 'V!. (Anderson) McGee 
Robert E. McNeil' 
ChIistine (Colella) MalIa 
Marylouise F. (Kuzler) Monty 0 
Andrew L. Morgan 
Jean K. (Pet tella) Murray'" 
Kevin J. Murtough 
Karen G. (Grabow) Newman 
Rene M. (Grivois) Ninesling* 
Dawn M. (Mudlick) Noel 
Debra E. (Winkler) Nolan 
Susan R. (Stone) Oates" 
Robin A. (Carroll) Paul" 
Kristyne Pavlik o 
Kim M. (Cavanagh) Pereira 
Angelo Pezzullo 
Vicente A. Pina 
Paul M. Proulx 
Yvonne R. (Bergeron) 
PrudenteO " 
Lisa F. (Falvo) Puglielli ,0 
Elizabeth A. (Buchanan) Reilly 
Teresa (Martins) Reilly 
Ann M. Richards 
David E. Rolince 
Constance L. (Fitch) Rondeau 
Paul N. Rossi 
Gayle S. (Wildfeuer) Samuels 
Scarlett A. (Bell) Scannell 
William J. Seubert 0 
Kimberly A. (Paddock) 
SiegTist * PLC 
Kimberly A. (GOlT) Sikoski ° 
Stacey L. (Quist) Skerry 
Deborah J. Smith 
Sean R. Smith' 
Lisa B. (Barlow) Soraci 0 
Mark A. Soraci' 
JaneJ. (Almeida) Sousa' 
Mark A. Souza 
Victoria A. (Morrison) St. Amand 
Sharon L. (Kapp) Stimson" 
Lisa M. (Latraverse) Suchy 
Sha'\ll M. Sullivan 
" Five or more years of 
continuous giving 
Marsha L. Swan 
Jacqueline K. (Kappel) 'Thchidao 
Michael D. Vag-nini 
Deirdre L. (Sullivan) Valente 0 * 
Thor Vanderblue C 
Stephen L. Vaudry" 
Kenneth F. \Vallace 0 
illelindaJ. (Davis) Watts 
June lI!. (Levesque) Wilson * 
Renee M. (Thibodeau) Wilson" 
Heidi (!Cager) Wright 
PeterJ. Wright" 
Gary M. Young 
1989 
John P. Amaral G * 
Carl E Andersen 
Karen N. BarTett 
Robert H. Barrows 
Henry E. Barth 
Craig E. Bennett 
A. C. Blais 
Beth A. (LeMay) Bombara' * 
Vincent N. Borrelli 
David A. BoulangerO * 
Jeffrey R. Boutin 
Richard B. BOY';itt 
Charles Brailsford 
Diane M. (Catincault) Brailsford 
Carol A. (Neville) Brock 
Maryann (Seledyn) Burns' 
Kimberly E. (Murray) Butler" * 
Salvatore Cal ore " 
Greta C. (ChaI'Ves) Carpenter 
Laura A. (Vessichio) Carrubba 
Lori A. (Bonnier) Chase' 
Joseph L. Ciardi 
Raymond R. CodelTe 
Eva~Maria ColIey 
Ann Marie (Dahlgren) Cote' * 
Jeffrey R. Cote 0 
Kevin S. Cote* 
Lee R. (Boyajian) Crowley * 
Kyle A. (Smith) Cullinane* 
Robert V. Cullinane 
Donna M. (Rousseau) Cummings 
John C. Davia 
Joseph R. DeQuattro 
David P. DiOrio 
Susan B. (Sasso) Domko 
Bryan P. DuBas 
Thoma.s J. Duffy 
Richard C. Eaton 
Joyce A. Ehrenz\veigo 
Shen1 H. (Sigel) Epstein 
Stacey E. (pen'on) Forlini" 
Nancy L. Fournier 
David M. French:) 
Everett B. Gabl1el" 
Amy L. (Vale) Gallagher 
Jose B. Gonzalez 
David M. Goodman" 
Edwin R. Gorham 
Patricia M. (Easop) Gorman 
Steven J. Grella 
Cheryl L. (Bridgman) Harger' 
Joanne C. (N atalizia) Hasting> 
Constance G. Henderson" 
Scot J. Hennessey 
Phelicia A. Howland 
Andrew D. Hunt 
William P. .J achem 
Wendy M. (MacPhee) Jeffrey 
* Matching giff made by donor's 
company 
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Kalhleen M. (Spacone).Toyal Charles Brailsford Kate L. Mitson 
Patrick G. Keegan ° PL(' Kimberly E. Brailsford Joseph Mollo 
BarbaraJ. Kelley" John S. Braneoo * Christina M. Mo~chella 
Teodol' Klowan 0 Susan J. (Evans) Briggs Bret J. O'Neill 
AmyE.Kmpa Krisline L. Burke Susan A. (D()~cher) Ondrick~: 
Carole L. LaRochelle Cynthia J. Butler Elizabeth A. Osborn 
Michael P. LaSata Robelt F. Calise Rebecca M. (Rall~ch) 
David M. LeBlanc" Barbara A. Capron Paliwodzinski 
Lesley C. (Craig) Lederer * Jennifer K. (Lowrey) Caruso" Mark F. Palmer' * 
Mark R. Lederero * Patricia (Estn,lla) Castrataro PeterJ. Panciocco 
Elaine K. Loiacono Neil S. Chaffee Stephen ill. Paolino 
Jonathan R. Lopes '93MBA Elizabeth A. Cimminoo Michele L. (Stepnowski) PelTY 
Margaret M. (Mitchell) Magee Stephen R. Collard Kelly A. (O'Bryant) Pll1nkett~ 
Michael E. Mahrlig Mariette J. (Mayuard) Collins Wendy S. (Smith) Pohlmann 
William A.Maloo '97MBA* Jacqueline H. (Godin) Pontbriand 
Joanne D. M,U'tin° Scott H. Coplan Joanne M. (Sullivan) Protano 
Traci L. (Gustafson) McNeil' Tracey M. Cournoyer Marc J. Rabin 
Michael J. MeN eill Kenneth E. Dalton' Gary A. Raymond 
Reina M. Meucci Carolyn T. (Tiberii) Daly Patricia A. (Prata) Robelt 
Gary A.Miller Angela F. (Capasso) DePalo' Wayne Robinson° 
David lIl. Montani Michael R. Degrange Jeff Rodgers 
Tina lvI. (Beaudoin) Montani Denise M. (Pouleson) Dianao Edward M. Ross 
Christopher D. Nettleton° Judith A. (Abel) Dona Sheri L. (l~hrich) Rossi 
LamieJ. (Lundell) Nitardy William L. Douglas Michael F. Sadowski 0 
Paul A. O'Brien Patricia M. (Holtmann) Do\v1ing o Stacy A. (Keough) Sadowski ° 
D0l1nda M. (Stevens) O'Connell Mark T. Doyle James A. Shennan 
Louise A. (Vachon) O'Leary ' John D. Ducharme Lois E. Short" 
David M. Pfahler Scott D. Dugas Manuel A. Silveira '93CAGS 
Deborah A. Pierce Robert J. Dunn Elizabeth V. (Vaslet) Silvia 
Gary K. Pritchard ' Robert G. Dupras' Scott D. Smith" 
Dorothy A. (Read) Provorse ' Rose M. (Alves) Faraone Kathy L. (Coons) Soares 
Alison M. (Graziano) Rapoza Joseph B. "Farmer Karen A. (Cohen) Specht' 
Ernest R. Rapoza Robert L. Fox Debra A. (Young) Srdoc' 
David W. Rawlings '95MBA John F. Gannon Beth P. (Barry) Stonack * 
Pamela M. (Nardone) Rawlings Jennifer A. (Filosa) Garcia Brendan S. Sullivan 
Jamcs M. Ray Anne M. (Day) Gaudet' BrianJ. Sullivan 
Dennis G. Reilly * Michael L. Goldfader ChristopherJ. Therrien 
Kevin F. Reilly John K. Greim ° Karen M. (Blain) Thoms' * 
Gina M. (Palazio) Rigby Lisa A. (Mangiafico) Guidobono NormanA. Thoms ° * 
Kimberly E. (Hampton) Roth* Linda L. Hammond Dawn M. (Vietri) Tt'agakis 
Scott B. Rubin * Melissa D. (Helton) Hanna' Peter.J. Tragakis 
:Wichacl D. Shaw Gary S. Held Lenore C. U ddyback~ Fortson 
Michelle M. ('!Jrus) Tenczar Brenda M. Hill LauraJ. ValOl1e 
Eugene E. Terminello Karen L. (Zakrzewski) Holbrook Deborah A. Walsh 
Michael J. Thompson Stacy (Tutino) Horvack Ronald B. Ware 
Tracey L. Tov.'11son Patricia B. (Beny) Howland Amy L. (Chipman) Weinberg 
Diane M. 'Ihldeau(l * Ronald M. Katz Robert C. Weintraub 
Dean F. Vitarisi 0 Catheline M. Kearney" John C. Weir' 
Susan K. (Masi) Votola!o' Kathryn M. (Jiranek) Kelley" Mark C. Wilson 
Margaret K. (Scott) Walsh * John R. Kennedy Robert A. Zeiman 
HarTY J. Waterman Judith A. (Doughty) Kennedy 1991 
Brenda L. Whorf Mary Kay Koreivoo CyuthiaA. (Prachar) Albarella" 
Brian W. Kruse * Sheny A. (Molloy) Williamso Brenda (Gonzalez) Angus 
Howard C. Ziperstein Brian J. Latkowski ° 
Denise L. Lavoie 
Christian,). ArCMO 
1990 Scott M. Arnold Dennis P. Lima 
F lorence R. (Cefala) Abilheira Craig A. Lloyd' David A. Ashworth" 
Karl D. Almond Gretchen D. (Keegan) Long GIOlia M. (Faria) Bancroft 
Carole C. Angolano' Jonathan D. Lurie Anne L. (DiOrio) Baynes" 
George S. Angus Amy D. (Marcotte) Lynch Karyn E. (Larson) Bean° 
Laura P. (Hlozek) Atchue* Scott J. Lyuch Neal N. Beliveau 
Michael K. Atchue* William V. Bcnni Richard W. MacDougall 
Joanne M. Balerna Andrew A. Mac-Gregor PLC CyuthiaJ. (Mucciarone) Bissanti ° * 
Catherine M. (Ouellette) Kristen M. (Quaratella) Mansfield Brian M. Botti Baranowski 
John R. Marcotte David A. Caprioo Mark L. Barocas c + 
Brian F. Marshall John H. Capwell Richard A. Bauer 
LisaJ. (Esposito) McGorty MaryE. CalT Sallyanne (Bonito) Bauer 
ShannonJ. McGrath Kristin M. Carroll DonnaJ. Benell ° 
Kathleen J. McGOOI 
Rebecca E. Berthiaume Susan A. (Smith) Chartier 
John D.lvIedailleu' * David B. Clott' Cynthia A. (Pel'Odeau) Berube 
James M. Mendes 
Susan B. Bosco Jeanne L. Coco 
Deborah M. (Kalb) Miller Chlistopher D. Colardo 
Rhonda L. (Blanco) Miniati" '" 
• Matching gift company PLC President's Leadership Council + Deceased 
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Catherine J. (Szramiak) Collard Deborah A. (Schm::mdenman) Jill L. (Colbome) Lander Clll'ist ine A. Booth Steven A. Tamburro ° * 
Jeffrey A. COlTao' Shaw ,Joshua M. Lander ' DonnaJ. Buckley Cynthia A. (Garland) Tarnowski' 
Edward J. Cox 0 Blian P. Sheehan Bryan K. Larson Jeffrey M. Bullett Louis D. Tarnowski ° 
Steven M. Crossman Adrienne B. Sholtis ~· Kathleen R. (Mat'shall) Leveillee Nanette J. Buziak M. Ye8enia Tavcl'ao 
Gary R. Cullaz John R. Slavin Mary Elizabeth Lewis ' Karen H. (Healey) CahiJ]' Lon C. Thomas 
Kathleen A. (Manapese) Kimberly M. Srail Trayis H. Loucks Brian R. Cayer * David S. Wellington * 
Damiani Scott G. Trethewey Michael R. Machado Lauren R. (Batchelor) Cayer * Dana B. Whitney 
Cindy A. (peloquin) Degrange Kenneth D. Vandel' May Mark D. Makuch Andre E. Champagne Francesca A. (Farese) Yohn 
Joseph W. Den" * Laura N. (Harlow) Vander May Andrew B. Mansfield Andrea Z. Chow Black ' * 
Donald J. Desfos se Michael G. Visnic Celeste L. Marcellino ' Jean T. (White) Creighton 1994 
Patti J. Devine Mildred L. (LaClaire) Wowk Angela C. (Stenz) Marshall Steven P. D' Angelo Alison F. (Falcone) Armell 
Joan F (O'Reilly) Dion Jacqueline (Barber) Zeiman Mark A. Davidian Jennifer L. Banks Maurizio NL Man! 
Lisa A. (Vescera) Ducharme TI:icia M. Zenobioo Heather C. (Buckley) McCarthy Donald K. Dold Rose H. Beach 
Elic J. Emerson Kevin G. McConneUO Shannon K. Dunnigan 
Julianne A. (Paul) Beliveau 
1992 DianaJ. (Asal) Bisson Carla C. (Belli) Faneuf ]{jm M. (Loffredo) Autiello Michele E. (Rendeiro) McConnell Alicia A. (Braca) Dwyer 
R icharcl P. Farias Gary C. McEldowne)" " Steven M. Elias Allyson L. (Burgess) Bottone Jessica (Doucette) Baker Andrew F. Capes John D. Freyermuth Melissa L. (Gagnon) Baker Robert W. :YlC}lanus * Thofilo O. Fen'eira [) *' 
Deborah L. (Lennon) Friend Jose J. CaITO Jane;VI. (Claughton) Barbagallo Donald D. McKaughton FrankJ. FullIng Gary A. Casagrande J effi'ey M. Fryer * Michael D. Bautz Nicole M. (Lallier) Melmed Scot E. Furlong 
Catherine M. Fwtado '98MBA" Suzanne (Fay) Garwood Meredith A. (King) Casagrande 
Craig A. Gainey 
J OM R. Beld)' nr 
Lynn K. (King) Mills Daniel P. Ciullo 
Julie E. Bennett ' Aaron D. Gerraughty Susan R. Colantonio' Travis N. Gray 
Lawie A. Biraeree 
Donna M. (Belledle) ",linchillo Maryheth Giblin 
J effi'ey C. Hall N aney J. Mif'.kowiec GarrettJ. Goldstein" Linda L. Correia 
Denise J. (Domal) Hanlon Joseph B. Bombard Jose J. Nieves Ruth A. (Stanfield) Daly 
RobeltJ. Bothelo Mmtha E. Gorman 0 
Stephen M. Hanington Scott D. Noble Christiane A. Davidson Sharon M. Bothelo Christine M. (Ferioli) Gray * Roland A. Desrochers Blian M. Hart J <1:-;on A. N 011;8 Michael P. Gray 8 
Ruth W. (penland) Hashway Clui stine C. (Gelinas) Bourgeois Sean F. O'BliPl1 ' Janet E. (Lewis) DiCorpo 
Bal'bcu'a A. (Manseau) Boutin Thomas G. Green 
Michael S. Hebert Tracy A. (O'Donnell) O'Brien' Edith Didomenico 
Michael J. Boyd' Christine C. (Struble) Haddad * 
Jeffrey L. Hedberg PLC Alex Onorato Sarah L. (Drought) Doucette" 
DanaJ. Bradley Kathleen A. Hannigan 
Margaret M. (Pemble) Hershey J 0-Ann C. Paletta ' Mark L . Dudek 
JaM W. Breslin Gregg A. Hedstrom 
Marlin S. Hershey Kathleen A. (Dempsey) Robert L. Holmes Lisa C. (Shockley) Effron 
Margaret Ann (Sheehan) Higgins Kathrine R. (Svindland) PaquetteO ChristopherJ. Fenis Brodelick COUltney D. Hl'icik 
Cluisty N. (Robett) Hill ' Cara M. (Falanga) Brook Daniel P. Pascarellao Douglas H.,Jobling" Michael F. Fitzpatrick 
Denise M. Holloway * Stephanie M. (Haynes) Budman Misti (Leonard) Pechaski ' Adam B. Joffe '95MBA * Brian J. Fluckiger 
Mary E. Holske Paul M. Carey 
Rose M. (Bedard) Pereira * 
Vikram Khanna 
Janice L. (Ardente) Flynn' 
Cluistine A. (Wiarda) Hurley Karin L. (Winship) Carlino * David S. Plamondon Jennifer L. Kitlinski * Thomas E. Flynn* 
Nancy J. (Rauth) Keller * Christopher M. Pratt Brian D. Friend MichaelJ. Carlino * David L. LaMarche 
Kathleen M. (Rocchio) Kruczek Robelt J. Pures" '94MBA Deborah J. (Angus) LaPointe WenhuiFu Laura H. Ciancaglini 
Roget· L. LaCroix John A. Cit'ello 
Beth A. (Lizotte) Quinn 
Lama M. Laffler " 
Michael J. Gabrenas 
Daryl F. LaFima Daniel R. Cohen 
Noelle L. (Emmette) Raymond 
Ktistine M. (Moynihan) Joan M. (Miller) Gardiner 
Michelle A. (Dnfour) Lavoie Christopher M. Congdon Joyce E. Richal'ds O Lamphere" Michael P. Gillooley 
Joseph R. Le ' Jamie (Long) Connelly Lisa M. (Mahlert) Rubin * Dianna R. Larosee Beth E. (Barton) Green 
Scot t A. Litchfie ld James D. Sannella Alan P. Larson 0 Michael S. Gutshall Beth A. (Cutting) Cosgrove 
Malia F. LoPreiato Michelle A. (Lata) Sayino' Genevieve M. (Brzozowski) Keith D. Hanson" * 
.James V. D'Amico 
Rocco Lom barcli 0 JamesJ. Darroch Thomas W. Scannello 
I.Jattimcr* RobertJ. Harty 
ValelieJ. Lopes Louis A. DeQuattro 0 David J. Sclmell :llaria A. (Acampora) Loitz " Dawn A. Hebett 
ReneeJ. (NOlmand) Lurie Kicholas J. Siciliano Matthew N. Loitz 0 Chlistopher G. Hinckley Elaine A. Delisle 
Robyn A. (Langlais) Maggio Elisa M. Della Pello Jeffi-ey M. Singer James M. Marascio Richard D. Hoffman * 
Timothy P. Mahan' Ann MaIie (Costello) Dixon JenniferJ. (Hare) Smith Gloria M. (Paiva) Martin RobertJ. Houle 
Debra L. Manni Sandor P. Dizes 
Allan M. Steele Michael S. :Mazzotta - Christopher M.Jiran ° * 
Scott T. Mat"Shall MelissaA. FOltier* 
Peter A. Stl'aclunan () '" Allison McPherson Kelly A.Johnson 
Charrel H. Maxwell' lVlm"ietta V. (Berube) Foster Michael H. Tan Steven A. Melanson Melissa M. Kiernan 
Kimberley P. (Barr ett) McCord Stephen E. Flizwla Adene L. (Doiron) Tetreault 0 * Sandra L. (Pelletier) Mello Joseph E. Krajewski 
Erin L. (Hennessey) McNaDy Susan L. (Long) Therien Lisa A. Menard Thomas W. KrayeskeO Kimberly A. (Roy) Fryer * 
Christine M. (Niedzwiecki) Alisson L. (Padget) Gallier Samuel F. Thompson Keith E. Metters MengL.Kry* 
Mehring 
Steven P. Gallier Paula E. 'Ihbucco 
David C. Moseman NgocKy" * 
Andrew J. Melmed ' 
Jomme S. Galuska 
Robert Vitale Thomas M. O'Connor Michael J. Laverdure 
Lynne M. Mota Del:>raJ. Gauthier 
Scott C. Voss William F. O'Neil' Feng-hsu Lin 
Daniel J. Myers Canie L. (Mod on) Glas C Janet L. Walsh Dawn M. (O'Brien) Palma Shannon M. (Colborn) Ludwin * 
Wendy V. (Vilk) Nightingale ' 
Kristen E. Gould 
James F. West Lisa B. (Leonard) Pascarella Ann Manzi-Smith 
MichaelJ.Orabona 
Yvette J. (Gold) Gray Patrice Y. (Williams) Wood Kristina L. (Jones) Patel David J. Marchick 
Brian G. Paquette ° 
Kevin M. Guertin 1993 Madeline I. Perez, Rossello * Robert A. McBride 
Paul R. Picard " Andrew S. Petrillo Charles T. McCann 
Edward A. Pisano 
Lisa M. (Pannozzo) Hallworth LindaJ. (Doyon) Aitchison 
Kurt M. Potter William J. McKenney * 
Scott T. Hall worth John D. Alexander 
Susan M. (Criscione) Quil'(ley 
Jeff1"ey J. Amon 
Kimberly A. (Bejnerowicz) Catheline R. Merolla" * 
Richard L. Holbrook '94MBA Powell Aziz N. Meruani Thomas W. Renaud 0 
Heidi A. (Dunayeski) Jalbelt Michael E. Anderson Charlene A. Reynolds Jeffrey M. Milligan" Michelle A. (Sylvestre) Ricci' 
Scott C. Jordan Ruth (Barwell) Anderson Michael P. Richard Tracy T. (Twitchell) Milligan' Karen J. (Costa) Ripley Jennifer K. (Newsom) Kirby Patricia A. Audette 
Linda E. (Hebert) Robinson Dawn B. (BliDon) Rodrigues Phillip D. Molin 
Scott C. Robinson 
Sin Mei Ko o * Ginny L. (Gayowski) Barsi Karla L. (Jeter) Shultz Doreen P. (Lee) Nicholson 
Marc E. Kronish Ronald Behm 0 Edward M. Smith Scott A. Peixinho Sharon A. Sabaj 
MichaelJ. Lally Mark A. Berniero * PLC Willie Spence Karen J. (Landry) Salvatelli * 
Kenneth R. Schmidt * 
Craig M. Bilodeau Kathleen M. SweeneyO * 
Anthony F. Bonanno 
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Richard R. Pelosi Ry,Ul A. N assaney R ichard D. Scali Daniel H. Weiss Chad D. Heipler 
Tara L. Pinsky Todd D. Nelson Michael K. Shaughne8sy * PeterJ. Whitbeck ' Kevin T .• J arry 
Donna M. Pironti 0 OIajide S. Ogunsuada Aimee J. Sher Judith S. (Graves) Wynne Ryan J. J obJing 
Mark D. Post 0 • Brent K. Ouellette Timothy Q. Skwiot * 1998 Anne D. (Duncan) Karshis 
Wayne R. Prunier * Kevin W. Paige R ebecca E. (Huard) Sousa 
Brian A. Altomari 
Leigh Ann S. Laflesh * 
Karen A. (Thorn) PutvinsIG 0 Michelle M. (Barbato) Pelosi Ritardo Sousa 
J effreyJ.BruT* 
JasonJ. Lavoie 
Lisa M. (J acques) Richard Todd A. Piehler David G. Thibault Steven L. Lazarus 
John E.Roy O Rajendra N. Popat Michael B. Tinelli 0 * John J. Barton .J enniter A. Leach 
Alfred R Bettencourt 
Cheryl A. (Perrino) Senerchia Matthew J. PutvinsIG Ilene R Tirck 
YTichelle M. (Choiniere) Butler LizaJ. Lecuyer 
Michael J. Smith 0 * Debra A. Raymond Sean P. Tta vis Peter R Littler 
Richard M. Sparks Beth P. Rivet Tricia E. Truscott 
Rae L. Cacchione 
Maureen T. (Morgan) McKenney 
Christina M. Carmona 
Matthew V, St. L ouis * Jamie P. Scanlon Joshua D. Tudryn 
Guang yu Y. Chen 
Theresa M. :'deyer 
Susan E. Swnner James F. Soares Samina F. Vahidy Jason M. Coffey + Sandnl Moreau 
Philip M. Vru'cholik Timothy R Spooner William A. Muto 
Carolyn M. (Crouch) Varkel" PatriciaJ. Steere 1997 Jrunes R Cole Kevin M. O'Mara 
Robert C. Arnone Matthew W. Davies 
Donald J. Welch John E. Sundberg O 
Regina A. Bell Kathleen E. Drozdowski 
Monica S. Pellegrino 
Rodney C. Welch Scott G. Tenien Kj:i",tie S. Breen Meghan E. Fox Christopher M. Petisce 
Stephanie I. Werbe Susan E. (Bernier) Thibault 0 Danielle M. Porter 
Mark C. Woods AnneMru'ie M. Tremblay 
Susan E. Bucci Filomena Gianfrancesco 
Nathan M. Przysiecki 
Meryl M. Wyman Tracey L. (Ross) Weise" Cheryl A. (Garnett) Burrell PaulaA. (Morrissette) Hamel ' Andrea L. Raffone 
Alicia M. ZielinslG Karen R (PaJczynski) Wright Jeffrey Caleshu John P. Hand Lynn M. Rapoza PLC 
Deborah L. Zimmerman 
Heidi K. Comes Philip v'Ho 
William J. Rocchio 
1996 Christopher L. Costa Kristin L. (Graeve) JankowslG David P. Santoro * 
1995 Tricia L. Adams Narda E. Cuccaro Sean T. Kenny Christopher M. Saunders 
Alex Ansaldi Pamela J. Barry Law'en R Dabkowski * Devansh M. Khiani Stefanie S. Savage 
Brian D. Baker Joseph A. Beals Stacy O. Defaranos George A. Kinnear * 
Jesse G. Shibley 
Diane M. Belcher o BiJI Beck Robert C. Drainville David L. Lasalle Christopher M. Simmons 
Guido B. Berardi Peter Berthelette Timothy C. Fitzbag Cluistine A. Lebeau 
MichaeU. Socci 
Michele L. (Holderried) Berry .Jef'fi·ey L. Bishop Scott A. Franco Lisa A. Lemieux-Doiron 
ReneeM. St.John 
Wal ter J. Berry Willard R Blanche * Christine M. Gage Sherry L. (Pru'sell) Libby 
Barry Stein 
Craig C. Carr Michael S. Bornstein John E. Gage Stephen S. Lynch 
John P. Stevens 
Amy L. Celona Christopher D. Briggs Alison M. Gerard Scott E. Mann 
Mark F. Svehlik 
Brian S. Clavet Christopher R CarterO Alberto J. Gonzalez Richard R Manson 
Daniel J. Tortora 
Jacqueline C. (Feix) Costantinoo Alicia T. Cipliano Robert D. Graybill 0 * Gary L. Martin 
Brad R. Weissman 
John S. Costantino' P. P. Cloutier Jae T. Guttadauro Dora A. Martorelli 
Roger S. Wells 
Elaine F. Coupe * Vicki E. (Roy) Cloutier Marie J. Hebert Gina M. Maulucci 
David J. Cronin Patricia M. Collins Jason C. Hollis * Rose F. Medeiros Polly L. Wessick 
Denise Czarnecki Bethany L. Connealy-Wandyes MeJiss" A. (McMains ) Hollis ' Joseph W. Mier Ryan S. Wilmouth 
Jennifer S. (l<'lanigan) Eddy Sean M. Connolly Da\~d W. .Jolin Sashi K. Mohanty * Andrew 1. Zinberg 
Diane M. Faenza ':: Erin K. Cooper Eric RJolly David A. Naylor 2000 
Pamela L. (Cyr) Fisher Todd E. Costa Carol A. (Fox) J osey Jason C. Nunes Michael R Ahearn 
Rose M. Fochler Pamela J. Cote Vincent J. Keefe Timothy E. Parsons Briaone M. Baggett 
Robert M. Font'Ulella Melissa M. Dennis Brent T. LeBlanc Catherine L. Pastille PLC Angela C. Barone 
John A. Francisco* John N. Dube Julie B. Lewis Geoffery J. Pencikowski Shawn E. Beal 
Joseph K. Fredriksen Georgette I. Dunhrun Diane J. Lomas Penny J. (Lees) Pietraszka 0 Brian T. Bednarz 
Mary E. Fulling Paul S. Fruniglietti * Sonia L. Maciel-Mitchell Cynthia T. Pimental Jaime A. Before 
Frank.!' Gauvain Yogesh C. Farswani R obert M. McPhee Nancy S. Plourde Jason M. Bennett 
LesJieJ. (Ambrose) Gebhrut Joseph G. Finocchiaro' Andrew P. Meservey ChristopherJ. Ready Terri M. Berg 
Wayne Gero* Mru'ilyn G. Gorman Trunmie MiJler Lisa M. Ricci Tov Birke-Haueisen* pte 
Joshua Haaland Dawn M. Guimond Kimberly A. Moniz Pamela A. (Smith) Roche Christy L. Brega 
William D. Hackler Allison P. Higgins 0 * Molly B. Mulligan' Jason M. Shutt Abby L. Brigham 
Sharon A. Hanrahan Edward C. Kenney Rosemary A. N ucera-Williams Jayme M. (Delmastro) Simoneau Da\~d P. Brooks 
LauraJ. (Zegzdryn) Hanson* Alisa A. Kozlowski Dawn M. Pacheco Marla V. (Vaughn) Smith Darlene M. (McMahan) Bw'geBs 
Mona A. Henry ° Jon J. Lrunbiras LisaJ. (Chiavaroli) Palin' Todd J. Williams K1istina L. Busky 
Brian A. Hoffmann Marc P. Lrunothe Denise M. Paquet 1999 Daniel P. Cain 
Lynn M. Homer Amy E. (Metivier) Landry Altemas K. Parnell 
B,ian M. Anger 
Andrew.J. Caine 
Caesar C .. Jeha PLC Willirun S. Leonar'd Allison J. Pepler 
Lisa A. (Benatovich) Brosofsky * R Patrick Carey 
Raymond O.Jenness Andrew J. Lipsky Vincent L. Petrangelo 
Gina M. Cayer 
Kelly A. Chru'ette 
Kevin A. Kasai Paul H. Martin Elaine Precopia Nicole M. Chomick 
Matthew C. Klein J ennifer A. McGrath ScottJ. Rattigan 
Nancy T. (Dion) Cole 
William N. Clifford 
KevinJ. Cook 
David T. Kosewski William A. McKenzie* Marc J. Riblet 
David P. Corsi Robin M. Connors 
Kenneth J. Kulisch 0 Michael E. YTisluk* Edward W. Ricci 
Eric D. Dalnas 
Pamela R Coppola 
John lVI. Lane Jeannette M. (Landon) Mitchell 0 Kimberly A. (Walsh) Romsavich 
Sergei Daniel 
Nicole M. Cunnier 
Roberta E. Likley Joanne Neipl'is Kevin M. Sarsfield 
David M. Dowling 
Jessica A. Cyganie"wicz 
Amy L. (Spinner) Lima Robyn A. Ouimet Jason T. Schmid 
Thomas E. Dudack 
Sandra R Davis 
Silvia M. Louro Timothy W. Pariseau VincentJ. Sheehan 
Heather L. Enquist 
Anthony A. Deluca 
Robin H. Lydston Danielle M. Peterson Lawrence D. Silver Molly C. Devanney 
John E. MacPhee Gerald A. Phaneuf 0 Gregory M. Sinnott 
Alison A. (Cooper) Fairchild 
Cru'la M. Deya 
Marc A. F erreira 
Joseph A. Macchiarella Lisa M. (CarnaBtro) Piccirillo Maureen L. Slattery 
Eileen B. Flaherty 
Matthew J. Ditrolio 
Steven M. Michaud Jane E. Porter Grant M. Smith 
Kristi M. Flanagan 
Jessica L. Dodge 
Joshua S. Moscov M. E. (Moos) Prunier' Matthew A. Snyder Scott L. Dougherty 
Brian G. Napolillo o Janice M. Qoetta Gordon G. Stroupe Jeffery T. Gates Joseph Faienza 
Tara E. Gofton 
Gary R Russell Jennifer A. (Borawski) Ullram 
Katluyn A. Hayhurst 
Shannon K. (Noto) Russell RobertJ . Wall 
I 
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Noreen M. Flaherty THE CLASS OF 2001 Bryan D. Hitc.hcock John D. Surabian Mr. Richard B. Barber, Sr. & 
James M. Fuller The Cla3s of2001 continued a Nichole L. Irving Michael B. Sweeney Ms. Shirley Malzone Barber 
Gregorio Giacinto Catherine A. Jachem Pamela D. Szczypien Mr. and Mrs. William B. Barber 
Valel;e A. Gioe 
new tmdi.tion of gi1ling tMongh 
Kyle T. Kadish Paul V. Tellefsen Mr. and Mrs. Dennis G. Baril 
J ennifel' L. Grenon 
aftue-year pledge plan- a 
Daniel M. Keefe Jillian L. Tempest Mr. J ohn R. Barone, Sr. 
Stefanie Guarino 
t" adition miginated by the 
Kevin T. Keillor Ken; M. Tonino Mr. and Mrs. Roberto Barrera 
Darek P. Guziczek 
Cla3s ofiiOOO. Althoughfnnd-
Lauren A. Klein Sarah A. Toto Mr. and Mrs. Frands Barrett 
Kl;sten M. Han;ngton 
mising eff0'l1S began on ly 
Richard S. KO&1k Crystal P. Wade Mr. and Mrs. Matthew D. Barrett 
Pat.lick D. Hopkins 
two m ontil1J before Commence-
Brenda M. Lane RichardJ. Wallington Mr. Robert D. Barry 
Susanne 1\'1. Howarth 
ment, the Class of2oo1 
Meghan E . Laprade Kelly A. Walsh Mr. Michael Bauer 
John J. HW'ley 
cont" ibnted $11,700 in gifts 
Leslie S. Lawrence Bethany L. Wilkins Mr. and Mrs. Edouard Baussan 
Julie A. Infanti 
and pledges, wh';ch was 
Derek R . Lessard Marybcth Winslow Mr. and Mrs. Wayne L. Beach 
Frank C. Int,;e,; 
matelzed by Malcolm "Kim" 
AmandaJ. Lirange Li::,a M. Yaconiello Mr. and Mrs. Wa1ter Beaune 
Geoffrey R Jarok 
Clwce, 1\-ustee and Vice Chai ,. 
J ason A. Lopes Mr. and Mrs. William G. Beck 
Charles R Jarvis 
of The Cam paignfor B"yan t, 
Joshua A. Lopes Mr. and Mrs. Neftali Bedoya 
and Walter Stepan, 7h,stee FRIENDS OF THE 
Scott RJohnson 
and "ecipient of a 2001 Nathan A. Lynch CLASS OF 2001 Mrs. Christy Begien 
Brenda l. Kahler Brett D. Lyons Mr. and Mrs. William B. Belcher * honora?'y degree. That brought Malcolm G. Chace r u 
Sameer L. Kanodia Blian R Maday Mr. and Mrs. Leonard the total mised by the Class Claire H. Gagnon Belliveau, Sr. 0 
Justin L. Kantrowitz 10$091.000. Rifat A. Mahmud Sam eel' 1. Kanodia Mr. and Mrs. William H. Bendell 
Timothy M. Kelley Elizabeth A. Mahoney Rev. Joseph A. Poscatello Mr. and Mrs. John A. Benison 
Michelle E. Kel~ler Stewn J. Abouzeid Jason P. Malcolm :Michael T. Sacco('cia 
Heather J. Koms Fahad Y.AIi Sarah M. Maloney 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Y 
Walter Stepan 0 PLe Benzinger 
Law'a E. Ktu;nsky Dominic P. Amenta Melissa M. Mancuso Elisha F. Wins low, HI Mr. and Mrs. John P. Bergeron 
J ennifer L. LaFrance ImadArbain Steven U . Manoc-chio Mrs. Winifred C. Winslow Mr. Peter J. Bergeron 
Kathryn E. Lachance Roshani Q. Ariyam David J. Maliani Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. 
Corey M. Lamirande Ramsey B. Augustadt Matthew P. Mrutin Bel'trand,Jr. 
Julie M. Lavigne Stephen J. Auresto Sean W. Mrutin PARENTS Ms. Tmdy A. BettencoUlt 
Ernest C. Lee .frEno Bouthavong Julia F. Mastantuono Mr. and Mrs. Richard Abate Mr. and Mrs. John M. Bifolck * 
Meghann M. Lisai Deborah A. Boyles Kimberly T. McGraw Ms. Malia D. Abimerhi Mr. Roger J. Bigos 
Bethany A. Lombard Pat rick M. Brennan Tessa M. McInnis M.r. and NIrs. John J. Acampora" Mrs. Pat,;cia M. Bird 
Richard M. Loveling Seth B. Bl;ckrnan LaW'a F. MelenKivitz Mrs. Josephine Actis Mr. and Mrs. William M. Black 
Clayton C. MacAloney Christopher G. Brown David Meskhi Mr. and Mrs. Alan S. Adams Mrs. Rosemary l. Blair 
RobeltJ. Mancusi Darci L. Brown Kimberly M. Michaud Mr. Stanley C. Adelstein Mr. Felix Blaska 
Leanna M. Mansour Steve T. Buccigr oss Shannon J . Miller Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence C. Mrs. Suzanne Bloyd 0 Adzima 
Deanna M. Marchand Julie A. Card Mary E. Minstrell Mr. and Mrs. Dean A. Bly Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ablers 
Cara E. Mrutine Laura A. Carneiro David J. Misiaszek Mr. and Mrs. BruceJ. Boersma 
Michael V. Carnevale Ms. Phebean Akinnusotu Jennifer L. Mathieu Rebecca L. Molloy Mr. and Mrs. Richru'd F. Mr. M. G. Bohnsack 
Todd L. Mazzeo Philip P. Caten Heather M. Moore Alberg el.e Mr. and Mrs. George P. Boquet 
B,;an P. McCalthy PeterJ. Connolly Clu;stopher P. Mon;s Ms. Susie L. Albrecht Mr. and Mrs. EdwaJ'd F. Boulay 
Stephanie A. McCathron Cassandre F. Copley Blian W. Mullen Mr. and Mrs. John Allen Mrs. Louise E. Bouteiller 
Sean D. McNearney :vIi chelle L. Crain Shannon C. Naujock Mr. and Mrs. Fred Allen. Sr. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boutin" 
Heather L. Miller Tony A. Cubellis Matthew l. O'Connor Ms. Elaine R Allison Mr. and Mrs. Blian A. Bouvier 
Clu'istine M. Moloney J. Michael Cucinotta Andrea M. Palomba Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Allison Mr. and Mrs. George Bowersox 
J ennjfer A. Mortimer Chlistopher M. Cullina Michael P. Panarelli Mr. August D. Almeida Mrs. Virginia Bovvry 0 
Andrea M. Nivling Andrew J. Dado Heather A. Pantello Mr. and Mrs. Anthony F. Amara' Mr. and Mrs. Gary R Boyhen 
Mru'k D. Oesten 'eich Wynette J. (Richardson) J ohn-Michael Pap'.' Dr. and Mrs. J ohn W. Anderer Mr. and Mrs. J oseph T. Brennan 
Christopher P iascik 
Dahlquist 
Andrea M. Paquette Mr. and Mrs. Bmce C. Dr. Earl F. Briden 0 
J ulianne P iccirilli 
Mark C. Danielson 
Monica R Pelleher Anderson * PLC Mrs. Margaret A. Blien 
J ennifer L. Plourde 
Elica L. Dayis 
Fanny L. Peralta Mr. and Mrs. John P. Anderson Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. B,;ggs 
Benjamin B. Porter Jennifer A. Dawid Theresa J. Perry Ms. Mary Anderson* Ms. Michele T. Blisson 
Kevin J. Prudente:;: Meg-han K. Decker Klmberly A. Pike Ms. Sylvia M. Andrade Mr. BrianJ. Britton 0 
Lynn D. Robbins 
Ktisty 1\'1. Del~ignore George W. Platt, III Mr. George Andlikidis * Mr. and Mrs. George Brodem o 
Micheal J. Robishaw 
Christal L. Desmarais Carla Puliafico M.r. Anthony F. Anzlovar Mr. Charles R Brophy 
Michael T. Saccoccia 
Timothy E. Devine Shannon M. Quigley !l1r. Richard D. Aplin Mrs. Carolyn Bulgarelli 
Lauren J. Satterlee 
Bree L. Dillon 
Sean G. Rafferty Mr. Gino R Archer Ms. Dianne Euonadonna 
DavidJ. Shelidan 
Max l. Dittelrnan 
J oshua L. Reed Mr. and Mrs. Dona ld F. Armour o Ms. Annette Burke 
Adam R. Shooshan Maureen A. Donnelly Christ ina J. Richardson Ms. Julie E . Arvoy Ms. Maria B. Bush 
Michael W. Silva Timothy S. Dow Pamela M. Robillarel Ms. Paula A. Asadaolian Mrs. Kathleen L. Butkevicius 
Matthew P. Smith John A. Drew Christopher D. Rose Mr. and Mrs. Theodore R Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Caiola, Jr. 
Kerri-Beth S. St. Jacques 
Julie M. Dudley 
Lawrence B. Rosenthal Ashton PLC Mr. James Caldwell 
Tru'a K. Stuart 
Christopher G. Eskin Stephanie A. Salvagno Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Audette Ms. Lorraine Caldwell 
Steven A. Swinhart Melissa A. Farina Jeffrey R. Sbrogna Mr. and Mrs. Martin O. Auger Mr. and Mrs. William Cameron 
Donna L. Taft 
Matthew J . Felski 
M.atthew R Schill Mr. and Mrs. Bruce H. Augustadt Mr. JosephJ. Cammarata 
Nathaniel P. Tobin KOl i A. F erris Kevin A. Schuck Ms. Andrea C. Augustine Mr. Horacia F. Caneja 
Meredith B. Vachon * 
Colleen J . Fitzgerald 
BrentJ. Scott Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Avery Mr. and Mrs. Paul M. Capotosto 
Nancy (Charbonneau) Vermillion Blian A. F leming Daniel P. Serafin Mr. and Mrs. James A. Backstrom Mr. and Mrs. Victor Cappuzzoo 
Jeanne M. (McIntyr e) While Amy B. Gabriel Erin K. Shackleton Mr. and Mrs. Concetto Bafumi Mr. John Carpenter 
Amy L. Williams Tara P. George Rachel D. Shifman Mr. WilliamJ. Baisley Mr. Warren E. Carpenter 
David A. Woodmansee 
Rebecca K. Gero 
Paul T. Siciliano Mrs. Carole Bal,l\vin 0 Mr. and Mrs. Gerdld Cassidy 
M,utha E. Woods AlbeIt S. Gizzarelli Derek M. Smith Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Ballentine Mr. and Mrs. E lisio F. CastroO 
Keith R Wlight Siobhan M. Grondin Lindsay D. Spencer Mrs. Olga Ballestas Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. 
Allison C. Zitta 
Jason M. . Halpelt Cheryl A. Stanton Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Cehanowicz 
Jaclyn M. Han;ngton 
Tracey A. Sullivan 
Barbagallo M.r. and Mrs. Steven V. Chambers 
Mst in M. Harte 
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Mr. Ral ph Charello 0 * PLe Mr. and Mrs. Peter Dziubaniuk Ms. Margaret H. Goodfellow Mr. and Mrs. Robelt A. Kennedy" Mr. and Mrs. Ronald J. 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J. Mr. And Mrs. Richard P. Mr. and Mrs. Gwenael Goulet Mr. and Mrs. Steven D. Kennedy Mascenik, Sr. 
Chamley, Sr. Eannarino PLC Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gouthier* Mr. and Mrs. Stephen M. Kenney Ms. Marie A. Matteis 
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Chase Mr. and Mrs.JohnP. Eckero Mr. Carlos Goyco Mr. and Mrs. Edward D. Kent Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Matteson 0 
Mrs. Virginia M. Cheney Mr. William Edelman Ms. Diane Graham Mr. and Mrs. Rodney D. Kent PLe Mr. and Mrs. Gary Matthews 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond G. Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Ehrich Mr. and Mrs. Gerard G. Gravel 0 Mr. and Mrs. Eugene A. Kessler Mr. and Mrs. James L. Mazurek * 
Chesley, Jr. * Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Mr. Bruce B. Gravitt Unitrust+ Mr. Frederick L. Kittleman Mr. Peter Mazzotta * 
Mr. and Mrs. JamesJ. Christina Eichengreen Mr. and Mrs. James W. Gray' Mrs. Lucie A. Koretskyo Mr. and Mrs. ThomasJ. McArdle 
Ms. Paula Churt Mr. and M."S. Robert E. Eisenhart Mr. and Mrs. James R. Greene, Jr. Mr. Steven Kot Dr. and MI"S. Robert L. 
Ms. Michelina Ciallella Mr. and MI"S. Danny Elderidge Mr. and Mrs. John C. Greene 0 Mr. and Mrs. Dennis E. Kraft 
McCabe PLc 
Mr. and Mrs. David R. Coates Mrs. Catherine V. Elias Mr. Andrew E. McConnell 
Mr. and Mrs. Jay M. Cohen 0 Mr. and Mrs. RogerT. Ellert,Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick L. GI·egor Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell E. Kroner o Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. 
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Emery Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grenon * Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert F. McCormick Mr. and Mrs. Emilio Colantonio" Mr. and Mrs. Stephen E. Grolnic LaBranche 
Ms. Betty M. Colgan Mr. and Mrs. Gary Emond Ms. NalITene T. McDermott 0 Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. Groody Mr. and Mrs. Raymond J. 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel F. Collins Mr. and Mrs. Richard F. LaFlamme Mr. and Mrs. John McDonaldO 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip E. Collins, Jr. England, Jr. 
Mr. and lvIrs. Anthony T. 
Mr. and Mrs. John F. LaSalle Mr. and Mrs. Paul T. McDonnell Guel'rerao 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter J. Comiskey Ms. Elaine M. Englehardt* Mr. and Mrs. Valmore Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Labbadia 
Mr. James McGinness 
Mrs. Kathleen ConboyO Mr. and Mrs. James E. Enos Guimond,Jr. o Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Lafleur Mr. Everton McGlashan 
Mrs. Alma D. Condon Mr. and Mrs. PaulJ. Epperlein* Mr. George C. Hairston * Mrs. Lorraine E. Lalliero Mr. Malcolm H. McGregor 
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Congdon M!: and Mrs. Edward R. Eramian Mrs. Avis Hallam' Mr. and MIs . Donald Lamirande 0 Mr. and Mrs. David A. McHugh 
Mr. and MIS. Daniel J. ConnollyO Mr. James R. Estey O Mr. and Mrs. OliverW. Hallet,Jr. Mr. FI·ank Lancaster Mr. and Mrs. Vincent P. 
Mr. PeterT. Connolly Mr. and Mrs. Harold Etherington Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Ham PLC Mr. John Langh, Jr. 0 
McLaughlin 
Mrs. Patricia Copes Mr. David Fagan 0 + Ms. nail M. Hansen Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Langlois 
Mr. and Mrs. Roger McMahon' 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Farber lvI!: and Mrs. Donald G. Laporte 
Mr. Frank P. McMorrow 
Mr. and Mrs. James V. Corcoran Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McNamara 
Mr. and Mrs . Frank A. Corso * Mr. and Mrs. Vincent E. Farese Hapenney Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. Lastarza 
Mr. and Mrs. Guy J. Corter Mrs. Harriet Farrar Mr. and Mrs. Bruton E. Harris Ms. Gloria F. Lavallee 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McNeilly 0 
Mr. Ozzie P. Medeiros 
Ms. Kristina L. Cote MIs . John B. FarreW Mr. Donald A. Hartley Mr. Peter T. Lavance 
Mr. and MIS. Richard L. Cote° Mr. Roger B. Farwell Mr. and Mrs. David Hatch PLe Mrs. Sheila A. Laverty 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Mello 
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Federico Mr. and Mrs. Kevin A. MI'. and Mrs. Mario L. Laviano 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard T. Metivier 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Cotter' 
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Fehan Haussmann Ml: and Mrs. Paul Michaud Ms. Loraine R. CournoyerO 
Mr. Calvin L. Helgoe, Jr. Mr. Kenneth A. Lawrance Mr. and Mrs. VincentJ. Milano 
Mr. and MIS. Bru·ry A. Cox ' MI·. and Mrs. Joseph M. Mr. and Mrs. Roy A. LeBlanc Fertitta, J·r. Ms. Doris Helmicho Mr. and Mrs. Frank X. Miller 
Mr. and MI"S. David J. Crandall Mr. and Mrs. John Feuti * Mr. and Mrs. Scott Hermann Mr. and Mrs. Bennett L. Lebov MI·. and Mrs. Mitchell Miller 
Ml: and Mrs. Edwin B. Crean Mr. and Mrs. David F. Figari Mr. and Mrs. Diep Ho MI: and Mrs. Robelt E. Lee, Jr. * Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Miller, Sr. 
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Cremins MI·. and MI"S. Paul F. Lefebvre" 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Crosby, Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. 
Ms. Tuyet T. Hoang 
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Legoullon 
Mr. and Mrs. C.·aig D. Mills PLe 
Finocchiaro Mr. and Mrs. Robert Holloway MI·. and Mrs. Richard A. Minstrell 
Mrs. Jan E. Crowell Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Fitzmaurice Mr. and MI'S. Thomas R. Holt Mr. and MIs . Edward J . LemieLLx" Dr. and Mrs. Sam Mirmirani Mr. and Mrs. Berkeley W. Cue * Mr. and M."S. William S. Flanagan Dr. and Mrs. WilliamJ. Holt Mr. and Mrs. John N. Lemieux * Mr. and Mrs. Allen Mischel 0 " 
Mrs. Gail M. Curran Mr. and MIS. David R. Fletcher Mr. and Mrs. David Holton Mr. Joseph A. Leonard, Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Moore Mr. and Mrs. George Czelusniak Mrs. Patricia A. Flynn Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin G. Hom Mr. and Mrs. Frank V. Leonard Mr. William H. Morgan" Mr. Walter A. Czelusniak o Mr. Dennis M. Fogarty & Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Houde Mr. and Mrs. Daniel A. Leone, III Mr. David B. Morris Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D'Amico Ms. Elizabeth O'Donnell-
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence R. Houle Dr. Douglas R. Levin & Mr. and Mrs. Robelt W. Morse 
Mrs. Phyllis D'Amicoo Fogarty Ms. Debbie S. Easterling 
Mr. Leo M. Foley Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Mr. and Mrs. Alan K. Lewis MI"S. Debbi Mosher Mr. Salvatore D'Urso Huempfner o 
Ms. Nannette D. Foley Mr. and Mrs. Richru·d B. Lewis" MI·. and Mrs. Joseph Mulherin Mr. Edward J. Dabrowski Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Huling 
Mr. Lewis H. Fowler ' Mr. and Mrs. Bruce R. Libby Mr. and Mrs. John Muller Mr. and Mrs. Joseph T. Daly Mr. and MI"S. Paul E. Humel 
Mr. Michael A. Damiano Mr. Lawl'enceJ. Fox * Mrs. Jane E. Liles 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Murray 
Mr. AlfredJ. Frances 
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Hill·ley 
Mr. and Mrs. 1raJ. Lippel Mr. and Mrs. Glenn W. Muzroll Mr. Thomas Dasilva Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Hurtt ° 
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Davidson Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey A. Frank Ml: and Mrs. Charles A. Little 
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Naisby 
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Mr. and Mrs. Robelt Napolillo 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Davignon Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Fratiello Hutchinson Mr. SherLo Mr. and Mrs. John A. Nelson 
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Davis Ms. Joanne Fressola Mr. and Mrs. Vincenzo Iannone Mr. and Mrs. John Lombru·di o 
Mr. Andrew P. Dawid Mr. and Mrs. Mru1oJ. Furtado Mr. and Mrs. James V. Isherwood 0 Mr. and MI"S. Richru·d C. Lucian 
Mr. and Mrs. George W. N e\vman 
Mr. and Mrs. Richru·d A. Day MI·. and MI"S. Herbert T. Gaboriauo Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Jaccodine Mr. John Lucido 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond R. 
Niderno 
Mr. and Mrs. Mark C. DeLuzio Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Gabryjelski Mr. and MI'S. Walter A. Jachem Ms. Roxanne Lucido Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth C. Nielsen 
Mr. and Mrs. Mario G. DeSa Mr. and MIS. Ronald J. Gagnon Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Jenci 0 Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Mr. and Mrs. Stephen J. O'Brien 
Mr. and MIS. CasimirJ. Gaidimas MacIlvane Mr. and Mrs. FrankJ. Dellelo, Jr. Ms. Sonja D. Jesus Mr. and MI·s. Thomas P. O·Connell 
Mr. Edmond T. Gaidos Mr. Daniel J. MacPhee Mr. and Mrs. Dennis L. Mr. and MI'S. Douglas H. Jobling Mr. and Mrs. Roy M. Madison,JI·. Ms. Deborah E. O'ConnOl· Desmarais Mr. Donald R. Gaskin° MI: Derrick John Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Maffei,Jr. Mr. and MI"S. Kevin F. O'Connor Mr. and Mrs. Timothy J. Ms. Patricia A. GatesO Mr. and MI'S. Dennis Jolin DevanneyO Mr. and MIs. John Gates Mr. and Mrs. John N. Magoon 
Mrs. Teresa M. O'Malley 
Mr. and Mrs. David R. Dexter 
Mr. and MI·s. TreffleJ.Jolly 
lvIr. and Mrs. Ronald J. Maillru·d Mr. Jozef Odorczuk Ms. Nancy Gauthier Mr. and MI"S. Lru"l"Y D. Jordan 
Mr. Stephen Dexter Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Mallozzi Drs. Anil and Meera Ohri Mr. and Mrs. James Gavin Mr. Bill L. Joyner Mr. and Mrs. Wilfredo U. Mr. Juan C. Deya & Mrs. Alma J. Ms. Kathryn Gentile Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth A. Kadish Mr. Robert C. Malo Ondevilla Quinones Mr. and Mrs. Gary Gentry Mr. and Mrs. Robelt M. Malouf 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. DiLella Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kanarvogel Mr. George A. Mancini, Jr. 
Mrs. Adaeze Onyekwu 
Ms. Lois B. Diehm 
Mr. Barry G. Gerhart Mrs. Fabiola Kantro\vitz Mrs. Maria D. Orozcoo 
Ms. Debra P. German Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kaskiewicz Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Mancuso Mrs. Rosa Ortiz Mr. Raymond N. Donohue Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Geroo Mrs. Alice Manfredi Mrs. Marie E. Osborne Ml: and M,'S. John F. Donovan Mr. and Mrs. Patrick J. Ms. Barbara Gerraughty O Kelleher, Sr. " Ml: and MI·s. Thomas M. Mr. and Mrs. Gregory A. Mr. and Mrs. Dennis M. Dooley Mannello 
Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim Doumato 
MI·. and Mrs. Salvatore Gianone Mr. and Mrs. Maurice A. Kelley 
Mr. and iVIrs. Norman D. 
Osterling 
Mr. Carlton H. Du Bois 0 * Mr. Hiram B. Gibbs, Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kelley ° Marchando 
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas J. 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald E. Giessler Mr. and Mrs. James M. Kelly Oswald,SI: 
Mr. and Mrs. Kay H. Mr. and Mrs. Robelt Marianetti Ms. Gail A. Ozel 
Duckworth,Jr. MI'. and Mrs. Gene P. Giuffre Mr. and Mrs. Martin E. Kelly Mr. and Mrs. Wayne D. Mrutin 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dunphy Mrs. Sharon Gizzarelli MI·. and MI'S. Robert F. Kelsey Mr. and Mrs. Dennis W. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jorge Pacheco 
Mr. and Mrs. Pru·is Gogos Mr. and Mrs. Roy Kelveyo Mar,mkis, Sr. Mr. and MI's. Manuel L. Pacheco Ms. Diem T. Duong 
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Golding Mr. and MI·s. Anthony A. Pagani 
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Palmer 
Mr Edward J Paneza { 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Pantello * 
Ms. Karin Papas 
Mr. Mark Pape 
Ms. Rosanne M. Papetti 
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Parsell 
Ms. Kristine K. Parson:=: 
Mr. Dinesh C. Patel 
Mr. Harenda 1\. P atel 
Mr. and lVll' t". Barry Patterson 
Mr. Dilip Paul 
Mr. and Ml';:';. Lawrence H. Paul 
Mr. William T. Pekera 
Mr. Donald Pelletier 
Mr. and Mrs. Armand L. Pepin 
Mrs. Beyerly,J. Penetuo 
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Perlmutter" 
Ms. Louise Perrotti° 
Mr. anel Mi',. Brian J. Perry 
Mr. Michael A. Peters 
Mr. and Mi's. Murray R. Petrarca 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Piascik 
Ms. ReginaA. Pike* 
Mr. and Mi'S. Stephen G. Pilotte 
Ms. Lillian Plouffe 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Podesta 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter K Poehler' 
Ms. Deborah E. Pokrinchak 
Mr. and Mrs. Scott E. Pollock * 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick C. 
Polseno 
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony D. 
Portanova pte 
Mr. and Mrs. RobertJ. Powers" 
Ms. Christine L. Preble 
:vIs. Camille Prestash 
Mr. and Mr-s. Mark D. Prohaska 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert A. Pudims 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan P un char 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. P ursell 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Quartarone 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard W. Quin 
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew F. 
Radomski ° * 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Rafferty 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey A. Raggi 
Mr. John M. Raineri, Jr. 0 
Mr. and MI'S. Angel G. 
Ramirez, Jr. 
Ms. Dolores N. Ramsey 
Mr. and Mrs. Cwiis J. Rand 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. Rapoza 
Mr. John Rattigan + 
Mr. EugeneJ. Rallsch o 
MI'S. Karen M. Rawding 
Mr. Manual C. Rebelo 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Reebel 
Ms. May Reed ' 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen P. Reichle 
Rev. and Mrs. Jeffrey Reichmann 
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Reiter, Jr. 0 
Ms. Charlotte Rekrut 
Mr, Edward Renaud 
Mr. and Mr-s . Robin A. Rhodes FLC 
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon P. 
Riblet 0 PI.C 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Ricci, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Richard 
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Ridley * 
Dr. and Mrs. Aloys M. Rieser 
Mr. Will iam W. Ring, J r. 
Mr. and Mrs. Mel C. Rivera* 
Mr. Walter P. Rivers, III 
° Five or more years of 
continuous giving 
Mr. and Mr, . Melvyn B. Robbins 
Mr. and :vIrs. Ronald W Roge 
Ms. Carolyn M. Ruland 
Mrs. I na _~~ Romanow 
Mr. Jerry Rosenberg 
Mr. and MI'S. Paul Rosenthal 
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Roy 
Mr. a nd Mrs. Ilya Roytburg 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Saccoccio 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Salemi 
Mr. Cesar A. Sandoval 
Ms. Sarah E. Sansom 0 
Dr. Alicia G. Sank'1 Teresa 
Mr. and Mrs. AntonioJ. Santos" 
Mr. N icola Sasso 
Ylr. and Mrs. Herbeli L. 
Satterlee 
Mr. and :Mrs. Dennis Savosik 
Mr. and :vII's . Rubert D. Shrogna 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E . Scarlett 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Scholz 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter P. Scott-
Hanseno PLC 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Seccanco 
Mr. FrankJ. Selinger 
Mr. and MI'S. Adelbert Senecal 0 
Mr. and MI'S.Jerzy E . Serafin 
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Sevich 
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin S. Shaw 
:vIr. and Mi·s. Michael P. Shaw 
Ms. Jill D. Shedd * 
Mr. John D. Shedd 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Shedlock 
Mrs. Gail A . Sherman 
Mr. George Sherman 
Mr. T homas Shevory 
Mi'. and Mrs. Robert E. 8hoosh3n° 
Mrs. Nancy Shulman 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Siciliano 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sierota 
Mr. and Mrs. Victor M. Silva 
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford P. Simpson 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. 
Sinclair, Jr. 
1\18. F eua Sisouvong 
',11'. and Mrs. Stanley M. Siwicki 
Mr. James H. Slater 
Mr. Kenneth A. Slattery 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Slattery 
Ms. Bonnie L. Smith 
Mr. and Mrs. James W Smith Jr. 
~Ir. Warren J. Slnith 
Mr. and Mrs. Linscott L . Snow 
Mr. and 2\1r8. AntoruoJ. Socci ° 
Mr. and Mrs. Waddington 
Solomon 
Mr. and lIIrs. Richard E. 
Spalinger 
Ms. Roberta A. Sparfven 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Spem·s o 
:vIr. and Mrs. Donald Spelman 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Stantial 
DI: and Mrs. Ernt,,,t E. 
Stempel PLC 
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Stepan 0 PLC 
Mr. and Mr-s. Gary F. Stevens 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth B. Stevens 
:vIr. and Mrs. Kenneth J. Stockley 
Mr. and Mrs. Dmit.riy Stolyarova 
Mr. and Mr-s. Stephen J . Stone 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Strazzulla 
Mrs. Margaret Streater 
Mrs. Kim Striebe 
* Matching gift made by donor's 
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Mr. and Mrs. RobertJ. Stuckart 
Mr. HruTIson M Stultz 
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn C. Stygar ' 
!\IIr. Thomas L. Sullivan 
Ms. Gail Sussman 
Mr. Kenneth Sus;.;rnann 
Mr. and M,·S. Robert Sutfin 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W. 
Sweeney 
Mrs. Alina Szczerbicka 
:vIr. and Mrs. Stanley D. Szetela 
:MI. Edward J. Szmaszek 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. 
Szyrnaszek 
Ms. Margaret A. Tabshey 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Talamini 
Mr. and Mrs. James Talarico 
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Tan 
Mr. Jeffrey Tenillion * 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard R. 
Thomas, III 
Mr. and Mrs. Steven J. 
Thompson * 
Mr. and fot'irs. Peter Thompson 
Mr. and Mrs. PhilipJ. Thompson 
Mr. and Mrs. Steven.J. 
Thompson* 
Ms. Linda Thomson-Mohr 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. 
Tierney, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. MichaelJ. Tonino 
Mr. John M. Torelli 
Mrs. Edna Toyloy 
~Ir. Bryce Trani 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas K. Trant 
Mr. Robert E. Travella 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Travers ' 
Ms.Jo Ann M. Trenary 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernesto :\1:. Trevino 
Mr. Albert K. Trimbol11 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce W. Trousdale 
Dr. Paulette Thrco 
Mr. Robert A. Tylicki, Sr. 
Mrs. Galina Utkina 
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Vandenbulcke 
Mr. FrederickD. Vann ° 
!\IIr. and Mrs. Glenn Veiga 
Mr. and Mrs. Rui P. Vieira 
Mr. and Mrs. David P. VoUer, Sr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Wald 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Wallace 
:vIr. and Mrs. Robert E. Walmsley 
Mr. and Mrs. John Walsh 
Ms. Anne M. Watt 
Mr. J effrey Watt 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Webber 
Mrs. Bettie Weber 
Mr. and :lirs. Jerrold A. 
Weissman 
Mr. and Mrs. R obert A. Wellins 
Mr. and Mrs. J oscph M. Wernik 
Ms. Cheri A . \Vesinger PLC 
Mr. and Mrs. Gary W. Wesley 
Rev. and :vIrs . John D. Wheeler 
Mr. and Mrs. Earl S. 
Whi tehead, Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter G. Whitman 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Wiacek 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Widor ' 
Ms. Kathleen A. Wilkins 
Mrs. Barbara D. Williams 
Ms. CynthiaJ. Winkler 
Ml: and Mrs. E lisha F. 
Winslow, III 
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Wolfeo 
Mrs. Linda J. Worden 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wrobel 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth E. Wyche 
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred York 
Mr. and Mrs. John Zajchowski 0 
lIIr. and Mrs. Lawrence Zegzdryn 
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Zinberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Zolner 
Mr. :>lark C. Zullo 
FRJENDS 
Mrs. Deborah M. Aceto 
Mr. Roger A. Acosta 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin G. Alpelin 
Mr. Eugene A. Ameho 
Dr. and Mrs. Roger L. Anderson ° 
Ms. Linda Asselin 
Mr. and Mrs. J oseph L. Atkins' 
Mr. Peter Balboni 
Mr. Ronald Beauregard 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. 
Beggt:,Jr. PLC 
Mr. Frank V. Belhumeur 
Ms. Lon'aine J . Benoit 
Dr. and Mrs. Jame~ M. Benson PLC 
Mr. F arokh Bhada 
Mrs. Jeanne Biti 
Mr. Bernard Blumenthal ' 
Mrs. Cynthia L. Bonn 
Mr. Arthur H. Boulet PLC 
Mr. Peter M. Blissette 
Mr. Brandt Blito 
Ms. Teresa Browne 
Fliends of Bryant Golf Team 
Mr. and Mrs. Shawn Patrick 
Buckless PLC 
Ms. Renee Buisson 
Ms. Karen Burke 
Mrs. Lucy Callahan PLe 
Dr. and Mrs. Glen D. Campo PLC 
Mr. John Canning 
Mr. John Capaldi 
Mr. Samuel CarTo 
Mr. Maurice E. Carriere 
Ms. Annette Celllli 
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm G. 
Chace PLC 
Ms. Dana Chalberg 
Dr. Thomas Chandler 
Mr. and Mrs. PaulJ. Choquette, 
Jr. * PLe 
Ms. Jennifer M. Coleman 
Mrs. Anne Congdon * PLC 
Mrs. Mary Alice Conlon ° 
Dr. Robert F. Conti 0 
Mr. Robert Cook 
Mr. and Mr-s. George S. Coronado 0 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. 
Costello PLC 
Ms. Merritt A. Crowley FLC 
Mr. Michael H . Curran 0 
Ms. Catherine Currie:) 
Mr. PaulJ. Dacey 
Ms. Beverly M. Daignault 0 
Mr. Keith J. Dallas 
Ms. Rosanne L. Dana' 
Mr. Richard L. Dankel 
Ms. Judith Dawson' 
Mr. Peter R. Dean 
Mr. John F. Souve & 
Ms. Susan DetI;-Souve ° * 
Dr. Ronald DiBattista' 
Dr. Robelt DiSario & 
Dr. N anci B. Weinberger 
Ms. Karen Dilauro 
Mr. Thomas Dinuel1 
Ms. Maureen P. Dubuque ° 
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Duffy ' PLC 
Mr. Joseph R. Duffy 0 
Dr. and Mrs. J. Thomas Eakin Pl.C 
Ms. Anne Earle 
Ms. Jennifer A. Edwards 
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan K. 
Fal11um oPLC 
Ms. Judith Farrell ' 
Ms. Joanne F erchland-Parella ' 
Mr. Edward N. Ferland 
Mr. David Ferry 
Dr. Burton L. Fischman 
',1s. Kim M. Flaherty 
Mr. Chlis Flint 
Ms. Mary-Ruth Foley 
Dr. Kenneth T. Fougere 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. 
Francis ° PLC 
Mr. Marc Furtado 
Mr. and Ms. Theodore Garlacy 
Mr. William T. Gaskin' 
Miss Rebecca Gauthier 
MI'. Daniel Gavitt 
Ms. Jean Ginchereau 
Mr. John Giugliano 
Dr. Richard Glass ' 
Mrs. Edith Gold PCC 
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley P. 
Goldst ein PLe 
Mr. and Mi·s . Edwru'd P. 
Grace III PLC 
Mr. and Mrs. L loyd W. 
Granoff PLC 
Mr. Thomas Green 
Ms. Barbara C. Gregory O 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Grog-an 
Dr. Arthur C. Gudikunst 
Rabbi Leslie Y. Gutterman 
Dr. Joseph H. Hagan 
Dr. F. D. Hammond 
Mrs. Katherine E. Hand Q 
Dr. John P. Hannon 0 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Harris 0 
Dr. Terri Hasseler 
Dr. and Mrs. Alan G. 
Hassenfeld ° PLC 
Ms. Laurie Hazard 
Dr. and Mrs. William H. Heisler 
3rdo PLC 
Mr. George T. Helm, Sr. PLC 
Mr. Frederick L. H ergt, J r. 
Mr. and Mrs. J . Robert Hillier 
Mrs. Gert rude Hochberg' 
Ms . Paula J. Hogan 
Dr. Steven A. Hokcness' 
Dr.JohnC.Hoy* 
Mr. Ernest J. Iaconi8 
Ms. Robin Jackvony 
Dr. E. GardnerJacobs, Jr. ° PLC 
Mr. David Jacquard 
Mr. Leonard E.Johnson° * J-'LC 
Ms. Karen Kane 
Mr. Ranjan Kani 
lI!s. Judy A. Kawamoto 
Ms. BridgetJ. Keane 
Mr. and Mrs. Allan B. Keith 
Dr. Kristin K. Kennedy 0 PLC 
Mr. G. Dickson Kenney PLC 
Mrs. Sandra Kenney 
• Matching gift company PLC Pl·esident's Leader~hip Counc:il + Deceased 
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Dr. David C. Ketcham D" and Mrs. William T. Mr. and Ms. J Dshua Teverow Arthur E. Moan & Associates Dow Chemical Company' 
Mrs. Lillian Kofflero PLC O'Hara c PLC Ms. Deanna L. Thmien° Asset Production Consultants, Dow Jones & Company, Inc .• 
Dr. Paul Kolton' Dr. Patricia M. Odell 0 Mr. Joseph C. Theroux 0 L.P Dun & Bradstreet' 
Ms. Victoria LaFore Dr. and ~Irs. Richard M. Oster PLC Honol'able O. R. Thompson * Augusta Realty Inc. Earnest Duck-Photography 
Ms. Margaret E. Lafferty Mrs. Erika Paquette Ms. Carolyn Thornton Automatic Data Processing · Eastern Enterprises· 
Mrs. Nicole Lambert Mrs. Vivian D. PaquinC Ms. Mary Ann Tooher The Ayco Chalitable Foundation Edward Ameen Ins. Agency 
Dr. Gaytha Langlois Dr. John O. Pastore, Jr. Dr. and Mrs. William E. BCG Enterprises Electric Boat Corporation 
Mr. John H. Lariviereo Mrs. Carol J. Platt 0 Trueheart * PLC Bank of America· Emerson Electric· 
Ms. Jennifer Lal'rabee Mrs. Susan Poisson Mr. and Mrs. John T. Tunney ' PLC Bank of New York Emil & Tom Grega Painting 
Dr. Joanna T. Lau and Dr. Hinda G. Pollard 0 PLC Mr. William Turbitt Bank of Newport Erie Insurance Group · 
Mr. Denis Berube Pt C Dr, Marsha P. Posusney Dr. V. K. Unni and Dr. Nilmala BankBoston The Ernest E. Stempel 
Mr. and Mrs. Scott A. Law'ami PLC Mr. Joseph P hatt" Unni PLo:' Barra Rogers Casey· Foundation 
Mr. Robert Lawton Dr. Mary E. Prescott ' Mr. and Mrs. Will iam F. Valentine Barrows Insurance Agency Ernst & Young Foundation * 
Ms. Julie M. LeBlanc 0 Mrs. Janet Proulx ° Mr. Walter Vine ° Becton Dickinson and Company· Europ€an American Bank 
Ms. Beverly E. Ledbetter PLC Mrs. Dolores M. Provost ° Mr. Keith Vorkink Ben Ingegnel1 CLU Exelon Corporation 
Mrs. Michelle J. Leduc Ms. Nicole M. Provost Mr. Robelt F. Wall Beneficial Energy Products Exxon Education Foundation· 
Mrs. Barbara M. Leonard Mr. Thomas R. Provost Ms. Susan Wandyes Berkshire Industlial FMC Crosby Valve Inc.' 
Ms. Rachel Lepore Mr. Seamus Purcell Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Wann, Jr. Corporation· FMC Foundation ' 
Dr. Judy Litoff O Mrs. Paulette Rattigan ° DI: and Mrs. Newell E. Warde PLC Blue Cross Blue Shield FPL Foundation, Inc .• 
Mr. Dennis G. Little" Mr. Robert Reall 0 Mr. and Mrs. David C. Blum Shapiro & Company, PC Family Business Magazine 
Ms. Julie A. Little Ms. Amy RedfemTI 
Weinstein PLC Bonitati Bros., Inc. Faria & Associates 
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick C. Dr. W.J. Reedyo 
Mr. Horace Weisbart Brokerage Consultants, Inc. Farmer & Company 
Lohlum*PLC Mr. and Mrs. Eric F. Renner 
Honorable J oseph R. Weisberger Brouillard Associates Federated Depmtment 
Dr. Lan)' Lowe & Dr. Dana R. Mr. and Mrs. John K. Welch PLe B,uno, Hoisl & Company, PC Stores, Inc .• Mr. Jack Revm·c 
Lowe 
Mr.J. Edwa.rd Richard 0 
Ms. J eana ~relshman Burns, Clark and Company, PC Feline Corporation 
Mr. and Mrs. GarI)' Lulli PLC 
Mr. Edward Richanlson° 
Mr. ROt)' Whipple C.G. International, Inc. Fenn Associates 
Mr. William E Lunnie 
Ms. Mary Ellen Rivet 
MI: and Mrs. Gregory White C.R. Bard, Inc.' Fidelity Investments · 
Dr. David S. Lux 0 Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. "White * CHF, Inc. Fil'st Union Corpol'ation· Mr. Envin Robinson 
Mr. Raymond R. Lyons 
Mr. Christopher Roethlein 
Dr. and Mrs. John E. Wolfe ° PLe CIG;\A Corporation ' Fleet Bank-RI' 
Dr. Mary P Lyons and 
Mr. Paul Roske 
Dr. Wallace Wood 0 The Call FleetBoston Financial 
Mr. William Parillo PLC Dr. ElizabethJ. Yobaccio Camilleri & Company, Inc. Floors Exclusive 
Mr. anclMrs. Ronald K. Dr. and Mrs. John W. Rowe ° * PLC 
Machtley ° * PLC Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld Caspersen Overhead FMGlobal' 
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Mahoney M.r. and Mrs. Roger B. Ruotolo CORPORATIO S / Garage Door Foundation ofthe Je",ish 
FOUNDATIONS/ Celtic Computer Systems, Inc. Federation Mr. and Ms. Wayne D. MaItin Mr. John Ruppert 
OTHER The Champlin Foundations Foxboro Company· Ms. Judith Mastronardi Ms. Kristin Sanna 
Ms. Marsha Maxwell Ms. Patlicia L. Sawyer ASSOCIATIONS Charles Schwab & Company' Fred M. Roddy Foundation, Inc. 
Ms. Betsy McCahe Mr. and Mrs. John Scanlan PLC A & A Construction, LTD. 
Check t he Fl0l1st Fulford Manufactuling Company 
ANewU Citibank, N.A.' G.M. Painting & Contracting Ms. Georgia A. McCalthy Dr. Phyllis Schumacher" 
A.D.P. Realty Citigroup Foundation GTECH Corporation' Ms. Susan McDonald Dr. and Mrs. Clu;stian Schwarz-
Schilling PLC A.T. Cross Company' Citizens Bank Gavin Services Dr. Judith McDonnell 
Dr. John F. McGillicuddy 0 Mr. and Mrs. Frank T. Sciuto ACCPAC International 
Clariant Corporation· Gen-A-Sys Development, Inc. 
Ms. Lori McKellar Ms. Michele Sczerbinski 
AMP Incorporated' CliffordJ. Deck, CPA General Electric Company· 
Mr. James C. Segovis ARAMARK Corporation Coca-Cola Company 
, General Re Corporation· 
Mr. Robert McM.ahon 
Mr. Glenn McQuade Honorable Bruce M. Selya ° AT & T Global Information Cocso. Inc. Georgia-Pacific Corporation· Solutions Foundation· Cohen, Dufour, & Associates Gilbane Building Company' 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Mr. Glenn S. Senecal 
Meichelbeck o PLC Mrs. Helen Senecal C Adler, Pollock & Sheehan PC Colonial Management Gillette Company' 
Dr. Henrique de Campos Ms. Debra Shaw Aegon USA, Charitable Fund' 
Association· Gold Realty Company 
Meil'elles * pte Mr. and Mrs. M. Osman Aetna Life & Casualty' 
Comerica Bank Goldman Sachs & Company· 
Estate of Myra H. Menagh Siddique PLC Alan G. Wolfe, CPA Commercial Flooring Granoff Family Foundation 
Mr. and Mrs. Richm'd G. Mr. Richard Siedzik All State Signs 
Concepts Inc. 
H.J. Heinz Company 
Metropolis ° Mr. Richard Sinapi Allegretti Masonary 
Community Foundation of Foundation· 
Louisville Depository, Inc. * 
Ms. ~aureen Mezei Mr. and Mrs. James A. Sinman° Allegretti, Major & Company Compaq Computer· H.R.S. 
Ms. Kathleen Midura Mr. Robert E. Sloss Alliance Capital Management' Computer Alliance LLC 
Hackler Associates, Inc. 
Dr. G. William Miller ' Pl.C Ms. Marguerite Smiley PLC Allmerica Financial· Computer Associates 
Hallmark Cards, Inc. ' 
Mr. and Mrs. RobertJ. Misiaszek ' Ms. Barbara E. Smyth 0 • Allstate Foundat ion· International, Inc.· Harcourt General, Inc .• 
Mrs.lVI.J. Monteiro' Pl.C Mr. MartinJ. Soltys ' Alp€riniHirsch Family Congdon Auto Center Inc. The Hartford' 
Mr. Richard Morello Mr. Steven Soulos Foundation Connecticut Financial Insurance HaItford Steam Boiler Inspection 
Ms. Mary F. Moroney 0 Mr. Richard M. Souza Amerada Hess Corporation· Group 
and Insuram::e Company· 
Dr. Robert Muksian 0 Ms. Andrea Spargo 
American Express Foundation· Corey E. Levine, CPA The Harvey Hubbell j<'oundation 
Dr. Keith B. Murray ' Dr. Lynda St. Clair American Home Products Cowen & Associates 
Hasbro, Inc.· 
Ms. Noreen A. Murray Corporation· Cranston Print Works Company· The Hassenfeld Foundat ion Ms. Jane L. St. Onge" American International The Herbert E. & Daisy A. Stride Ms. Laurie L. Musgrove 0 PLC Ms. Dawn Stapleton Group, Inc.· Curtains Up Memorial Foundation 
Ms. Sandra Nardolillo Mr. J. P. St ickeler American Skandia· D&T,LLC Hewlett-Packard Company' 
Miss Kathryn D. Nassr Dr. W. Clement Stone PLC American Society of Association Dankris Builders Corporation Hillview Pro Shop 
Dr. and Mrs. W. Dayle Mr. Charles D. Strickland 0 Executives David T. Hansen, CPA Hodgdon-Noyes Buick, Inc. Nattress PLC Arnica Mutual Insurance DeMonte Painting Company, Mr. Charles Sullivan Hollingsworth & Vase' Mr. Rex Nichols Company· LLC 
Dr. and Mrs. Paul C. Nicholson, 
Mrs. Mary M. Sullivan' I'Le 
Analog Devices, Inc.· Deutsche Bank Americas Houghton Miffiin Company' 
Jr. PLC Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Sullivan Foundation· Hummel & Butler CPA's PC. Andersen Foundation· 
Dr. and Mrs. James A. Dr. William Sweeney, Jr. 0 Anzelone & Merola Do Mac ManufactUling Company Hutchins Family Norton ° PIX Mr. Michael Sylvia 
Aon Foundation· Donnin Publishing, Inc. 
Foundation, Inc. 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Ms. Sandra Sylvia' 
Applegate Realty Company Donut Cafe 
IBM Corporation' 
O'Donnell, Jr. PLC Dr. Mm·cy Syms PLC IKON Office Solutions 
Mrs. Hope C. Talbot ° PLC AIthur Andersen Foundation ITf Corporation· 
° Five or more years of * Matching gift made by donor's ' Matching gift company PLC President's Leadership Council + Deceased 
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Illinois Thol Works, Inc. · Meyer Accounting & Business The Raine Group The Hartford Joseph T. Duffy '69 
Imperial )Jill'series · Service::; Ralph M. Ciunci & Company The Harvey Hubbell Foundation Janet G. Dunk '37 
Ingersoll-Rand Company· Meyer Family Philanthropic Raytheon Company The Herbert E. & Daisy A. Stride Kirke B. Everson '39 
Fund 
Read InsUl'ance & Financial Memorial Bertrand J. Fay' 49 In~tant Entertainment 
Institute of::\Ianagement 
Millipol'€ Corporation Services The Jason Constantino Richard A. Freed '48 PLe 
Accountants, Inc. Mobil Foundation, Inc.· Reckitt & Colman· Scholarship Foundation '" DavidJ. Gardham, Jr. '52 
In~lmlnc:e Reeonstruction Moody'::: COl'poration - Reebok Intenmtional LTD,- The Raine Group Olive H. Gartner'34 
Service:::. Moore Construction Residential Prop<-'l'til'::: The Starr f' oundation Marjorie (Bliss) Gore '39 
International Pape!' Company· MOl'gan Stanley Foundation· Rhode Island Economic The'I'imes Richard M. Gl'eifer '61 
Investigative Resolutions Mutual of New York· Development Corporation The Toa Reinsurance Company 
Kenneth E. Kaplan '64 
Item New Product Development " Star· Rhode Island F oundation of Ameriea 
J.C. Higgins Corporation i-Jarragansctt Electric Company Riblet Foundation 'I'i'l],t Thomson Corporation · 
Lucille (Got,e1I) llilliany '46 
J.C. Penney Company, ]nc" Robelt C. Washburn, CPA Thrifty Car Rental 
E. Ronald Mosca '61 
Narragansett Impl'ovement 
Company Robinson & Cn . .Jf'weler~, Inc. Tilcon Capaldi Inc. Catherine Mulvehill '83 J .R. Group, Inc. 
Nellie Mae Education Tillinghast, Licht, Perkins Albert P. Nadeau '89 JKN Construction Rockwell International 
Foundation · Corporation· Smith & Cohen Constance G, Putnam James W Smith Jr. Inc. 
JanCo .. Inc. 
New England E lectric· Rooney, Plotkin & Willey Time Warner, Inc .• Elizabeth A. Reynolds '31 
Ne\v England Financial· Royal Food Products The Times John A. Ringold '67 The Jason Constantino 
Scholarship Foundation" New York Community Trust- SBC Foundation· Times Mirror Company· Frederick M. ROWlds '66 
John A. Ringold, CPA 
Mary P. Oenslager 
SGL Carbon C0l1)Oration· The Toa Reinsurance Company Bruce Sundlun FOlmdation Fund of America· 
John Hancock Mutual Life San Antonio Area Foundation· J ean Swift '40 New York L ife Foundation · Towers Perrin· Insurance · 
Nixon Peahorly LLP Sand Ridge Bank· 
Nancy (Newkirk) Tedder '55 
Johnson & Johnson, Inc" Travelers Hope C. Talbot Nolan's NOlth End Club, Inc. Sardella's 
Johnson's Business Services Saxon Financial Corp. 
Trinkle Design Associates Donald F. Walsh '51 
Joseph C. Mancuso Jr. Insurance 
N ordson Corporation· UBS· Mary C.A. Wright '50 
Agency Norfolk & Dedham Group· 
ScarpelH's Family Drive 
UNUM Insurance Company· 
Joshua Teverow, Esquire, LTD. Norking Company 
Schleuniger · 
Unilever United States 
Judith P. Higgins, CPA North American Philips 
Schreiber Foods Foundation, Inc .• IN MEMORIAM 
J une Rockwell Levy Foundation 
Corporation · Schultes Family Partnership, United Fire & Casualty · A loss in the Bryant College 
North Attlehoro Firefighters L.C. 
K.W Blistol Co. Association Scott Trethewey Golf Shop 
United Service Company community is de&ply felt by 
KPMGLLp· Northeast Consulting Ser;ice Scudder Kemper Inves.tments, United Technologies· us all, anti we are pleased to 
Kavanagh'sJewell'yServire.s Northeast Export Magazine Inc.· 
United Way· offer the oppart~"nity to make 
Kelleher Doors NOltheast Utilities Company· Seely & Dill'land, Inc. 
Vanguard Charitable gifts in the mema'des of those 
Endowment* 
Keough-llirby Associates, Inc. Norton Company · Seminole Industries Vel'izon· for whom the College held 
KeyBank, National Association· Novare Engineers Inc. Sentry Insurance Foundation· WE. Carpenter Plumbing & 
special rrwaning. It's an ext1"a-
Koffler Fmnily Foundation O'Brien F alnily 'l\ust Sovereign Bank Heating ordinary way to dwtinguish 
Krupa, Johnson & Sotis OSRAM SYLVANIA Space Relief Center WT. Gaskin Engraving a'w' depm1ed community 
Lamar Outdoor Adveltising Products Inc.· Spear, Leeds, & Kellogg· Walter J. Matisewski, CPA members. 
Company Osattin F amily Fund Spot Video Wardwell Braiding Machine Pedro Beade Law Office of KelUleth Vale Owens Corning Foundation· se Paul Companies· Company 
Law Office of D. Marmelstein Owens-Corning Fiberglas Stanadyne Automotive Washington F ine Properties 
Edith Flanigan 
Max F. Gold '49 Law Offices of Dean R Corporation · Corporation · Washington 'frust Company 
Halper, P.A. Owens-Illinois, Inc. · Stanley Works· Waters Corporation · 
Nelson J. Gulski '26, '72H 
Lectro-Med, Inc. K1isten Hatch Parkos Family Foundation The Starr Foundation Welltech Enterprise 
Lewandowski Family Charitable Dean Hudnutt Paul M. Law. CPA State Farm Companies Westvaco F oundation . F und 
Peachtree Place Foundation Kathleen (O'Hara) Hunt '63 
Lincoln National Corporation· State Street Bank & 'I'i·ust· 
Whirlpool Foundation · G. Russell LeBeau '50 
Lockheed Martin Corporation · 
Pentair, Inc.· William L. Provost Construction, 
People's Bank· Steams Painting and Papeling Inc. Richard B. Mead '51 
M& V Tool & Die, Inc. 
Pfizer Founrlation· Stepan Charitable Foundation Wrentham Cooperative Bank Robelt A. Provost 
MBNA America Bank· 
Philip Morri~ Companies · Stevens Excavating Inc. Yankee Gas Services Company · Jack H. Rubens 
MDS Sewing Supply 
Phoenix Mutual Insurance Straetz Foundation Eric G. Weisbart '53 
Macnan Corporation Company Straly Corporation 
Marcantonio & Sons Plymouth Antique Center Straube Associates 1863 SOCIETY 
Marchetti's RestaUl'ant Power Search. Inc. Student Ski Association The 1863 Society, namedjfyl' 
Marotta Scientific Cont rol Practitioners Publishing International the year the College was 
Marsh & McLennan Companies · Company Sullivan & Sullivan founded, recognizes individ'u· 
Mary P. Oenslager Foundation Pricewaterhou~('Coopers • Summit Consulting Group, Inc. als who remember Bryant 
Fund Procter & Gamble Company · Sun Microsysterns thr01l{Jh a bequest or life· 
Massachusetts Financial Providence Bu~ine~s News Swank, Inc.· incame plan. Members of the Services· 
Massachusetts Mutual 
Providence Journal Company Swiss American Securities · Society are invited to special 
Insurance· Pro vi dian Bancorp, Inc .• Swiss Tech of New England college events and are listed 
Matiix Metal Products Prudential Califomia Realty Syms Corporation (anonyrrwusly, if they prefer) 
May Depmtment Stores Pnldential Insurance Company · Taco, Inc. in B"yant~ Annual R&port on 
Company Quest Diagnost ics · Temple Beth-EI Philanth,·opy. 
McGraw-Hili Foundation, Inc.· R&D Thbbing Company Tenet Healthcare Foundation· 
McKenna & Company, CPAs R.I. Pools Inc. Texaco Fow1dation · Anonymous (2) 
Mead Family Trust RM.E. Machinery Sales Inc. Texas Instruments· David E. Allardice '61 
Mentor Planning & Consulting, R.S. Gilmore, Inc. Textron Inc.· Robert L. Batchelor '56 
Inc. RW Roge & Company, Inc. The Ayco Charitable Rudolph A. Big-da '85 
Merck & Company Inc.· RCA Planning Services, Inc. Foundation * Robert D. Blinn '58 
Meredith Corporat ion· RTF Associates The Call Armand C. Bonneau '49 
Merrill Lynch · The Champlin Foundations Russell C. Coit '48 
Metropolitan Insurance The Ernest E. Stempel 
Company· Foundation 
o Five or more years of * Matching gift made by donor's • Matching gift company PLC President\; Leadership Council + Deceased 
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1956 
SOLOMON A. SOLOMON '64 
of East Providence, 
R.I., chairman ofthe 
business department 
for the Community 
College of Rhode 
Island, was appointed by Governor 
Lincoln Almond to the Judicial 
Nominating Commission for the 
State of Rhode Island. 
1974 
GERARD R. CAYER '82MST 
of Smithfield, R.I., is a partner 
with Cayer, Prescott, Clune & 
Chatellier, LLP, in Providence, 
R.I. The firm was admitted into 
Accountants Global Network 
International, one ofthe world's 
leading networks of independent 
certified public accounting and 
consulting firms. 
MATTHEW R. MCMANUS of 
Denver, Colo., was named western 
region sales manager for Keen 
Transport in New Kingstown, Penn. 
1975 
RONALDJ. PARKER of 
Tewksbury, Mass., 
was named president 
of King & Bishop, 
a human resources 
management-
consulting firm, in Waltham, Mass. 
1977 
STEVEN J. ISSA '82MBA of 
Cumberland, R.I., was promoted 
to executive vice president! 
managing director of the 
Rhode Island and southeastern 
Massachusetts commercial market 
groups of Sovereign Bank in 
Providence, R.I. 
1979 
WILLIAM M. GRENIER 
'88MB A '94MST of Bradenton, 
Fla., was appointed tax manager 
at Comdial Corporation in 
Sarasota, Fla. Bill is responsible 
for corporate, sales, property, and 
related tax work. 




BAILEY of Quincy, Mass., oper-
ates Transpersonal Therapies, a 
private practice for psychotherapy 
and other alternative therapies 
in Braintree, Mass. Elizabeth is 
also a staff therapist at a commu-
nity mental health agency in South 
Weymouth, Mass. 
REGINA (JONES) MEAD 
of Monroe, Conn., president of 
Paragon Slate, LLC, of Monroe, 
Conn., is one ofthe newest profes-
sionals selected for inclusion in the 
International WHO'S WHO of 
Entrepreneurs. 
RAYMOND P. MIEZIN of 
Cranbury, N.J., was named 
national account manager 
at ACH Food Companies, Inc., 
based in Memphis, Tenn. 
1982 
ELLEN (GRIFFIN) PELAN 
of South Windsor; Conn., was 
named manager of finance and 
administration at Axiom Ventme 
Partners in South Windsor. 
1983 
DAVID A. FONTAINE '94MBA 
of Harrisville, R.I., is a partner 
"lith Cayer, Prescott, Clune & 
Chatellier, LLP, in Providence. 
The firm was admitted into 
Accountants Global Network 
International, one ofthe world's 
leading networks of independent 
certified public accounting and 
consulting firms. 
ROBERT F. WEISBERG MBA 
of Rockville, Md., received ajuris 
doctor degree and an M.S.E.L. 
from Vermont Law School in 
South Royalton, Vt., in May 2001. 
1985 
CHRISTOPHER M. BEHLING 
of Chesapeake, Va., was named vice 
president of software development 
at ACS Systems & Engineering in 
Virginia Beach, Va. 
FRANK P. BELEN JR. of 
Honolulu, Hawaii, was promoted to 
the rank of major in the Hawaii 
Army National Guard. His unit was 
recently mobilized to active duty. 
MARIA CHOMYSZAK of Sewell, 
N.J., is the national coordinator 
for Habitat for Humanity Tanzania 
in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 
DAVIDJ. HARLAND of Wichita, 
Kans., was named eastern regional 
sales manager for PMS Foods, 
Inc., in Hutchinson, Kans. 
MAJOR JANET (WOOD) LONG 
of Boston, Va., became the first 
female battalion commander in the 
history of the State of Maryland 
Army National Guard. 
DAVIDJ. MOTTA of Cranston, R.I., 
was named New England recruiting 
manager at CAl in Uxbridge, Mass. 
At CAl, a Philadelphia, Penn.-based 
consulting firm, David will be 
responsible for sourcing strategy, 
staff development, and fiscal 
management for the multi-state 
business unit. 
1987 
JAMES P. LORING of Hopkinton, 
Mass., was named cmeffinancial offi-
cer at Savings Bank Life Insurance 
Company in Massachusetts. 
1988 
MARK S. DORLAND of Portage, 
Mich., was named sales manager of 
White Pigeon Paper Company in 
White Pigeon, Mich. 
Auburn, Mass., 
won the title of 
Toastmasters 
International 2001 
World Champion of 
Public Speaking. Darren is a sales 
representative for Bose Corp., in 
Framingham, Mass. 
CHRISTOPHER J. 
O'CONNELL of Sterling, Conn., 
was named director of hotel 
operations for 'I\vo Trees Inn at 
Foxwoods Resort Casino in 
Ledyard, Conn. 
1989 
BRIAN L. ESSEX of Chestnut 
Hill, Mass., is an associate at 
Fleet M&A Advisors in Boston, 
Mass. Brian also received a master 
of science degree in finance from 
Boston College in Chestnut Hill. 
JOHN L. FRASSE of New Hope, 
Penn., was promoted to franchise 
training manager-anti-infectives at 
Ortho-McN eil Pharmaceutical in 
Raritan, N.J. 
SAMARA (WILSON) PAICE of 
Dublin, N.H., was promoted to 
information systems security man-
ager at National Grange Mutual 
Insmance Company in Keene, N.H. 
BRIAN S. ROWE of Cary, N.C., 
was named controller for Builders 
Mutual Insurance Company in 
Raleigh, N.C. 
MARGARET (SCOTT) WALSH 
of Lincoln, R.I., was promoted to 
strategic systems implementation 
manager at Pawtucket Mutual 
Insurance Co., in Pawtucket, R.1. 
Margaret also received CPCU 
designation. 
1990 
ADAM M. HAMBLETT MBA 
of Barrington, R.I., vice president-
general manager of Cable Rep 
Advertising in West Warwick, R.I., 
was named to the Cox Charities 
Advisory Board, established 
through Cox Communications. 
1991 
DAVID M. APPOLONIA MST 
of East Greenwich, 
R.I., was admitted 
into partnership at 
KPMG in Boston, 
Mass. David is a 
member ofthe Rhode Island 
Society of Certified Public 
Accountants and the American 




CHARLONNE of Rutland, Mass., 
was named an associate ofthe 
casualty actuarial society (CAS). 
She is also a senior actuarial assis-
tant at Travelers Insurance in 
Hartford, Conn. 
TRACY J. NOGA of Somerville, 
Mass., was named assistant profes-
sor at Suffolk University in 
Boston, Mass. Tracy received her 
Ph.D. in business administration 
with a concentration in taxation 
from Texas Tech University in 
Lubbock, Tex. 
ALEXANDER M. THOMAS 
of Bronx, N.Y., owns and operates 
Wicked Expressions, LLC, a 
candle manufacturing company in 
Stamford, Conn., that specializes 
in the production of wedding-
related gifts and favors. 
ROSS S. YANCO of Rochester 
Hills, Mich., was named vice presi-
dent of corporate consulting for 
General Sports & Entertainment 
in Rochester, Mich. 
1993 
PETER R. GEAGLONE of 
Enfield, Conn., is a senior consul-
tant for Deloitte & Touche LLP, in 
Hartford, Conn. 
JOHN LUCARELLI III of 
Waterbury, Conn., 
was promoted to man-
ager at Blum Shapiro 
in West Hartford, 
Conn. John is a mem-
ber ofthe Connecticut Society of 
Certified Public Accountants and 
the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants. 
JENNIFER L. MANNILA of 
Dorchester, Mass., was named 
vice president, commercial 
lending with Citizens Bank of 
Massachusetts in Boston, Mass. 
GABRIEL SAMDPERIL '25 
October 5, 2001 
MARY E. C. SHEA'33 
October 23. 2001 






CHRISTINE E. NELSON 
of Old Saybrook, Conn., was 
awarded the 2001 CCAPA 
Professional Planner Award. 
Christine is the town planner for 
the Town of Old Saybrook. 
SUSAN (CRANE) PULVER of 
Enfield, Conn., opened a machine 
shop, Pulver Precision, in East 
Windsor, Conn., that manufactures 
precision aerospace parts for 
major commercial customers. 
1994 
STACEY L. PARRON of 
Hoboken, N.J., was promoted to 
project manager at Prudential 
Financial in Newark, N.J. Stacy is 
responsible for designing and 
implementing planning and fore-
casting systems in the financial 
information services gTOUp. 
NANCY E. ROSSITER MBA 
of East Providence, R.I., was 
named an assistant professor of 
business at Bay Path College in 
Longmeadow, Mass. 
1995 
JEFFREY E. GIROUX of 
Glastonbury, Conn., launched a 
new office of The Telluride Group 
in South Glastonbury, Conn. The 
Telluride Group is a Boston-based 
technology firm serving small busi-
ness companies since 1989. 
ROBERT D. O'NEILL of 
Levittmvn, Penn., was named 
accounting manager for Orchid 
BioSciences, Inc., in Princeton, 
N.J. 
JAMIE P. SCANLON of 
New York, N.Y., traveled to the 
Isle of Wight in Cowes, England, 
to compete in the America's Cup 
Jubilee Regatta, an event com-
memorating the 150th anniversary 
of the America's Cup. 
TIMOTHY T. TARGETT 
of Surry, N.H., owner and vice 
president of H & R Block in 
Brattleboro, Vt., received the 2001 
Franchise ofthe Year Award and 
is the 2002 Chairman of the 
Franchise Advisory Council. 
1996 
MARK V. CACCIA MST of 
Harrisville, R.I., is a partner 
with Cayer, Prescott, Clune, & 
Chatellier, LLP, in Providence, 
R.1. The firm was admitted to 
membership in Accountants Global 
Network International, one of the 
world's leading networks of in de-
pendent certified public accounting 
and consulting firms. 
JOSHUA M. DICKINSON 
of Trumbull, Conn., was named 
supervisor at Nishball, Carp, 
Niedermeier, Pacowta & Co., P.C., 
in Shelton, Conn. 
1997 
MOLLY B. MULLIGAN 
of Groton, Conn., was named 
administrative assistant to the 
Enterprise Projects Manager 
for the Integrated Project 
Services of the Mashantucket 
Pequot Tribal Nation Projects 
Department in Mashantucket, 
Conn. 
IN ME~10RIAM 
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Coventry, R.I., was named assis-
tant media supervisor with 
PriMedia Inc., in Warwick, R.I. 
SEAN M. DALEY of Medford, 
Mass., was promoted to major 
account manager for the northeast 
region at Cingular Wireless in 
Medford. 
2000 
TIMOTHY J. BERTRAND of 
Suffield, Conn., was appointed 
director of strategic alliances for 
North America with Cape Clear 
Software in Waltham, Mass. 
CHRISTOPHER J. 
MARCHAND of Walpole, Mass., 
was named a fund accountant 
for State Street Corporation in 
Westwood, Mass. 
KIMBERLY A. MULLER 
of Shrewsbury, Mass., was named 
pharmaceutical sales represen-
tative for Abbott Laboratories 
based in Abbott Park, Ill. 
KERRI -BETH S. ST. JACQUES 
of West Warwick, R.I., 
was named a sales consultant 
for Inskip Autocenter in 
Warwick, R.I. 
MELVIN P. SANTOS'64 
Octobm" 2, 2001 
RAYMOND RICARD '72 
September 27,2001 




JAMES D. FONTES '84MBA 
September ;',2001 
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FINANCIALS 2001 
DEAR ALUMNI AND FRIENDS, 
Bryant College operated with a balanced operating budget for the fiscal year that 
ended July 31, 2001. The College continues to enjoy a strong financial position 
and-with the generous support of alumni, students, faculty, trustees, staff, and 
friends-will continue to provide an excellent education for future generations. 
Our budget was balanced thanks to the hard work and diligence of the entire 
Bryant community. Total revenue increased to $65.8 million. Thition and room and 
board revenues increased $4.3 million, reflecting higher undergraduate enroll-
ments. Expenditures increased in all major categories, also due to higher student 
enrollment. The charts to the right detail the sources and uses of operating funds. 
Total fund balances declined from $171.3 million to $163.9 million, primarily 
because of investment losses in the endowment fund (-$6.4 million). The market 
value of the endowment declined 4.5 percent to $129.7 million; the endowment also 
provided $6.1 million to support the operations of the College, including scholar-
ships and academic support. Over the long term, our performance compared 
favorably with other colleges and universities. 
Bryant spent approximately $20 million in 2001 to construct new facilities, 
upgrade technology, classrooms, residence halls, and athletic facilities, as well as 
to provide continued planned maintenance of all campus facilities. 
The College has prudently managed the resources entrusted to it. We have a 
strong capital base, which will provide support for years to come. The College's 
rating outlook has been upgraded from stable to positive over the intermediate to 
long-term period by its bond rating agency. Bryant's financial results for 2001 
demonstrate that we have successfully met the challenge of controlling cost while 
providing a quality education. 
?J w(L ,'A 
Herbert W. CUmmings! 
Interim Vice Presidentfor Business Affairsl'Pteasurer 
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